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IY"cover Lake Powell
America:s Natural Playgmundi

Tfyou're ready for
lavacation with no
smog, no crowds, no
freeways and no hassles,
you're ready for Lake
Powell. Ws the nearby
vacation spot that's so
far from the ordinary. F.or houseboating or we operate two lodges

guided tours, there's and five marinas to

- -.*.- • - simply no finer lake in serve you year-round.
rr- 4 0-r«£:< r,dS,·-·• ./7--9-2..·· ". : -. he world. And Enjoy water sports,r.1:5:SK""'• 9• N• (/• %8• ':r• ·,k,- find a private cove,

: 32#6944;Z/. ti,L212• TrA.1.1.53194/62,.--• '2• 1=, ,. catch some rays on a

secluded sandy
-· 47, 'Mi t.:S'rh;2=.9.tpe·<X= i• -rirj/tr>-·«t-*t r-• -447• rrs-J'• ·1-i"·.'1 -·• '-• '·- beach, orwatch

/-/:/F• • «.A.---: 036->z,- .. ·3- * : . - .. ·- a dramatic

canyon sunset,3

.. , .• from the com-
fort of the

... . ·. \/im• St.' ... -- ./ 1,3 -,-» lodges. There
3:Idp• lt• lfours:t:la• -- »1• .-2. 5- • • '• • t«IT' « , are some things
planning kit.

. A, .
.... 1 2.-:·;.- .A. " ··· -«' • . f:..,
./-.. =.. 4· 0.49·+ . 7 ./

: . /- I.-- I

800-528-6154
Lake Powell is the center of the
Grand Circle, which includes
Monument Valley, plus Grand
Canyon, Bryce, A '' .·-
Zion and
Mesa Verde .:<..r.1...e:! ..2,+er/1
national parks. (67*·*34 1 /j'..e':• t.• 8:r FA,·. • :.1/ 1, ..,9,94-

T.RFAA-Y• ...
worth leav- ,,6'.,0. t'·,"»1 :i'',• 1'1• ' .•

.-)_ '4 r· I l. . __<.
ing home for, - -.--'..
and Lake Powell is
definitely one of them.
Arrange it all with

flone phone call:
800-528-6154. ([n greater
Phoenix 278-8888.)
Lake Powell Resorts &
Marinas, 2916 N. 35th
Avenue, Suite 8, Phoenix,
Arizona 85017-5261.

-g• Z
bhblilit
Americas Natural Playground:
Lake Powell Resorts & Marinas is operated by
ARA Leisure Services, an authorized concessioner
of the National Park Service, Glen Canyon National
Recreation Area.
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FROM

111) B.
Three-Piece Trailerable:
4 On or off trailer
4 Mast up or down

1 Highway speeds
• / Road hazards protection

One-Piece Storage:
4 Beach or trailer
4 Mast up or down

1 Easy installation
4 No lifting

1

Pick the cover that best fits your needs, three-piece trailerable, or
one-piece storage. Both work with mast up or down, on or off the
trailer.

All covers are offered in good old-fashioned cotton canvas or
acrylic canvas, which comes with a guarantee to last five years. The
covers provide excellent UV resistance, reducing gelcoat and trampo-
line fading and other damage by UV radiation and pollutants.

Protect your boat from gelcoat fade, cracking and road damage
withyour choice of"All Purpose Catamaran Covers."

•
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Although HOTLINE photos may show models or sailors not wearing a personal flotation dwice,
thism,Gazineand Hobie Cat Companyinno waycondoneor recommendsailingwithowllite vests
either on or in easy reachot every sailor, no matter what the level 01 experience.
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Hanging Ten On A Hoble Cat

I s I sat down today to reflect on what to write about for this issue's
• Hobletorial, I realized this very day marked my ten-year anniversary at
/• Hoble Cat.
/ • A lot has happened to me, my career, the magazine and the company
il-• since Paula Alter (then-editor of HOTLINE) hired me in July 1981. I've
i JIL shared my "humble beginnings" with HOTLINE readers before; about
how, coming to work here as a temporary data entry clerk, I initially surmised the
Cat in Hobie Cat stood for caterpillars, as in earth-moving equipment. Now, here
lam, publishing the magazine I fell in love with at first sight.

My editor, taking the cat analogy in a different direction, jokingly accuses me
of having "clawed" my way to the top. I am where I am - and where I love to be
- because of all the support I've had, right from the very beginning.

Six years ago, then-president Doug Campbell opened the door and gave me
the opportunity to fall on my face or succeed with the magazine. I must admit I
came close to falling a few times - leaning perilously over the brink of small
disasters that looked the size of the Titanic at the time - but I've grown with and
through HOTLINE.

It's all been thanks in large part to many people. Who, you ask? A fabulous and
supportive in-house and free-lance staff, to start with. The people who keep me
well-anchored to reality, who laugh (and sometimes cry) with me as we work our
way through the inlet over rocky times and huge waves to reach our mark of
another great issue.

Who else? Contributors such as Bill Baldwin, John Hackney, Wick Smith, Matt
Miller and Dick Blount, who freely (catch the double entendre, guys?) give so
much of their wit, wisdom and whimsy to the magazine. And all who contribute
stories, photos, thoughts, and yes -even witticisms and criticisms. You lift us up
and keep us on our toes, that's for sure!

Whoelse?All ofyouwho subscribeto HOTLINE, who read itand pass itaround
to friends and fellow sailors (although we encourage you to tell them to buy it for
themselves!)-youdeserveahugeroundofapplause. Remembertheoldriddle?
If a tree falls in the forest and no one hears it, was there a noise? Well, if no one
reads the HOTLINE, what good is it?With you, we're everything. Without you, just
a bunch of unread pages.

It's important to me to keep the magazine relevant, interesting, dynamic -
precisely like the peoplewho read it- making each issue better than the last; the
best it can possibly be.

We've all come a long way together, haven't we?
Ten years ago, I thought Hobie Cat was an -earth-moving company. Now, a

decade later, I realize it really is!
It's moved all of you out there to heights of fun and glory. And, although it may

not have moved me to the fleeting fanfare of"fame and fortune," it has allowed me
to achieve something far more satisfying and enduring: the genuine thrill and
fulfillment of producing a publication that reaches across the waters, spreading
waves of enjoyment around the world.

Thanks guys, for a great ten years!

HOBIE HOTLINE

0
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MORE SOUTHERN EXPOSURE
I am 57 years of age and have been

sailing Hobies for 10 years. I am the proud
owner of a Hobie 16 and a Hobie 17, both
of which I enjoy thoroughly.

Last year Carlton Tucker, a past con-
tributor to HOTLINE and a good friend.
suggested I accompany him to South Af-
rica to watch the Hobie 16 National event.
Carlton and I spent a delightful two weeks
together in that country. I enjoyed it so
much that I returned with Carlton this past
April to attend the Hobie 16 World Cham-
pionshipheldatLangebaanBaynearCape
Town.

I found the South African people to be
the most hospitable anywhere. They are
friendly and generoustoafault. In addition,
truth be known, they probably have the
largest single Hobie fleet in the world. 1
have never before seen so many Hobie
Cats in one place, nor such enthusiasm for
the boat. The race was a joy to behold. It
was efficiently run, and went off without a
hitch.

In view of the foregoing, why is it we
neverreadawordin HOTLINEeitherabout
South Africa's annual Hobie 16 National
event or about the 1991 Hobie 16 World
event? Why are we not reading of these
races in your "Major Events" section? Why
are we not reading feature articles with
many photos applauding such sailors as
Blaine Dodd, Belinda Klaasse, Carlton
Tucker, David Kruyt (the current World
Champion), and many others who race
there? Mick Whitehead and his son, Colin,
have a place in the South African Athletic
Hall of Fame because of their feats as a
father-and-son team on a Hobie 16.

Treat your Hobie readers to articles
from South Africa; it would make fascinat-
ing reading. It seems a shame to totally
exclude such enthusiastic people.

J. Bayard Snowden, 111
Destin, FL

We're always happyto treatour readers
to accounts of racing events held through-
out the world, but we first have to turn the
trick of getting participants to provide
eyewitness reports. For information on the
recent Hobie 16 World Championship in
Langebaan Bay, see "RSA Tops USA" in
the July/August 1991 HOTLINE. To all our
readers, please remember: When itcomes
to racing stories, we only can give as good
as we get. -Ed.

SAILING IN THE STORM
I thought you would be interested in the

enclosed photo of my son, Sgt. Jeff Hayes,
and his new shirt. Jeff and his fellow
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crewmen of the 340th Bomb Squadron
spent many hours sailing Hobie Cats in the
bay of Diego Garcia Island to relieve the
stress and tension of their long flights de-
livering messages to Saddam Hussein.

Sailing was a perfect outlet between
missions, and they were fortunate Hobie
Cats were available for them. Although
fighting a war by alternating days of bomb-
ingmissionsand HobieCattingintheSouth
Indian Ocean sounds crazy, the tension
release provided bythe sailing after 15-17
hour missions made the crews more ef-
fective.

Justwanted to tell you of Hobie's contri-
bution to our recent victory in the Persian
Gulf.

Harold Hayes
Chagrin Falls, OH

I'mwriting to let you knowthe end of the
Gulf War signaled the beginning of sailing
Hobie Sport Cats in Israel. On the March
1991 weekend the cease fire was an-
nounced. two boats were in the water.
Although they were ready over a month
before that, sailing was impossible be-
cause of the war; among other things,
because gas masks should not get wet.

Yoram Gross
Tel Aviv, Israel

A FLY-BY-NIGHT FAN
Don't renew my subscription. After

reading the HOTLINE for years, the last
issue (May/June '91 ) did it for me. I'm
selling my two Hobie 16s and all my equip-
ment and going SOARING.

Hope I can find a SOARING magazine
that has a few articles on sailing. I've read
some dume (sic) things over the years in
HOTLINE, but this SOARING Was icing on
the cake.

Howard E. Martin
Norfolk, VA

Everyone is, of course, entitled to his or
her opinion. However, the maxim "Don't
throw the baby out with the bathwater"
does come to mind. Although HOTLINE
would love it if every subscribing sailor
lived and breathed only Hobie Catting, we
realize our well-rounded readership en-
joys a variety of interests and activities.
That's why we occasionally highlight the
relatedpursuitsofyourfellowHobie Catters.
-Ed.

LET'S RACE
The latest issues have been excellent

- a lot of racing information. I think the
area championships, open to all levels of
sailors, will benefit the class.

Please help the fleets promote racing
and get more new people to try it out. A
Hobie regatta is a great way to spend a
weekend.

Ed Magin
North Rose, NY

COMPTIP 442SAVES

TWO LIVES
This lastweekend we had another great

regatta, this time at Holmes Harbor, on
beautiful Whldbey Island in Puget Sound.
The weather on Sunday had improved to
continual sunshine, and a steady 10-15
knot breeze. In the series of six races our
places had been better than usual. My new
crew, Jennifer, and I were very happy.

Back at the beach were the usual sto-
ries to be shared with good friends amid
the typical commotion and camaraderie of
breaking boats down and getting things
packed and ready for the trip home. Many
trailerswere parked in a grassy area on the
opposite side of a cable and post barrier,
and a number of us opted to carry our
boats from the beach the short distance to
the trailers. Teams of six soon had several
boats on the trailers.

The position of my boat and trailer did
not allow me to drop my mast where we
were parked, so Jennifer and 1, with some
grunting, hoisted the tongue and pulled
the trailer some 50 feet to a spot where the
mastcouldbeloweredclearofotherboats.

Continuedon page 62
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CAPTAIN HOOK, BEGONE!
Disneyland may have glamorized the

profession in a quasi-Caribbean ride, but if
you'rethe proud ownerof abeautiful Hobie
Cat, pirates mean morethan fun and games
- they could mean the untimely loss of
your boat. Trailers, equipment, wet suits,
life jackets, even the entire boat itself- all
are "fair game" to the ruthless thief. Easily
transported boats such as Hobie Cats are
in constant danger of being stolen, stored
and re-sold, unless owners remain aware
and wary.

Boat thieves are serious about their
business and will go to great lengths to
burglarize your unprotected Cat and any-
thing on, in or near it. Helping to make their
by-hook-or-by-crookjobs easier is... YOU,
the Hobie Cat owner. Law enforcement
agencies agree boat owner apathy about
preventive measures is a prime cause of
boat theft.

The Pennsylvania Fish Commission,
Bureau of Boating Education Section,
shares these thief-thwarting tips.

 042If someone offers to sell you a boat
cheap, be suspicious. If the price is too
low, youmaybebuyingsomeone'sstolen
treasure.

 042Use theft-warning decals, locks and
alarms. Although these devices are not
foolproof, they can buy time a crook
doesn't have.

 042Protect your Hobie Cat on the trailer by
adding a wheel lock or by removing a
wheel and adding a hitch lock to prevent
a fast getaway.

 042Don't tie up at unattended or poorly
lighted docks.

 042When not using your Cat, remove the
sails.

 042When the boat is moored, keep extra
equipment and sails locked up in your
Cat Box, or take equipment home.

 042At home, store your boat out of sight
behind your house or in the garage.

 042Run a hardened steel chain or cable
through a fixed part, such as a pylon or
crossbar. Be sure that what you chain
your boat to is as secure as what you
chain it with.

 042Paint your Cat's name on the hull or
transom.

 042Markallequipmentandkeepacomplete
inventory of everything you use when
sailing.

 042Alongwith photographsofyourboatand
equipment, record the hull identification
number and keep in a safe place.

When it comes to boat security, sailors
should harken back to the advice of John
Paul Jones: "Don't give up the ship!"

1• ] 000
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USER FEE UPDATE
Passage of the new federal boat "user

fee" is a clear abuse of recreational sailors
and misuse of governmental powers, as-
serts BOAT/U.S., the nation's largestorga-
nization of recreational boaters. According
to vice president Michael Sciulla, imple-
mentation of this tax could legally clearthe
way for government agencies to levy user
fees on millions of Americans engaged in
a wide variety of everyday activities -
even if they receive no direct benefit from
government regulations or use any gov-
ernment services.

He explains, "Imagine if the federal
governmenttoldmillionsofAmericansthat
they had to pay a federal fee to listen to a
radio or watch TV because both are regu-
lated by the FCC, or pay a fee to buy
groceries because food is inspected by
the USDA."

Either ignorant of oroblivious to the fact
it would be the first federal agency engag-
ing in what amounts to a federal personal
property tax, the Coast Guard is going full
steam ahead with its plan to collect a $25-

100 fee from all boat owners, despite the
lack of reimbursement in terms of services
provided. Meanwhile, backatthe House of
Representatives, a bill introduced by
Representative Bob Davis (R-MI) to repeal
the fee has been co-sponsored by 205
members of the House and has won ap-
proval by the House Merchant Marine
Committee.

U.S. HOBIE ROUNDUP
We're putting together a great color

photo spread on Hobie Cats across the
United States. Thatdoesn'tmeanjustTexas
or California or Florida (although we weI-
come photos from every state); that means
Iowa, Tennessee, North Carolina - all
points north, east, south and west.

Please send us color photos (35 mm
slides preferred), including your name,
address and daytime phone number as
well asthe location and state. The deadline
is December 1,1991. Package your photo
with care and mailto: U.S. Hobie Roundup,
HOTLINE, P.O. Box 1008, Oceanside, CA
92051.
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I'm Mike, and my crew's name is Mike. This is the San Felipe dog patrol: Spotter,
Spotso, Spot, Spotsey, and my Cat trying to blend in.

Mike Little, Stockton, CA

With a name like "Rainbow
Pusher," many a question has
beenaskedbyspectators! Those
on the race course know the col-
orful boat as a fast competitor ('34 2-4
with a skipper who spends most .• _ _ • .... - - .·'. i.. ·f . 2 1%41•
of his week dispensing pharma- ..: /
ceuticals as a pharmacist. 1....

The only time to catch this
boat is on shore, where it here E 1.RitilfilljB>®«p ).P'elglkiegi
poses for a picture with skipper
Dave "RYP" and crew Sue, com-
modore and treasurer for Hobie Fleet 472 of Madison, Wisconsin.

Dave and Sue Repyak, Cambridge, WI

"Name Game Corner" is a recurring feature of Wavelines. Keep those names and photos
coming to: Name Game, HOTLINE, P.O. Box 1008. Oceanside, CA 92051. -Ed.
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E Z STEP..
STEP YOUR MAST WITH EASE & SAFETY
Raise and lower mast single handedly - Attaches quickly without
tools - Stabilizes mast completely - No modification to boat - uses
winch on trailer or block and tackle off trailer (optional at extra
charge) - Adjusts to fit any Catamaran - Rust proof aluminum and
stainless steel.

$105.00 F.O.B. Factory
$6.50 Freight & Handling

ri• s
I  042L__1Products

See your dealer
or order direct.

C BASS PRODUCTS
1232 E. 2nd Street
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74120
(918) 584-3553

HOBIEHOILINE SEPTEMBER 042OCTOBER1991/11

• MOVING?
Let us know six weeks in advance so

you won't miss an issue. Just attach

your mailing label and write out your

new address.

New Address

City State Dp

Mail to: HOTLINE, P.O. Box 1008,
Oceanside, CA 92051

9/91

Attach Mailing Label Here

t
:NEW· OATEEZ! 1*r=t '» S- - -
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At last, the catamaran carrier you'vebeen • '. • _.--
waiting for! Easyto load-easyto unload! 1/1//liwl.
In most instances, one person can move a I 1.• IlI.91 2 -
1448 foot catamaran by themselves. r I *1• c

Though the Cateez can carry large boats; when disassembled, it
is small enough to fit in a car trunk or compact car back seat.
( Disassembles in seconds without tools.)
Our specially patented soft, bright pneumatic wheels (2-3 lbs. of air)
outperform all others on the market in soft sand, mud or uneven terrain ...
WE GUARANTEE IT!

Once you've used the Roleez® Cateez, you'll never want to use another!
WEIGHT: 39 lbs. CAPACITY: 600 lbs.
AXLE LENGTH ADJUSTS TO BOAT WIDTH
Customized unit available for Hobies 21 sailors - $399 + S&H

TO ORDER CALL:

1-800-347-CART
5711A Sellger Orive, Norlolk, VA23502

(bLBeiul».SYS*44
Dealerinquiriesinvited 042FAX804-461-0383  042VAResidentsadd 4.5%Sales Tax  042
UPS  042COD  042VISA and MasterCard  042Prices subject to change without notice.

The portable 4,1/
• 2: 036OBSE ® NAST-CADDIP -

t
TAKE THE GUESSWORK OUT •

OF TRANSPORTING YOUR 440.

• MAST Is the ideal way to
transport yourmast andboom Stern and/orbowinter·lock
ing carriers clamp on securely and remove easily. Fits all
Hobies. Made of potypro, brass or stainless Safetytie not
included but recommended1*#f*<;----t -S

=3.'.4
mr. IN' 121

The AQUA·CADDIE holds cooters up to 101Ax'43A and also is great for weather
gear. etc. Crossbeam mounting helps keep basket out of water and eliminates deforming dolphin
striker as when wave hits striker mounted product. Cooler not included. Model for Hobie 18 (mast
mounted), all other cats; Holder 12, etc.

MURRAYS MARINE DIST
 03666,:at.• uata.0, P.O. BOX 490CARPINTERIA. CA 930138930 DEXTER-PINCKNEY (805) 684-5446PINCKNEY. M148169

......(313).42,6-jls• , One YearWarranty ..................
o CO.D.(US. only) :EE YOUR WCAl IEALE I .0/#/:t0 Check Enclosed
0 Master Charge SHIPPED IN USA VIA UPS (no P.O. Box #'s please)
0 Visa (BankAmericard) Name

AQUA-CADDIE Address0 Hobie 18 $49.95
0 Othermodels$42.95 City

MAST·CADDIE State Zip
0 Stern Only $53.95
0 Bow Only $46.95 Account

number
Indicate Model of Boat: Expiration Date

0 Please send more
information U.& Patest h 042dissq* U.& ht Oil



We promise to give full credit for each
photo published. Who knows: today,
HOTLINE; tomorrow, maybe LOOK!

Here's looking at 'em, kids!

ISLAND OF DELIGHT
"Twenty-six miles across the sea; Santa

Catalina is waiting for me; Santa Catalina,
the island of romance." If you're as old as
your HOTLINE staff, you remember the
song. Even Hobie Cat sailors who never
heard of Bobby Darin get to sample the
fantasy funland of Santa Catalina on a
Septembersailingand camping trip puton
by Hobie dealer Action Sailing &
Watersports in Marina Del Rey, California.

The 1990 weekend escapade, first of
many to come, got underway with sailors,
two chase boats and a small airplane to
capture the classic beauty of the four-hour
crossing. After an afternoon spent hiking
on the island and sailing to cozy coves up
and down the island's coast, sailors in-
dulged in a hull-flying contest while their
Hobie hosts cooked up a sensational rib
and corn barbeque.

After a starlit meal and a beautiful night
camping in tents or on tramps, the sailors
enjoyed a hearty breakfast before setting
off on their colorful parade back to Marina
Del Rey. All participants agreed the jaunt
made the perfect southern California ad-
venture; proving one doesn't have to go far
to get far ... away.

The next Santa Catalinagreatescape is
scheduled for September 28-29,1991. For
more information, contact Neil at Action
Sailing & Watersports, (213)827-2233.

SKIP THE BOOZE
Here's a sobering statistic: Last year,

more than half the 1,000 boating crash
fatalities involved alcohol. The U.S. Coast
Guard estimates non-fatal boating crashes
to number above 60,000, with alcohol a
culprit in many of them as well.

We've been hearing for years that
drinking and driving don't mix, and an
increasing numberof peoplearetaking the
message to heart. But drinking and boat-
ing? Natalie Greetzman, president of the
San Diego County chapter of Mothers
Against Drunk Driving (MADD), states,
Many people who would never think of

driving in their vehicles after drinking think
it is perfectly safe to operate their boat
while drinking."

MADD, the National Safe Boating
Council and BOAT/U.S. encourage boat-
ers to appoint a "designated skipper" who
willtakeaholidayfromconsumingalcohol.
According to Richard Schwartz, president
of BOAT/U.S., "The concept of a sober,
designated driver has been effective on
the highway, and we're urging boaters to
adopt it on the water."

For those still unconvinced, here are a
couple of reasons behind the rationale.

Drinking While Boating Shows
And Results lin Poor Judgment.

Each drink lessens the ability to make
decisions quickly, as well as the ability to
maintain balance. Most boating deaths
occur when people fall out of boats.

Drinking While Boating Can Be
Costly.

Boating while intoxicated (BWI) is not
onlydangerous, butillegal. BWI isafederal
offense subject to a $1,000 fine, with
criminal penalties reaching as high as
$5,000.

With holidays and other special occa-
sions coming up throughout the year, the
smart sailing consensus seems to be the
designated skipper concept is an idea
whose time has come.

TWO GREAT TOPPERS
If you wantto be lefthigh and dry(or low

and dry, for that matter), consider the new
Douglas Gill smock. The newest addition
to the Pacific foul-weather gear wardrobe,
the smock makes an effective alternative
to the traditional jacket or dry suit top.

It's easy to pull on and off, comfortably
snug and watertight, with a self-draining
front cargo pocket backed by a fleeced
handwarmer pocket. Madeof Hydrocote 442
nylon, the same medium-weight highly
waterproof nylon used in Gill dry suits, this
top should keep even the crew dry.

Youwillhavetodishoutafewsmackers
forthissmock, which is available inallsizes
from XSto XL: it retails for about$156. Ifyou
sail in inclement climates, however, the
smock may prove to be the fairest of your
foul weather friends.

Alsoconstructed of Hydrocote, Douglas
Gill's new Pacific one-piece suit is atough-
wearing, completelywaterproofoverallwith
double reinforced seat and knees and an
optional detachablehood. Itoffersfreedom
of movement, colorful comfort in white and
royal blue or red and is available in sizes
XS to XL, for about $209.

Douglas Gill calls the one-piece the
ultimate in protection wear. It's designed
for the active sailor, with a handy self-
draining front leg pocket large enough to
hold gear and race instructions. If you're
looking for gear that's really tough to top,
try the Pacific one-piece suit.

For more information on this new foul-
weather apparel, visit your favorite Hobie
dealer or contact Douglas Gill USA, 6087
Holiday Road, Buford, GA30158, (404)945-
0788. XI_
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RACINGRECUTS-
Class• Legal andHobie
Hot. Usedbymanv ofthe.

top sailors.

P.S.We cutyour

competition !
Mainsail Racing Recut with

Teflon Boltrope....... $115
Jib Reshape Seams.......$95
Pie Shape Tell-Tale

Window.....................$20
Vision Windows

* .- • b - - --$25
Mainsail.................... $30

..... SKIP ELLIOTT SAILMAKERS
870 Production Place

Newport Beach. CA 92663
714-645-6697

Atl shipments via U.P.S. freight collect C.O.D.
Prices'subject to change without notice ·.

DANGER

f
DANGER

2 <Q-
Extreme caution must be
observed when
launching and sailing
near overhead wires. A
mast near a wire could
be fatal!



ARIZONA
Sallboat Shop Inc.
Tempe (602)894-5494
Ship's Store
Tucson (602)795-4857
CALIFORNIA
Sailboats of Bakersfield
Bakersfield (805)322-9178
Seabird Sailing
Berkeley (415)548-3730
Pine Knot Landing
Big Bear Lake (714)866-2628
Action Water Sports
Costa Mesa (714)645-2062
Hoble Sports Center
Dana Point (714)496-1251
Sail Away
Eureka (707)443-0125
Sailing Center
Friant (209)822-2666
Action Sailing Center
Marina Del Rey (213)827-2233
The Sail Shop
Redding (916)221-7197
Inland Sailing Co.
Sacramento (916)454-3966
Wind and Sea Sports
San Diego (619)276-1244
Main Sail
San Jose (408)436-0422
0'Neill Yacht Sales
Santa Cruz (408)476-5202
Wind Toys
Santa Rosa (707)542-7245
COLORADO
Rocky Mountain Marine
Denver (303)399-2824
CONNECTICUT
Candiewood East Sailing Ctr
Brookfield (203)775-2253
DELAWARE
Spirit Marine
Milford (302)422-7835
FLORIDA
Playground Salts
R. Walton Beach (904)244-2722
P & J Marina
Gainesville (904)468-2080

Caribbean Watersports
c/o Sheraton Key Largo Resort
Mile Marker 97 Overseas Hwy.
P.O. Box 781
Key Largo, FL 33037
(305)852-4707
(305)451-4095 FAX

Caribbean Watersports
Key Largo (305)451-3113
Tropical Sailboats
Key West (305)294-2696
Nautical Ventures South
Miami (305)255-3292
Sailing Store
Orlando (407)291-2345
Key Sailing
Pensacola Beach (904)934-3465
Gulf Breeze (904)932-5520
Tackle Shack
Pinellas Park (813)546-5080
Ultimate Sail
Pompano Beach (305)946-2080
Space Coast Sailing Center
Rockledge (407)633-7545
G and R Sallboats
South Naples (813)793-2012
The Cycle Shop
Tallahassee (904)576-6326
GEORGIA
Ocean Motion Surf Co.
St. Simons Island (912)638-5225
HAWAII
Froome: Sailing Co.
Kailua (808)261-2961
ILLINOIS
Carlyle Sail and Surf
Breese (618)526-4770
INDIANA
Doyne's Marine Service
Portage (219)762-7622
Wawasee Boat Co.
Syracuse (219)457-4404
Sallboats, inc.
Westfield (317)896-2686
IOWA
Jim's Sailing Center
West Des Moines (515)255-4307
KANSAS
Action Marine inc.
Andover (316)733-0589
C & H Sallcraft
Chanute (316)431-6056

Complete watersports center. Parasail,
Waverunners and the full line of new Hobies to
sail, Hobie 14-21. Dive, tour and fish at nearby
Pennekamp State and Everglades National
Parks.

Cape Water Sports/
Club Watersports
337 Main Street
Harwich Port, MA 02646
(617)432-7079

Hobie 16, Hobie One-14. Full line
of Alpha Sailboards. Lessons available.
Eight beach locations,

MAINE
Sebago Hoble
North Windham (207)8924009
MARYLAND
Backyard Boats
Annapolis 001 )263-2900
MASSACHUSETTS
Cape Water Sports
Harwichporl (508)432-7079
EnsIgn Marine Specialties
Mattapoisett (508)758-3636
MICHIGAN
Sall Place
Cedar Springs (616)696-0250
Yachts, Ltd.

. Mt. Clemens (313)463-1234
Midwest Aquatlcs Group
Pinckney 013)426-4155
Torch River Bridge Sailboat
Shop
Rapid City (616)322-6180
Gull Harbor Marine
Richland (616)6294507
Surf, Skate & Wheel
Saginaw (517)790-6600
MINNESOTA
Seven Seas Yachts
Minneapolis (612)879-0600
Hi Tempo Ski and Sail
White Bear Lake (612)429-3333
MISSOURI
St. Louis Sailing Center
Bridgeton (314)298·0411
Sailing the Wind
Springfield (417)865-4230
NEBRASKA
Performance Power & Sail
Omaha (402)3314776
NEVADA
W.I.T.W. Boat Works
Boulder City (702)376-4485
NEW HAMPSHIRE
New Hampshire Hobie Cat
Seabrook (603)474-3661

NEW JERSEY
Cranford Boat and Canoe
Cfanford (908)272-6991
Dosit's Sport Center
East Keansburg (908)787-0508
South Shore Marina
Hewkt (201)728-1681
Bayvlew Marina
Somers Point (609)926-1700
NEW YORK
Obershelmer Salls
Buffalo (716)877-8221
Bellpat Marine
East Patchogue (516)286-8368
Boat Works
North Syracuse (315)458-8523
Sailaway International Inc.
Riverhead/The Hamptons

(516)727-4600
Etectra Sport
Schenectady (518)393-9363
NORTH CAROLINA
Skyland Sailcralt
Arden (704)684-2296
Ships Store
Wilmington (919)256-4445
OHIO
Strictly Sail, inc.
Cincinnati (513)984-1907
Sailing, Inc.
Cleveland (216)361 -7245
One Design Yachts
Westerville (614)882-5955
OKLAHOMA
Tulsa Sailcraft
Tulsa (918)663-2881
PENNSYLVANIA
Wind & Water Boat Works
Butter (412)586-2030
Clews and Strawbridge
Frazer (215)644-3529
PUERTO RICO
Beach Cats
Santurce (809)727-0883

West Maui Sailing School
2805 Highway 30
c/o Maui Kaanapali Villas
Lahaina, Maui, HI 96761
(808)667-5545

Hobie 16, Alpha 160 and 230.
Rentals, lessons and rides.

Key Sailing
500 Quietwater Beach Rd #14
Pensacola Beach, FL 32561
(904)932-5520

Hobie, Hobie One, Alpha, Waverunners,
Jet Skis. Instructions available.

RHODE ISLAND
Megrews Boats
Charlestown (401)322-1150
SOUTH CAROLINA
Timeout's Sailing Center
Charleston (803)577-5979
The Sailing & Ski
Connection
Myrtle Beach (803)626-7245
TENNESSEE
Rooke Salls
Memphis (901)744-8500
TEXAS
Sailboat Shop
Austin (512)454-7171
Houston (713)645-5010
San Antonio (512)657-2222
Mastercraft of Corpus
Christi
Corpus Christi (512)9924459
Mariner Salls
Dallas (214)241-1498
Sanford Part Sales
Odessa (915)363-0014
UTAH
Milo Sport Windsurfing
Salt Lake City (801)487-8600
VERMONT
Chlott Marine
Burlington (802)862-8383
VIRGIN ISLANDS
Sallboat Supply Co.
Christiansted, St. Croix

(809)773-3666
Wet'N Wild
St. Thomas (809)779-2225
VIRGINIA
Backyard Boats
Alexandria
Trail 'N Salt
Richmond
Trafton Marlne
Virginia Beach

(703)548-1375

(804)262-7931

(804)460-2238

.0118<
WASHINGTON
Hoble Cats NW
Kirkland (206)827-8080
Seattle (206)282-8112
Sports Creel
Spokane (509)924-2330
WISCONSIN
Spitzer, Inc.
Middleton (608)831-7744
Aquarius Sail of Wisconsin
Pewaukee (414)691-3794

INTERNATIONAL

AUSTRALIA
Coast Catamaran Australia
Erina 61.43.891085
CANADA
Fogh Marine Ltd.
Toronto. Ont. (416)251-0384
Northern Sall Works
Winnipeg. Man. (204)957-0770
Sextant Marine, Inc.
St. Luc, Que. (514)359-0859
FRANCE
Hoble Cat Europe SA
Toulon 33.94.08.11.88
ISRAEL
G.E.T.S., Ltd.
Tel Aviv (03)25-74-76
JAPAN
Cat Park
Tokyo (81)3-440-6770
MEXICO
Veleros S.A. De C.V.
Mexico D.F. (905)540-3047
NEW ZEALAND
Performance Sallcraft NZ
Takapurna 596.925

The Cozumel Experience at
San Francisco Beach
P.O. Box 394
Cozumel Q. Roo. Mexico 77600
(800)346-6116
(713)973-9300
(713)973-8585 FAX

Hoble 16s, scuba diving and instruction, deep-
sea fishing at mainland and island, hotel and
airfare, the best of Cozumel at the best price.

Carlyle Sail and Surf
P.O. Box 144
Breese, IL 62230
(618)526-4770
(618)594-2161

Hoble 16s, Hobie Ones and sailboards.
Rentals, lessons and introductory rides.
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DEAR JOHN
BY JOHN HACKNEY

ILLUSTRATION BY BILL BALDWIN

Tech expert John Hackney delights in
providing practical, workable solutions to
Hobie sailors' questions. His hands-on
expertise, in-depth knowledgeand love of
the sport give him an excellent vantage
point. If you have a Hobie question you
would like answered in print, send it to:
HOTLINE "Expert," P.O. Box 1008,
Oceanside, CA 92051 -Ed.

PROBLEMS WITH YOUR LIP
My Hobie 14 has cracks around

one of the rudder pin holes. Is this
something I should be worried
about, such as a structural problem
that could cause more damage if I
don't fix it before taking the boatout
on the wateragain? How do I fix the
problem?

Cracks developing where the rudder
pin passes through the transom deck lip on
Hobie 14s and 16s are a common yet
harmless problem. Although unsightly, a
crack is seldom symptomatic of a struc-
turalproblem. Throughtheyears, the Hobie
factory has enlarged the aforementioned
deck lip hole so the rudder pin is less apt
to cause annoying deck lip cracks and
raise concerns among sailors. The rudder
gudgeons - you know, those little metal
things holding the flippers on the back of
theboat-aremadetotakethefullloadof
the rudders with no load applied to the
deck lip. Sometimes, however, as the rud-
der pin wears or bends, it will stress the
relativelybrittle decklip, causing thecracks.
Incidentally, the rudder gudgeons have
also been improved over the years to pro-
vide a stiffer rudder attachment.

Now that you know cracks in the deck
liparound the rudder pin pose nostructural
problem, you may ask: What do I do about
repairing those unsightly cracks? Good
question.

One method commonly used is to com-
pletely remove the deck lip area around
the hole. This is as "easy" as taking a saw
and cutting the lip at a ·45-degree angle
tangent to the rudder pin hole (see dia-
gram), removing the unsightly area. Sand-
ing the edges smooth will make the area
look as if it were made that way, end of
problem.

Another option, if the cracks are small,
is to drill a larger hole so the rudder pin
cannot touch the deck lip, thus preventing

• ???.• kEtt• *i• kily• li•
E-009-/

the cracks from enlarging or starting. The
topoftheenlargedholealsomaybecham-
feredabittofurtherremoveexistingcracks
or prevent new ones from forming. Re-
member, the Hobie factory has enlarged
this hole overtheyears and on some Hobie
models the rudder pin does not even pass
through the deck lip.

• ome paceps go to

the extreme of

cutting the deck lin

back when the lioat

Ns new.

Some racers go to the extreme of cut-
tingthedecklipbackwhentheboatisnew,
to eliminate all possibilities of deck lip
problems. This procedure alsowill prevent
damage to the deck lip, should you have
trouble sailing through the waves when
launching at the beach. The rudders can
be ripped off the back of your boat as you
hopelessly back down a large wave and
your rudders are pounded into the sand.
The deck lip should remain intact even if
you lose a rudder in the surf, providing the
deck lip was cut back; little consolation, it
seems, but nonetheless a procedure that
can save a lot of repair.

Many sailors may not want to remove
part of the deck lip, but still desire to repair
larger cracks. This is easily done with an
epoxyputtylike MarineTextofillthecracks.
The small area around the cracks should
be sanded or filed to completely remove
the cracks, and then, if wet, allowed to dry
so the epoxy can adhere better. Once the

epoxy is cured, drill the hole a little over-
sized, then chamfer it and sand the epoxy
smooth. This procedure will prepare the
area for a little touch-up paint or gelcoat. If
you have a white boat, using white Marine
Tex eliminates any need for painting.

The process is easy for small cracks
and is a good, harmless way to perform
your first repair job. It also is a good relax-
ingwaytospendsomequalitytimewiththe
children after work; well, you may have to
rethink the relaxing part!

DECAPITATED BOLT
I snapped the headoffone of the

screws holding my gudgeon. How
do I get it out?

Ruddergudgeonsarethestainlesssteel
brackets that hold the rudder pins, and
thus the rudders, to the hulls. The gud-
geons, in turn, have stainless steel bolts
holding them in place.

On a Hobie, the rudder gudgeons are
subjected to a lot of stress - an occupa-
tional hazard, no doubt. The attachment
bolts must withstand this stress plus exist
in a hazardous environment. Water and
salt do take their toll on the rudder assem-
bly, and the attachment bolts are no ex-
ception.

To protect these bolts, the factory beds
the gudgeons to the hull with silicone rub-
ber, which reduces water intrusion around
the bolt. Remember this fact for later dis-
cussion. The rudder gudgeon bolts screw
intoanaluminum plate, known asa tapping
plate, installed within the transom of the
Hobie Cat during construction.

The plateactually iswithin the fiberglass
laminate and is a permanent part of the
Hobie structure. Once the Hobie hull is
laminated with the tapping plate installed,
the skilled factory workers, using a drilling
jig foralignment, drillholesintothe tapping
plate. Theholesarethentapped(threaded),
thustheterm tappingplate, usinga#12-24
tap into which the #12-24 stainless steel
gudgeon bolts are screwed upon attach-
ment of the rudder gudgeons.

If you were paying attention, you will
remember the tapping plate is made out of
aluminum and problems occur if water,
especially saltwater, is able to come in
contactwiththeunprotectedaluminum.As
mostpeople are aware, saltwatercorrodes
aluminum; the corrosion in turn, can cause
the stainless steel bolts to become trapped
within the tapping plate, bummer. When
the unsuspecting and uninformed (non-
HOTLINEsubscribing)sailortriestotighten
or remove the rudder gudgeon bolts, one
of those pesky bolt heads could shear off
(and you were having such a good day).
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Sail
with

US...
$188.

3 day/2 night
Bed and Boat

Vacation Package
in the Florida Keys

i' 4/ V
.

·  042Private Sandy Beach
 042TWOpools  042Jacuzzi

 042ThreeRestaurants00.
 042TennisCourts
 042Waverunners

0, 0, I  042Parasailing
 036  042Windsurfing

C®
Sherat•

Key I.argo Resort
*p/per. dbl. occ. based on

availabilityindudes
accomrnodations,

sailboat and taxes from
'§[ $425/dble. Dec 26,1991 to

April 1,1991 to Dec. 25,1991
March 31,1992

Like your cherished Hobie Cat rudders.
Protect your rudders on or off the boat with colorful Hobie
Cat Rudder Covers. These foam-lined red vinyl covers offer
ideal protection for trailering, transporting or storing in a
sailbox. Designed with firm-hold Fasteck fasteners, these
covers fit all Hobie rudders.

Hohie Rudder Covers:
The best covep-up since Watepgatel
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Cat RighterTM righting systems now offers
two models to chose from.

Light Duty - New system designed for solo sailors over 180 lbs.
Heaw Dutv - Righting system for solo sailors over 100 lbs.

/EmimAM'ZI features:
 0421 full year warranty - satisfaction guaranteed / patented
 042Wodd Hoble Class Association approved for racing
 042No boat modification required (protects warranty)
 042High quality parts & materials  042i• ar-P.Y.'Tr,liTEV:V
 042Increases your personal safety & sailing enjoyment
 042Simply the best righting system availble anywhere!

SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE
BOAT LENGTH HEAVY DUTY LIGHT DUTY

66&
DOUGLAS GILL USA

For all your foul weather geor1

foolwear and accessories.

See your favorite Hobie dealer

or contact:

DOUGLAS GILLUSA

6087 Holiday Road

Buford, GA 30518

(404)945-0788

14-16 $165.00 $79.95
17-19' $170.00 $79.95
20-21' $175.00 $79.95

Sendcheck To OrderbyVISAor money order to : or MASTER CARD:LAKE ENTERPRISES INC.
7120 WYOMING BLVD. N.E., SUITE 132 1-800-658-2162

Phr,ne orders onlY. please.ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87109
Inquiries: (505) 281-5601 Postage COD, otherwise FOB
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Prevention always is the best solution,

so those rudder gudgeon bolts should be
re-bedded on occasion to prevent water
from reaching the tapping plate. Also, as a
penetrating oil may prevent the bolt heads
from twisting off, spray the gudgeon bolts
with WD-40 or CRC a few days before
trying to turn them. The rudder gudgeon
bolts always should be tightened a few
times each sailing season, and, as previ-
ously mentioned, re-bedded with silicone
or 3M's 5200 at least every couple years.
On my boats, thegudgeonsarere-bedded
yearly and bolt tightness checked weekly.

• ,evention always is

the hest solution -

my gudgeons ape pe-

betilled yearly and

bolt tightness

checked weekly.

Unfortunately, even with the best of
care, rudder gudgeon bolts may still break
off on occasion. Once a gudgeon bolt
breaks, a few corrective procedures will
remove the bolt. The following remedies
start with the simple and move toward the
complex. After the rudder system and
gudgeon have been removed from the
back of the boat, the gudgeon bolt which
has twisted off should again be sprayed
with WD-40, CRC, Liquid Wrench, or any
common penetrating oil.

Once the oil has soaked in around the
boltforawhile, thereisusuallyenough bolt
above the surface of the transom to grab
with a good pair of vice grips. If not, you
should be able to remove an area of the
fiberglass large enough to expose the
twisted bolt, which can be grabbed with
thecornerofthevicegrips. Theboltshould
be gently twisted back and forth, working
the penetrating oil into the threads. Be
gentle, this is one of those operations in
which muscle is not required or helpful;
finesse is! Think of this bolt as your child's
first splinter; be caring, but you don't have
to kiss the hull when you're done.

If the bolt still refuses to come out, you.
then must play dentist and drill it out. This
operation requirespatienceandprecision.
You must attempt to drill an approximately
1/8-inch hole into a twisted, deformed
3/16-inch stainless steel bolt which, add-
ing insult to injury, is stuck within a soft

aluminumplate. Acenterpunchshould be
used as you try to start the drill into the
center of the bolt. Once the hole is drilled
successfully into the bolt, you then may
use a #12-24 tap to clean the threads
within the tapping plate.

If you have failed miserably in this task,
which is easy to screw up, you still can drill
the hole even bigger and tap the tapping
plate with larger 1/4-20 threads. This pro-
cedure also will require a large hole in the
ruddergudgeonforthelargerbolt.Alarger
thread size and bolt also may be used if
you just happen to strip the threads in the
tapping plate and can no longer tighten a
standard gudgeon bolt.

Calm down; most of the time, if care is
taken, the old bolt can be removed using
the vice grips and the dentist drilling rou-
tine will not be necessary.

Unlessyou haveawell-equipped shop,
you may consider letting a professional
such as your neighbor, Bubba, you know
the guy down the street with two cars on
jack stands and grease under his finger-
nails, perform this procedure. The local
Hobiedealeroranexperiencedfleetmem-
beralso should beequipped todothe job,
which requires a little skill and experience
to accomplish successfully. Some people
even sail with one bolt missing out of the
rudder gudgeon, a remedy I would never
condone, or is that condemn or maybe
condom.

CASTING CRACKS
I developed a crack in one of my

Hobie 18's corner castings. Can it
be welded?

• heck on the npice and

availability of lioth new

antI used castings; visit

a weliling shon anti get a

Brice on pellaiping the

old casting.

Corner castings, or for that matter any
casting, may crack on occasion, due to a
collision or just hard sailing. Welding the
crack is an alternative to purchasing a new
casting. Although several problems may
discourageyou fromwelding yourcracked
corner casting, it still may be a viable
alternative. The problems that come to
mind with welding aluminum castings are
cost, accessibility to the cracked area,
post-weld refinishing, and salt.

f you still can see

the crack on the

undepside 01 the weld,

it must he pedonel

An aluminum casting is porous and
over the years, salt accumulates in the
pores, making the aluminum very difficult
to weld. The cost factor stems from the fact
that aluminum production is a process
requiring specialized equipment and
training, inevitably pushing up the price-
therefore, welding the casting may be cost-
prohibitive. Salt intrusion into the porous
aluminum can make the casting very diffi-
cult, if notimpossible, toweld, oratthevery
least increase the expense of repair. Addi-
tionally, the casting may be cracked in an
inaccessible area, requiringtoomuchtime
and trouble to weld.

Before making a decision, call your
Hobie dealer to check on the price and
availability of both new and used castings.
Then visit a local welding repair shop and
get a price on repairing the old casting.
After that, your solution should become
obvious.

If you decide to weld the unit, a few
things should be remembered. The crack
to be welded should be ground out so that
complete weld penetration is accom-
plished; i.e., the weld must melt through
the casting in the area of the crack. Com-
plete penetration is critical; without it, the
weld will crack again. Look at the back of
theweld; ifyou still can seethe crackonthe
underside of the weld, it must be redone!

Once the unit is welded, it must be
coated with a finish to stop corrosion. In the
case of black anodizing, the color also
must match the rest of the boat. As men-
tioned in previous articles, a can of flat
black spray paint is a good color match for
the factory black anodizing. If your boat is
clear anodized, spray the aluminum with
clear lacquer, which also will prevent cor-
rosion.

After much experience welding alumi-
num and repairing more than a few corner
castings, I have learned it usually is much
easier and cheaper in the long run to find
a used casting or just bite the bullet and
purchaseanewonefromyourHobiedealer,
rather than suffer through a welded repair.
The few extra dollars spent will save much
aggravation later, should the welding job
fail. Labor and aggravation to remove and
replace the casting contributes to much of
the monetary and emotional cost, and a
less-than-perfect casting should never be
reinstalled! XI
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GRAB A I
HOTSTICK!

Quick, reliable control
made the HOTSTICK the

world's
i most

* popular,

... tiller
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• __AVAILABLE AT YOUR HOBIE DEALER__•

BE A WINNER! SIGN UP NOW!
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The First Outboard
Motor Bracket
for Hobie, 14,16,17,18,
and 21

Propels to speeds in excess of 6 knots using the TANAKA 120
(1.2 H.R) outboard motor. Provides safe sure momentum against
currents. Makes docking easy when winds are becalmed. Motor and
bracket weigh less than 17 lbs. Installs in minutes. Removes in
seconds for racing. Both sailing and motoring positions clear the
boom and tilier
* Brackets also available for other catamarans. For prices send for
FREE brochure or see your local dealer.
Cheata Outboard Motor Bracket
R 0. Box 1234 intHobe Sound, FL 33475
407/746-0479

Dealer CHEAIA
inquiries welcome. THE PERFECT MATE FOR YOUR CAT
U.S. PAT NO. 4227480

*iST-RITER
--=-----------=-=-THE FIRST PRACTICAL ANTI-TURTLING
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The Mast-Riter inflatable mast buoy counteracts total (180 degree)
capsize. Itisrecommended forusewith boats 14 to 18 feet in length.
 042Instantly delivers 15 to 30 pounds of buoyancy to mast tip.
 042Manually activated and deflated from base of mast.
 042No boat modifications required.
 042Low profile: virtually invisible against mast when deflated (total

system weighs less than 1-1/2 pounds).
 042Uses inexpensive, readily available 12 gram C02 cartridges.
---------- --------

To order: Indicate boat length, send check or money order for
$74.95 + $5 S&H. (New York State residents add 7% sales tax.)

-------- --
TO: AdironTek, Inc., P.O. Box 36

New Hartford, NY 13413-0036  042(315)733-2710

with Guest Expert

BOB CURRY, World Champion

November 17-22, 1991
-In The Beautiful Florida Keys-

5 DAYS OF:
 042Boat Handling  042Boat/Sail Tuning
 042Tactics  042Tacks & Gybes (over 500)
 042Starts (over 200)  042Mark Roundings (over 300)
 042Upwind/Downwind  042Mechanics of Crewing
· On-Water Drills Call dav )  042Lectures/Video Reolavs (Eves)

Designeo zo improve all skillsior me aovanced &
intermediate racer as well as the novice sailor.

at PLANTATION YACHT HARBOR & RESORT
(Our Seminar Headquarters)

Spacious Grounds, Sandy Beach, Tennis Courts, Pool

$650/Person Includes Seminar Fee, Room (dbl. occ.)
Meals. Tax & Gratuitv. $100 Denosit to Hold Soot

LIMITED TO 30 BOATS

tall-Rick White-or Mary • ells: 1-800-484-2075
and dial "SAIL" after prompt or 1-305-451-3287.

Brina Your Own Boat - A Few Rentals Available



Power Tpin
Turn Your Cat Into A
Motor Hoble

BY PETER CARRAS

Auxiliarypowerona Hobie Cat? Didyou
know it has been available to you since
1979? Haveyou reallyconsideredauxiliary
power? Does it sound that absurd? Sailors
ofmonohullsinsimilarsizecategorieswould
never dream of leaving port without some
type of auxiliary power; why not Hobie
sailors?

In Hobie Cat sailing as well as any other
class of sailing, there is the racing enthu-
siast and the recreational day sailor. Even
racers do not race every weekend. But,
almost everyone sails purely for the rec-
reational fun of it. I know when I raced in a
fleet, I still did a lot more day sailing than
racing (probably a ratio of 75% to 25%).

Tlie use of auxiliary

Bower willoilen vast

Ilew §81• N Bossillilities

which you may never

liave thought nossible.

My favorite Hobie Cat sailing day is
going out Jupiter Inlet and sailing in the
ocean. With very little beach access in
Palm Beach County, we have to use the
local boat launching ramps. Wealways like
togetanearlystart,which means launching
inthemornings, usuallybeforeanybreezes.
To go out the inlet, we have to navigate
under one drawbridge, often against an
incoming tide - all with becalmed winds.
Never have I had to plan my weekly Hobie
excursion around the tides or winds; I just
start my little 24-pound outboard and go!

POWER LAUNCHING
If you think about it, as the geography in

which you sail changes, so does the ap-
plication of the Hobie Cat, thus requiring

§11;
--

ECH TALK d,*, II
V

the occasional use of auxiliary power.
Once out on the open water, no sailing

vessel requires auxiliary power- unless,
of course, you are becalmed. Yes, even a
Hobie Cat can get becalmed; we all have
our tales to tell.

Auxiliary power can be a savior for the
homeownerwholivesonacanalandneeds
assistance getting to open waters. In fact,
the availability of auxiliary power may de-
termine whether this individual will even
consider buying a Hobie Cat. What good
does it do to live on a canal but own a boat
that, without power, will languish unused in
the homeowner's backyard?

Another need for auxiliary power is in
places where a launching ramp and a
harbor co-exist. In many areas, especially
around New England, thedockmastermay
require outboard motors to ensure safe
navigation in and out of the harbor. Tack-
ing in and around scores of expensive
boats is a no-no. In addition, the next
closest launching ramp may be 50 miles
away.

Many states require sailboats to use
auxiliary power when navigating under
drawbridges. Going under a drawbridge
may not be a problem, when heading
downwind. But try doing it against a
headwind and a current. The bridgetender
has an obligation to the automobiles and
cannot possibly leave a bridge open foran
indefinite period of time while a sailor is
trying to tack through.

USE IT OR LOSE OUT
Navigating out of an inlet against an off-

shore breeze and incoming tide can be a
nerve-wracking and time-consuming ex-
perience. I can remember taking over two
hourstotackoutanarrowinlet, using all my
patience to keep from yelling at an inex-
perienced crew. By the time I finally made
it out of the inlet, the great mood I started
sailing with wasn't so greatanymore. Then,
while sailing the entire day, I was bothered
by a nagging thought in the back of my
mind: Iwonderifthere'sgoingtobeenough
wind to push me back into the inlet with an
outgoing tide. Once I acquired an auxiliary
motor, the tides and winds became a non-
issue. What previously took me two long
hours now takes only 10-15 minutes.

Time and tide may wait for no man, but
having an outboard motor on your Hobie
Catmakeslightofcircumstancesotherwise
beyond your control. Natural and man-
made obstacles are an everyday occur-
rence to the local sailor, but they need not
threaten you orthe dayyou planned, when
auxiliary power can reduce them to a
minimum. The fact is, the use of auxiliary
power will open vast new sailing possibili-
ties which you may never have thought

possible. How about an overnight trip in
the lakes of Montana or sailing the out-
islands in the back country of Key West,
Florida?

OPTIONS GALORE
Some sailors who equip their Hobie

Cats with motors can now sail past sunset,
because they don't have to worry about
how much wind they will or will not have.
Just think how pleasant sailing in the
summer months would be in the cool of the
evening.

You may be surprised to discover just
how easily and quickly a Hobie Cat can be
transformed from a sailboat into a diving
platform. Just drop the mainsail, lash it
around the boom and hoist the boom to a
45-degree angle using your main halyard.
Furl your jib, drop your jib, or justluff itif the
winds are light enough. Using your auxil-
iary motor enables you to idle from reef to
reef and then drop a small collapsible
anchor when you find the right spot.

• Hollie Cat call

118 tpallsfopmell

Iluickly alill easily

fpom a sallhoal into

a diving lilatiopm.

Another fun alteration is turning your
Hobie Cat into a fishing boat. Early in the
morning, motor out to your favorite fishing
hole orjusttroll forthebig ones. Later in the
day when the wind picks up, go sailing.

Iknowa NewZealandsailorwholikesto
fly-fish; his Hobie 16 is one of the few boats
that can enter these shallow waters and
thenserveasacomfortablefishingplatform.
He claims the combination gives him the
best of both possible worlds all rolled up
into his one favorite boat. The fun is all and
only made possible with the use of an
auxiliary motor.

AN EMPOWERING EXPERIENCE
Using an auxiliary motor may turn out to

be an every-time occurrence if you live on
acanal, oryoumayneedtouseyourmotor

18/SEPTEMBER 042OCTOBER1991 HOBIEHOILINE



on fewer than a dozen occasions during a
single sailing season. Those times a motor
is needed canmakethedifferencebetween
another great day on the water and a
sailing tripwith along beginning,dragged-
outendingand notmuchpuresailinginthe
middle. I don't know anybody who likes
lying on the front hulls and paddling for
hours; do you?

In my limited travel, I have seen some
reallybeautifulsailingareasnestledamong
cliffs or below towering trees. I have been
enraptured by deserted beaches lying at
the base of500-foot ravines. Pristine places
such as these can be accessed only with
auxiliary power. The wind cannot venture
in those places, but you can.

All in all, an outboard motor can be a
simpleyetpowerfulwaytokeepyourHobie
Cattingexperienceanoutletforfunandnot
an inlet of frustration.

AuthorPeterCarras, presidentofCheata
Outboard Motor Brackets, reports that in
the 13 years he has been in business, he
has sold brackets to sailors on all five
continents. -Ed. X_

POWER UP
Thetypeofmotorusedforauxiliary

power on your Hobie Cat can be any
short shaft motor weighing less than
30 pounds and producing 3HP or
less. Because of its size and weight,
the Hobie 14 needs only between 1.2
and 1.5HP. If you sail inland on
freshwater lakes with no currents, any
size Hobie also can use one of the
lighteroutboards, such asa 1.2-2HP.
But if you sail on waters entering into
inletsornearcoastalwaterscontaining
currents, you should consider a 3HP
motor with a 3-bladed propeller,
especially for the Hobie 16,18 and
21. These motors produce the
maximum amount of thrust per RPM.

You will be amazed at the amount
of speed obtained from such little
horsepower. A little horsepower goes
a long way, because, unlike a
monohull, a Cat exhibits so little
resistance to the water. As an
example, a Hobie 16with a3HP motor
will go in excess of 10 knots at less
than 3/4 throttle.

Always sail with some sort of
canvascoveroverthetopofthemotor
to keep spray off the powerhead. If
you sail in saltwater, always keep the
motor well lubricated with an oil such
as WD-40.

Now That The F-27
Is ABig Success,

WedLikeTo Introduce
ASmal One.

Announcing the F-24.
C7ood things now come in a A board-up draft of only 12"
CIsmaller package. Three feet makes it a gunkholer's delight...
shorter but with all the fun ofthe and speeds approaching 20 kts.
F-27, this Ian Farrier design will make itascreamingsuccess.
provides unparalleled flexibility To put a little fun in your life, just
for sailors. Built with the same give us a call.
high-quality construction, and Corsair Marine, Inc., 150 Center
light enough to be towed by a Street, Chula Vista, CA 91911
Toyota, the F-24 can berigged Tel: (619) 585-3005 Fax:
and launched in just 15 minutes. (619) 585-3092.

EORSAiR
MARINE
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DANCER
EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE OBSERVED WHEN LAUNCHING OR

SAILING NEAR OVERHEAD WIRES. A MAST NEARAWIRE COULD BE FATAL.
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Boy Meets
Hollie
Two 16s Meet And
Live Happly Ever

After

STORY AND PHOTOS BY
L. GORDON KNOWLTON 111

This endearing tale ofateenagergrow-
ing up on and through his very own Hobie
Cat, is in the words of its author and the
boy's father, "a story of determination,
sacrifice, hardwork, andfinally, mostofall,
personal satisfaction." Gordon Knowlton,
havingwrittenthefirstportionoftheaccount
sometimeago, waskindenoughtoprovide
an update on his family - including the
Hobie 16 that has been an important
memberoftheclansince 1984. Hence, the
division of the following article into two
dated portions. -Ed.

1984-1987
HOBIE LIFE BEGINS AT 16

July 11,1984 promisedto be afine day.
My wife and I were 25 years married, with
twonice children: ason Scott, then 16, and
adaughterTara, then 13. Friends took Peg
and me to a very "lengthy" breakfast, only
to bring us home to a surprise anniversary
party presented by our children. Banners,
balloons, champagne,relativesandfriends
greeted us. Our children did a fine job.

We live in Watertown, Connecticut,
which is located in the western part of the
state at the base of the Litchfield Hills. We
are approximately 20 minutes from two
nice lakes; namely, Lake Quassapaug in
Middlebury and Bantam Lake in Morris. In
addition, we are 45 minutes from Lake
Candlewood in the western part of the
state, and aboutone hour from good Hobie
launching territory (Hammonasset State
Park) on Long Island Sound.

As morning evolved into the afternoon
of our anniversary, we took note that Scott
was not present nor had he been for some
time. Oh well, he must be with friends, as
he now has his driver's license, I surmised.
We expressed more concern as the after-
noon waned. It became 4:00 PM and still
no Scott.

At 4:30 Scott arrived home and greeted
us with a boisterous, "I found one Dad, 1
found one!" Found what, I asked. A Hobie
and it's a 16, he responded. Peg and I
looked at one another, our immediate
thoughts joined in silent unison. Oh God!

We don't need one of those monsters. It's (gudgeons) had been pulled away and
too big, too fast, you name it, we would be replaced with contoured aluminum plates,
better off in the Sunfish League. both of which leaked excessively. Regard-

Please Dad, please just look at it, he less, Jim felt the $1,000 price Scott nego-
pleaded. No, Scott, it's too much money; tiated for the boat was more than fair and
where will we store it; you don't know that itwould be agood investment. You call
anything aboutsailing it-any excuse that this thing a good investment, I thought to
came to mind was rendered. --myself.

Disappointments are disappointments The following week, I entertained sev-
and his balloon was burst. eral discussions at work with my peers in

Throughout the coming week, he con- the process of arriving at a decision about
tinuedtobadgerusabouttheHobie. Itwas Scott buying the boat. The purchase, in
this, it was that, it was everything he would essence, would create a liability, responsi-
ever want. (Anyone with children would bility and an asset, in that order. Arriving
understand; thosewithoutmightremember homeseveraleveningslaterwithapositive
their own childhood days.) decision, and announcing same, Scott

Meanwhile, at the other end of the greeted me with, "I knew you would go for
spectrum, the company at which I am it, Dad! Therefore, I went to the local credit
employedhadjusthiredJim, anewsystems union and arranged for a loan under your
manager. Planned or not, I was made signature.
aware of the fact he owned a Hobie 14. I felt if he was smart enough to do that,
Relief had now arrived and we wouldn't he deserved the boat and so it was to be.
worry aboutowning a Hobie because... or ( Incidentally, he paid the loan off in nine
so I thought. months and saved for college at the same

time. He accomplished this by working
after school and nights during his summer
vacations.)

By late July, the last Sunday of the
,· month, with cash in hand and a borrowed..'*

Hobie trailer, we were at the Connecticut
shoreline lifting "our" Hoble over a six-foot
fence and onto the trailer. Basically, the

...I" boatwas well equipped, including trapeze
wiring, harnesses with buckles, and many

.".. 036.= extra parts, leaving little if anything to
· .. -. -···· a,AM-_ s .  04212--- 042-1-purchase.

.-:S'*'16 Itwas nearing noon aswe headed north
on Route 8 to our home in Watertown,'1':SI• 21%32hosi• • f• astsaeey• • • atus• s• o•

.i -f'• --»:11';'t· rtle'tea• .oat being watched
At last we arrived home, to set up the

Hobieinouryard. Theentireneighborhood

The ilupchase would session Itwas beautiful: faded green hulls,
was afforded a look at Scott's new pos-

with grey/white tops, a dirty white trampo-
create a liability, line, one white and one black rudder and

an oh-so-faded blue/white sail, patches
pesponsibility and an included, #3101 Regardless, itwasa Hobie

and that's all that counted.

asset, in that opilell

CHANGE OF HEART
In New England the weather changes

by the minute. On the following Sunday
morning, Jim, Scott and I found ourselves
examining the "Ultimate Hobie," sail num-
ber3101. Jim checked all the critical areas
and appraised the boat as being in rea-
sonablygoodshape.Theruddermountings

SUMMER SCHOOL
During the following week, the boatwas

taken to Lake Quassapaug, where Scott
rigged itand began learning tosail. He had
no prior Hobie experience, only having
observed the rigging of one and taken a
single ride some time ago.

Problems soon developed. The hulls
leaked, at times completely filling with
water. In addition, the boat turtled, the
mast getting stuck in the mud. You name it,
it happened, but we, he and it survived the

20/SEPTEMBER 042OCTOBER1991 HOBIEHOTLINE
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SAIL REPAIR
AS SAILMAKERS FOR 14 YEARS
AND HOWE DEALERS FOR 12 1
YEARS, WE SOLICIT YOUA
WINDOW INSTALLATION, BOLTROPE
AND BATTEN POCKET AEPAIAS, 2
TRAMPOLINE WORK, ETC. FIVE
TO TEN DAY TURN AROUND.
EXCELLENT WORKMANSHIR
INSURANCE ESTIMATES.
48 HOUR SERVICE AT t• j
DOUBLE RATES AND
TIME AVAILABILITY. 4
CALL FOR QUOTE OA
SEE YOUR HOWe Cat
OR /• 0£DERDEALER

ALSO- 5
HOLDER COVERS ©

a 6
Hobie Cat

- " 1----_-1 • ------(13LHanatta (Pect

COTCTS

Banana Peels are des gned to ft the hu s snug ybyut zngdernz ppers a ong gunwha e
and z ppers/ve cro for, destay c osures a owng for mast up storage or mast down towab e
w thout d fronnertncithebrdeors destav• Hobe 16 Banana Pee/s are $325 00 a set
and $115 00 for the trampot ne cover The Hob e 18 Banana Pee/ s one p ece cover ng
the entre hu s and tramp and pr ces at $415 00 Pr ces are for our stock co ors of wh te or
bue Add 10/ to quoted pr ces for co ors red ye ow green or tan a ow add t ona 14 day
de very for spec a co ors A orders prepa d w be sh pped UPS fre ght pa d A other
orders w lbe sh pped UPS COD nc ud ng fre ght For pr ce gu de on sa repa rs and nfo on
other manufactured tems contact

Chrs Aooke ROOKE SAILS 1744 Prescott So(901) 744 8500 Memphs TN 38111
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Serving Catamaran Needs Since 1983

Virtually
EVERYTHING
For Your Boatl

p, NO Backorders

p, NO Delays

p, NO Uncertainty

1 NO Surprises
1 NO Excuses

The DIFFERENT Company with

Simply Better Products & Services

KISME MARINE ENGINEERING
118 MlLLRIDGE RD. - UNIVERSAL CITY, TX 78148

| VISA I (512) 659-4258
8am - 5pm Monday-Friday (CT)

• MAST MASTER
-It's About Time!

pabBOTo-LocK

..1'
'*

*

Stop
' mast damage

.
while trailering.

 042Easy-slips over mast.

- Locks-into traveler channel.
- Rotates to rear-locks on mast.

 042Rugged-one piece welded design.
 042Plastic coated-easy on comp tips.

 042Fits over tiller hiking stick-leave it on.

Send check or money order to: Hobie 14/16 $39.50
Mast Master 17 44.50505 N. Rock Rd. #309
Wichita, Kansas 67206 18 49.50

Nowavailable in 14.16. and 17: Write for reservations for the 18 (Available soon). U.S. Patent Pending

• OME OF THE BEST THINGS
IN LIFE ARE STILL FREE...

. 254

INCLUDING THE NEW
1991 HARKEN CATALOG
which features the complete line of

Harken hardware,winches and deck hardware
-with 116 new Harken products for 1991.

7

8

9

© 10

'/
1526

• ],1

* 4 --(ii)

14
Please send me your free 1991 Harken catalog

Name

Address

City State ZIP

I saw this ad In

Ma I to Harken 1251 E W scons n Ave Pewaukee WI 53072 USA



summer. Scott never gave up, just looked
ahead, bound and determined his boat
would be one of the nicest on the lake.
That's what I call optimism.

In June 1985, Scott graduated from
highschool. Ourfamilygavehimanewset
of sails, the "Sunburst" series, sail number .
85857. One week later, while sailing on
Bantam Lake, a shroud broke, demasting
the boat and tearing the top eye out of the
lib. A heartbroken Scott called his father at
work in dire need of assistance. Once
again, our systems manager came to the
rescue. As the season was growing short
and Scott was going away to school, time
was of the essence. Scott took the sail to
Hood Sailmakers in Stratford, where a very
professional repairwas made, and a tour
of the facility was thrown in. He was very
impressed.

¥ou name it, it

hailliened, but we, he and

it survived the summep.

We were back in business within one
week. In addition, the leaking hulls were
repaired and in turn painted whitewith blue
striping added. Not satisfied with this, we
had the hulls painted yellow in the summer
of 1986. In the spring/summer of 1987, the
hulls were again painted yellow to match
thesails. with corresponding stripesadded
tothe boat. All the aluminum components,
including the mast and tramp frame, were
refinished in black, with the trampoline and
rudders remaining white. Now, she flew a
hull with ease and became a joy to sail or
even just to watch.

OLD SALTS
In July 1987, we enjoyed our first en-

counter with saltwater sailing and experi-
enced perhaps one of the better sailing
days to be had. Our venture started at the
Megs Point area of Hammonasset State
Park in Madison. As the day progressed,
an extremelystrong southwestwind devel-
oped. generating waves four to five feet
high and higher. At one point, the state
park rangers grounded the Hobies and
requested we drop our sails.

This was Scott's first venture into really
rough water and unpredictable situations.
He handled it like a veteran, with the boat
performing flawlessly. We sailed for about
six hours, from mid-morning to late after-
noon, and never felt we or the boat were in
jeopardy. Talk about flying hulls or hauling
-thiswas it! We all agreed itwas aday the
family would always remember, the per-
fect day.

At one time of day or another, we all
needed assistance.When we did,theother
Hobiepeoplewerethere,·aswerewewhen
they did. Hobie folk are a great bunch of
people.

STILL GOING STRONG
Number 85857 receives a lot of atten-

tionwherevershegoes. Complimentssuch
as, "Is that a new boat?" or "That's beauti-
ful!" are very common. Needless to say,
nothing boosts one's ego more than acco-
lades of that nature. When we tell others
the story of the boat, they can hardly be-
lieve it; however, asyou nowknow, it's true.
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Each and every time the boat sails, it's
athrill; we as a family are very proud of her.
When the boat sails away, the words echo
in my mind, "1 found one Dad, I found one,
and it's a Hobie, Hobie 16." Truly, a boy's
dream come true.

1988-1991
LIFE GOES ON - AND SO DOES #85857

Time marches on, and the changes are
many, but we still have #85857, she still
looks new, and continues to draw favor-
able comments wherever we go. Mom still
likesherquietride, both feetontheground.
Dad, however, like many, has yet to grow
up in some ways and still likes to fly a hull
high and wide.

Scott graduated from Castleton State
College in Vermont in 1989 and now re-
sides in the Rutland, Vermont area. He
majored incomputersand communications
and currently is employed by a local tele-
vision station. He films, edits, directs and
produces, with his main interest in sports
being sailing, skiing and windsurfing.
Number 85857, our Hobie 16, is like a
member of the family and will probably be
with us as long as life and health will allow.

Tara is now a senior, majoring in mar-
keting and advertising. When time and the

situation permit, she enjoys the boat with
us; however, that is not often.

We continue to sail our Hobie at
Hammonasset State Park on Long Island
Sound. We are very proud of our boat,
especially when other Hobie owners ask if
it's a new boat or say with admiration they
can't believe how old she is. Some onlook-
ers even ask if their children can have their
pictures taken on our boat, appearing to
ignore the newer boats. The answer is
always yes, unless we are outbound or
otherwise engaged. We never have a
problem finding someone to crew; there is
always an eager beaver around.

Wealsosailtheboaton Lake Bomoseen,
about 20 miles west of Rutland. In recent
years, we have had many a thrill on that
lake and as usual, several favorable com-
ments about the boat.

0up Hollie 16 is like a

member of the family and

will npohably be with us

aslong as life anti health

will allow.

Two years ago Scott purchased a 1983
Jeep CJ-7 Renegade, darkbluewith black
trim, 100,000 miles and all. Today, with
boat in tow, heads turn and people wave.
Small wonder it draws a lot of attention; it's
painted Corvette yellow with two orange
decals and black trim, very similar to the
color scheme on the Hobie. The combo
adds a touch of class as it heads for
Hammonasset on a Hobie day.

A WISE INVESTMENT
The investmentin 1984 byourson Scott

has paid many dividends. It has given a
family mutual time together and helped
guide two children in the proper direction.
We owe a lot to our Hobie, as the joys and
happiness were and are many.

A large picture of #85857 hangs in my
office along with smaller pictures. It often
draws comments from visitors.

In the summerof 1989 much of western
Connecticut, including Watertown, was
ravished by a band of tornados which did
extensive damage to our area, but #85857
came through without a scratch, adding to
the credibility of the Hobie name.

Inourwaningyears, lamsurethe Hobie
will bring to mind many pleasant memo-
ries, especially that of a young boy who
was initially refused, but through persis-
tenceanddeterminationfinallygotwhathe
wanted, a Hobie 16, like none other in the
world. X_
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With five laps to the

finish of the race, one
stock car goes out of

control causing a mui-
tiple vehicle accident.
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Like The
Phoenix, Sailor
Staley Rises
From The Fire To
Rei• n And Race
Agam

From launching his 18 through the
surf one day, to being launched by a
careening race car the next, Mike Staley
has suffered fortune's slings and arrows
over the past year and one-half, yet
never has let his Hobie spirit falter.
Pitchpoled by the "gust from hell," Mike's
life turned upside down, was nearly
ended, and today stands tall; a vivid
illustration of the power of friendship and
the "can do" mind-set.

As a fire department emergency crew
member during the Daytona 500
preliminary, ARCA 200 race on February
11, 1990, Mike Staley was pitched nearly
from life itself. While attending to a
disabled car's driver following a multicar
accident, a second stock car traveling at
approximately 140 MPH slammed into
the one Staley was leaning into, sending
Mike somersaulting over one hundred
feet through the air from the impact.
Twenty-two hundred pounds of track-
heated metal landed on his arm and
legs, causing more than a hundred
fractures; first, second and third degree
burns; and head-to-toe lacerations.

NBC viewers who witnessed the
mayhem and saw Mike airlifted to the
nearby trauma center may not have
realized he had been awake throughout
the ordeal, and that life, limb and sanity
teetered on the edge for days afterward.
Physicians predicted only limited use of
those limbs which could be saved.
Fortunately, their dire predictions sank;
but Mike, buoyed up by steadfast friends

and singular perseverance, weathered
extensive reconstruction and months of
threshold-testing physical therapy. He
sports more stainless screws in his arm
and legs than "Jolly Mon," his Hobie 18.

Hobie Healing Begins
Hobie care was there from the

beginning. One Fleet 80 member even
posed as Mike's sister (he has none) to
hoist his spirits when he emerged from
surgery. He was ready with a weak
smile: "1'm not selling my boat!"

But that dream, that memory of
coursing through Atlantic blue-green,
riding his rainbow, seemed far off
indeed. The casts gave way to hard-
ware, eventually, straps and bars.and
hinges. They, too, would be jettisoned
only after months of Sisyphean struggle.
There were the little gains, then the
falling back, renewed attempts, more
painful defeats - like beating to A-mark
in a dying breeze against a relentless
current.

Salt hastens the healing. Old salt
Gaulden Reed, the father of Daytona's
Hobie family, coordinated a surprise
reunion of Mike and the fleet aboard his
houseboat. Just three months after his
network debut, Mike was sprung from
the rehab torture racks and wheeled
onto Gaulden's party barge, listing with
outstretched hands reaching to greet the
beaming vice commodore. Reggaeing
revelers welcomed this sailor's return to
the sea. Plans for hosting the 18 Nation-
als in June would certainly require the
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from hell," Mike's life
turned upside down,

was neady ended, and

today stands tall.
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help of Mike Staley; all agreed Mike's
resolve would deliver him to the beach in
June and beyond, and it has.

The Sailor Returns To The Sea
Now, a year later, the "Jolly Mon"

braves the Daytona surf and the state-
wide points regattas. His saga - replete
with sailing scenes, as well as the actual
crash footage, was reenacted on CBS's
"Rescue 911" last November and again
in June. His determination to rebound

from that speedway nightmare, and to
rejoin his beach cat comrades with the
strength to sheet in and dance on the
wire, has been broadcast to millions of
vicarious sailors. Clearly, Mike's Hobie
involvement has made a critical differ-
ence in his life.

Will the North American Hobie Class
Association experience a surge of
energy from its new vice chairman?
Mike's track record booms a resounding
"Aye." Continuedon page 56

THE STATS
Michael F. Staley
"Trauma Stat" 4244
Accident Date: February 11, 1990
Time: 2:50 PM
Location: Daytona International Speedway
( DIS). 4th turn (AKA Calamity Corner, due to
tne racing alsaSIers Inar nave Taken place al
tbat location)
Race: ARCA 200 mile
Average Race Speed: 185 MPH
Caution Flao: With 5 laos to the finish of the
race, car wenI OUI OT conTrol Derween Iums 3
and 4, striking the 32-degree banking wall,
causing a multiple vehicle accident.
Paramedic Unit: DIS serviceteam of Ken Elliott
and Michael Staley; located atthe 4th turn 100
yards from the accident scene.
Medical Crew: Trauma. orthODedic and
Inoracic sumeons are On-Size SIaTT memoers
alona wirn Irauma nurses. resmrazorv
tneraommanooarameaks. 12oaramealc Units
were aealcarea zo tne race tracK alone, wim
the Volusia County Sheriffs Department "Air
One" helicopter.
Accident Reoort: The caution flaa was out.
WIInaTull CauTion TorIneIracK. wnenIneTOWer
commanaer Tor me race alsomcnea SIaleW
EllIOII IO Ine acclaenI. 1 wo oIner units. sIaTTed
bv a Irauma suraeon. Daramealcs ana a
respIraIory IneraDISI. also were DISDarcned.

WhileSIaievwasamnamaw msassianed
driver, IneworsInappeneo. AacerracKvemcies

suddenly bunched uo. with one car bumoinq
anoiner, senaing II ow wconIrol rowara me
disabled car and Staley.

Back-up units, along with Staley's partner
and 150.000 race fans and NBC soorts
reoorters. saw wna was aevelowna. IVIIKe
]lan'I- unill mmiseconas oeTorerne conracI
was maae arwnar was iarer zo De rouna a 140
MPH collision.

The last thina Mike said to the driver he
was arienaina zo was KeeD your seal oeiI and
helmeI on• Tnen came me exommon OT IWO
Full-Size race Cars Colliclino. I ne OaCK-UD UnlIS
enrouie zo assisI bralev ana Ine oiner
Daramedic uniI MIenalna anmner arlver nad
[o raxe aramatic evasive aczions zo avoid
involvement with the accident.

ItwasestimatedthatStalevwasthrown25
feet verIicallv ana over lOU Teel norIzonIally,
airer wmch ne was run over Dy z,250 pounds
ur metal.

Helo on the Scene: Within 17 seconds,
Fellow meaics ana a Irauma Dnvslcian were at
nis see untangling nim Trom Ine venicie s
exhaust system.

Lisrm inluries: Lacerationsandabrasions
from neao zo zoe: TracIurea nose. leTI Torearm
Traciurea In more Inan 100 areas: TraCIUred,
alslocaea len nana own knees ana lower
leas Traclurea: lsI. zna ana 3ra aearee ourns
IO Ine Torearm. arm ana snoulaer; severe
oruising zo allinrernal organs.

Traveling at 140 MPH,

a second car slams into

car Staley is attending,
sending Mike somer-
saulting over 100 feet
through the air.
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The first grad and still one of the best, the
spunky little 14 is as well liked today as
when she was the new kid on the block
back in the sixties. A great personality;
lightweight, lighthearted and loads of fun -
no wonder she was teacher's pet! Now the
oldie but goodie of the Hobie family, kids
and families still adore her.

Favorite quote: Good things come in
small packages.
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A few semesters behind the 14 and light
years ahead of his time, the 14 Turbo is
one of the coolest cats around. As a kid,
he'd zip-a-dee-doo-dah right across the
waves, laughing merrily as he sped past
his cross-town rivals. Known for his pep
and punch, friends have always loved
him for his "power play."

Favorite song: T For Two.
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Breezing in for the reunion is
the boat unanimously voted
most popular every year: the
sassy 16. She was an instant
hit among her classmates
back in '70; she still looks
great and dances on the
waves with the best of 'em.

What's her secret ... how
does she stay so young, so
light on her feet, so fast, so
fun? Ask her hundreds of
thousands of fans!

A legend in hefown time,
the Hobie 16 is an all-around,
perennial favorite at any
sailing or racing get-together.
Hope you brought lots of
pens, honey- you'll be
signing autographs for hours!
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"17 is my name; long
distance running is my
game." Slim, athletic,
muscular and proud, the
Hobie 17 has never been
known for his modesty,
but then again, what does
he have to be modest
about?

"A brilliant over-
achiever," acclaim his
teachers. "A shrewd
competitor," boast his
comrades. "An unbeat-
able foe," lament his
vanquished opponents.

All agree, whatever the
game, this cat will win it.
Single-handedly, of
course!

• r -• --1119
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1, 4-/ SPORT
The original party animal!

Everybody loves this
guy ... and what's not to
like? A two-person cat
dressed in stylish wings
and a boomless rig, he is
definitely decked out for
a good time. No three-
piece suits for this man
about town - he's the
super-sporty recreational
boat no Hobie reunion
would be complete
without.

He's easygoing,
cavalier and laid-back.
"Fun and games" is his
middle name.
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All grown up at 18; she's got classic
beauty, and brains to boot!

A steady performer, excellent
cruiser and always-successful
racer, the 18 has been at the head
of her class since Day One. She's
never received less than an "A" on
any test, been valedictorian at
every event and she's a good friend
through thick or thin.

Voted most likely to succeed ...
and she has!
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The sexiest cat on

two hulls, this gal's
straight out of the
school for scandal.
Rumor has it she'll go all
the way ... for speed
and glory, that is!

Too hot to handle?
Not if you treat her right!

Favorite movie: Cat
On A Hot Tin Roof.
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They had to make a special
advanced section for this guy. The
best and the brightest, this
standout of the class of '91 will
stand tall for years to come.

Already known for his fast
getaways, this bandit of speed is
sure to steal every prize in every
race. How far and fast is he
destined to go? Heaven only
knows!

Nickname: Speed Demon.
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The kissin' cousin of the 18 goes after the finer things in
life ... like winning. Bubbly and upbeat, a true per-
former, the 18 Magnum is a real class act.

She's smart and sassy, her classmates agree. She
knows where she's going and she gets there, fast! And
she makes it all look so easy. Her secret? She wings it!

Favorite drink: Champagne.
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He's always been the serious, studious type, determined to excel; passing
every test of speed and reliability with flying colors. Friends and adversaries
alike have marveled at the length and breadth of his achievements.

Always a die-hard competitor on the field, once the game is won, the 21 is
ready for fun. He'll grab four of his closest pals, some food and drinks, and
sail off into the sunset.

Favorite saying: Cruisin' on a sunny afternoon.

====

==== *----
I. 7.
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PAT MCDOWELL
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IE
MAJOR EVENTS

MAJOR REGAI IAS
1991

Aug. 28- Canadian National
Sep. 1 Championships

Whitby, Ontario, Canada

David Hopper
416-691-4027

Sep. 3-7 Hobie 16 Trapseat Mike Strahle
international Championship 916-221-7197
Whiskeytown Lake, California

Sep. 25-28 Women's Worlds
Coronado, California

Sep. 29-
Oct. 5

Oct. 20-26

Hobie 16 National
Coronado, California

Scott Dixon
619-673-9588
Marci Moore
818-990-5683

Scott Dixon
619-673-9588

Single.handed Championships Jane Sherrod
Cedar Mills Marina 817-295-5167
Texoma, Texas Peter Pattullo

214-301-2061

© Copyright 1991 International Hobie Class Association. Nothing may be reprinted in whole or part without the written
permission of the publisher (includes illustrations, logos, photos, cartoons, etc.). Although HOTLINE photos may show
models or sailors not wearing a personal flotation device, this magazine and Hobie Cat Company in no way condone
or recommend sailing without life vests either on or in easy reach of every sailor, no matter what the level of
experience.
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HOBIE
NEWS

AROUND
THE

WORLD

We are pleased to announce that the
International Hobie Class Association
(IHCA) Council meeting held during the
recent Hobie 18 Worlds in Gaeta, Italy
was extremely successful. To those of
you unfamiliar with the Council, here is
a little background information.

Council Changes With The Times
As Hobie Cat manufacturers sprang

up around the world, sailors from
countries as far away as Brazil and
Australia gained an opportunity first to
enjoy the sport on a pleasure level and
then to race. Competitors seeking
standardized racing when they traveled
resulted in the development of the IHCA
Council. The Council, in turn, has helped
shape the IHCA Hobie Class Association
into what it is today.

From its inception, the mainstay of the
Council has been its executive director.
The executive director is responsible for
the management of all IHCA business,
coordination of all inter-regional activi-
ties, authority over all activities relating to
world events (another assurance to keep
racing standardized), liaison among
membership, the IHCA Rules Committee
and International Council, general
marketing, sponsorship soliciting,
supervision and administration. To
summarize, the executive director
represents YOU, the sailors.

Until now, the position always was
held by a full-time Hobie Cat employee;
the reason being that the company had
spent many years and dollars on
supporting and building the largest one-
design catamaran class in the world.
Due to current economic conditions and
the progression of our Class, the Council
and manufacturers agreed the Associa-
tion now needed a new direction.

Under the old constitution, most of the
power was left in the hands of the Hobie
Cat Company. Now we have put the
power in the hands of the sailors. Thus, it
was determined that for the benefit of the
sailors, the executive director should be
a non-corporate person who can support
competitors and manufacturers equally

·and maintain open communications
among them.

I am excited to accept the executive
directorship of the International Hobie
Class Association. I have lived the Hobie
lifestyle all my life and have met many
wonderful Hobie Cat sailors throughout
the world. My wife, Laurie, who will be
assisting me, and I intend to represent

your best interests while maintaining the
"Hobie Way of Life."

As your executive director, 1 look
forward to making our sailboat racing
better than it ever has been.

A Successful Meeting Of
The Minds

The objective of the Council was to
maintain standardized Hobie Class
racing worldwide.

During many days of meetings, we
amended the Hobie Class rules (with few
equipment changes) in their entirety and
revised the constitution. All modifications
are pending International Yacht Racing
Union (IYRU) approval. As the interna-
tional governing body over all yacht
racing, the IYRU in 1988 recognized the
Hobie 14,16,17 and 18 as "Sanctioned
International Classes." At its annual
meeting in November, the IYRU will
review and ratify the Hobie Class rules,
constitution and standard sailing
instructions. Rule modifications, if any,
will be published in an upcoming
HOTLINE.

Among the significant issues dis-
cussed at the meeting were realignment
of regions and future world bids (of
which there were an abundance).

To further guarantee quality one-
design racing, the position of interna-
tional race director was added to the
IHCA. The person who holds this office is
responsible for maintaining standardized
racing procedures and event organiza-
tion. This concentrated supervision will
ensure spectacular events throughout
the world.

Currently, the International Council is
comprised of the IHCA president,
executive director and race director
(these positions are nominated and
voted upon by the Council ); a represen-
tative of each Hobie Cat manufacturer; a
representative from each active region;
the immediate past president; a member
of the Alter family and an honorary
member (elected by the Council ).

The Hobie Standard
The sizable meeting attendance from

around the world proves the support to
develop and improve international Hobie
Class racing is strong.

The Council's overall goal is to market
and promote the Class as well as
maintain standardized Hobie Class
racing worldwide, so that sailors can
race their Hobie Cats under a uniform set
of rules and be equally competitive
wherever they choose to race. We intend

36/SEPTEMBER 042OCTOBER1991 HOBIEHOTLINE
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IHCA Executive Director Jeff Alter, and wife/Executive Assistant, Laurie.

to encourage and nurture our cherished
sport and lifestyle on waters everywhere.

Through the tremendous progress
made, we all are excited with the
direction in which the Council and the
International Hobie Class Association are
going. We hope you are, too. We look
forward to working with sailors in
promoting a stronger sailing Association.
It is time for everyone to join forces to
keep the "Hobie Way of Life" alive and
well.

See you sailing!!!

MA-4
Jeff Alter
Executive Director
International Hobie Class Association

This column will be a regular feature of the
HOTLINE. We encourage you to direct
questions in writing to: International Hobie
Class Association, Post Office Box 2855,
Capistrano Beach, California 92624 USA,
Fax (714)361-8732. -Ed.

'\:..7»=

Attendees of IHCA Council Meeting
July 1991; Gaeta, Italy

Brian Carrick/Australia
South Pacific Region Representative

Clive Kennedy/Australia
Hobie Cat Australia

Thorsten Wyeisk/Germany
European Region Representative

Roger Bartholomew/South Africa
Southern Africa Region Representative

John Dinsdale/Europe
Hobie Cat Europe

Jeff Alter/USA
Ken Lindt/USA

Hobie Cat USA
Paul Ulibarri/USA

North American Region Representative
Doug Skidmore/USA

Hobie Cat USA
Jann Neergaard/Europe

Hobie Cat Europe
Laurie Alter/USA
Bernadette Loffreda/Europe

Hobie Cat Europe
Denise Cazue/Germany

New IHCA Council Officers
We are proud to inform you of the

newly selected Council:

President
Roger Bartholomew/South Africa

Vice President
Brian Carrick/Australia

Executive Director
Jeff Alter/USA

Race Director
Paul Ulibarri/USA

Executive Assistant
Laurie Alter/USA

Treasurer
George Boone/USA

Appointee Hobie Cat USA
Tony Wilson

Appointee Hobie Cat Europe
John Dinsdale

Appointee Hobie Cat South Africa
Bruce Fyfe

Appointee Hobie Cat Australia
Murray Crockett

Appointee Hobie Cat Brazil
Pierre Ruprecht

North American Region Representative
Paul Ulibarri

European Region Representative
Thorsten Wyeisk/Germany

South Pacific Region Representative
lan Black/Australia

Southern Africa Region Representative
Roger Bartholomew/South Africa

North Pacific Region Representative
To Be Announced

International Region Representative
IHCA Vice President

Immediate Past President
Wayne Schafer/USA

Honorary Member
John Whitmore/South Africa

Member of the Alter family
Hobie Alter Jr./USA

New Rules Committee
Here is the newly elected rules

committee. Any rule question or com-
ment should be submitted to the IHCA
office.

Executive Director
Jeff Alter/USA

Appointee Hobie Cat Europe
John Dinsdale/France

Appointee Hobie Cat USA
Doug Skidmore/USA

Member of the Alter Family
Hobie Alter Jr./USA

Two members elected by the International
Council:
A. Clive Kennedy/Australia
B. Roger Bartholomew/South Africa

Race Director
Paul Ulibarri/USA
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The following tales of two races
prove whether it's your first regatta or
your fiftieth, it's never enough. -Ed.

]N THE RI• AD AIMAIN
Couple Bounds For Fun And Glory

BY MATT BOUNDS

"Uh, Laurie - I think we've got a
problem," I said to my wife as black
smoke belched from the tailpipe of the
Volvo. We were on 1-75 outside of
Lexington, Kentucky the morning of our
second day on the road to Midwinters
East in Tampa last spring.

Our adventure had started several
days before, when I brought the boat out
of its winter hibernation amidst strange
looks from the neighbors. You see, it's
not considered normal to go sailing in
March in Michigan! "Don't worry," 1
cheerfully assured them, "we're driving
to Florida to race!" I didn't tell them that
we planned to spend half of our eight-
day vacation driving.

Wednesday afternoon I left work with
great anticipation of what lay ahead. I'm
not referring to the regatta, but to the
place where Laurie works - a quaint
location just outside Detroit, where the
major industry is the "pharmaceuticals"
trade. The boys playing basketball in the
driveways had obviously never seen a
Hobie 16 on a trailer before, and I was
attracting a lot of attention. A few
minutes later Laurie was on board, and
we were on our way.

That's when the trouble began. Now
our Volvo doesn't get great mileage to
begin with, especially when towing a
trailer in excess of the speed limit, but 8
MPG?! Anyway, we made it to the hotel
in Lexington, albeit with a few extra stops
for gas.

The next morning, I got my head
screwed on straight and fixed the loose
spark plug wire that had contributed to
the global warming problem. The rest of
the drive went uneventfully, thanks to the
guy who invented radar detectors!

Driving south in the early spring is in-
toxicating - you can watch the seasons
change in just one day. The grass in Ken-
tucky had already started to turn blue-
green, the trees were in bloom in
Tennessee, and leafed out in Georgia. By
the time we hit Florida, it was summer!

We rolled into Tampa at 10:00 PM on
Thursday. Since· I had stayed at the
same hotel several years before, 1
thought it would still be an OK place to
stay. I should have known better when I
noticed the exit for the hotel was also the
one for Abe's Bail Bonds and the county
jail!

I waited 15 minutes for someone to
appear at the front desk. Finally, a
gentleman ambled over from the bar,
sashayed behind the counter and
inquired, "May I help you?" It seems it
was such a slow night, the whole staff
had decided to have a few drinks
together.

I got the key, parked the boat and the
car, and we went up to our first room,
which was strategically placed across
the hall from the nuclear ice maker.
Laurie would have none of that! Our next
room had a novel sink drain which
spewed water all over the bathroom
floor. Our third room had no major
defects, and we collapsed for the night.

Having already found our friends
Jamie and Judy Diamond from Colum-
bus, Ohio the night before, we followed
them over to Davis Island Yacht Club,
the regatta site, on Friday morning.
"Matt, why is the engine racing so
badly?" Laurie asked as I strained to
keep up with Jamie. Because the
transmission wouldn't shift out of second
gear! "Don't worry about it, we're here
now, and 1'11 fix it later," I said confidently,
not having the slightest idea what was
wrong with the car.

 042• 111111'All'IVil'H'"WHRDMAWN:il:•
After dropping the boats off at Davis

Island Yacht Club (and making another
quick fix on the car), we went looking for a
place to eat breakfast. A couple miles
away, we found a great restaurant called
The Pink Flamingo Cafe (guess what the
decor was). Our waitress was the owner, a
perfect Jewish bubbi (grandmother), who
treated us like we were her own kids!

Later, back at the yacht club, we put
together the boat, which had been
stripped down for the winter and the

drive. It was hot, humid, and pretty
windless. After winter in Michigan, this
was heaven! I was on my way to a great
sunburn.

By late afternoon, the wind had
picked up to double trap, and I con-
vinced Laurie we should "shake the
bugs" out of the boat. Being out on the
water felt fantastic, as we hadn't sailed
since the nationals the previous October.
Several other Hobies were out, just
enjoying the wonderful warm water and
weather of Tampa Bay in March.

Back on the beach, other snowbirds
had begun to arrive. Several teams from
Toronto were there putting their Cats
together. We parked the boat and
headed back to the hotel to get ready for
dinner. We went with the Diamonds
again to a great place called The Melting
Pot, a fondue restaurant that was really
neat (and really good). After stuffing
ourselves silly, we returned to the yacht
club to register for the regatta. (Oh, yeah
- the reason we came here!) We saw
some old friends and caught up on old
times. We eventually ended up at the
hotel bar with Dan Kulkoski and Kathy
Villa.

Over drinks, I was informed I had
developed quite a reputation at national
events for instigating general recalls by
dip starting (a common practice in
Division 10). I didn't think much of it at
the time, but I promised to be a little
more considerate to race committees in
the future.

Race 1, Saturday Morning: Matt dip
starts, drawing a third of the fleet over
the line early. The committee doesn't
make a general recall - it calls all of us
back individually. Oops, sorry guys!

Race 2, Early Saturday Afternoon:
Matt, gun-shy now, gets buried at the
start.

Race 3, Late Saturday Afternoon: Matt
nails the start and leads around A. Then
the wind quits and things quickly go to
hell in a handbasket. Matt suffers his
worst finish of the day.

PARTY TIIVIE
After a tough day on the water, we

headed back to the hotel. I saw on the
news that a college rowing (crew)
regatta was being held in Tampa that
weekend as well. Teams from all over the
east coast were there, even the really
good ones from the Ivy League schools.
The guys who work these boats are built
like Arnold Schwartzenegger and boy,
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do they like to party! Guess which hotel
a bunch of them were staying in!

The regatta party at the yacht club
that night was a blast. We caught up with
a lot of old friends, made many new ones
and had a great time. The regatta was
sponsored by the local Stolichnaya
distributor, allowing event organizers to
provide every participant with two tickets
for free Stoli drinks at the bar. Since not
everybody drank, a healthy black market
developed in unused drink tickets. I must
admit, I did my best to prevent excess
tickets from going to waste! I let Laurie
drive back to the hotel.

At about four in the morning, I was
awakened from a deep sleep by the
sounds of partying from the parking lot
across the street. The college crew
teams were breaking bottles and
whooping and hollering for no good
reason other than to wake me up. I was
not amused. Neither were the police.

• OVERHANGING PROBLEIVIS
Sunday morning was really tough. Not

only was I hung over, but there was very
little (no) wind. It took an hour just to get
to the committee boat.

Race 4, Sunday Morning: Matt dip
starts again in virtually no air (the 21s
and 18s were still trying to cross the line)
and makes it work this time. He's
rewarded with a second-place finish!

Monday morning, we heard there was
a shooting two blocks from the hotel (just
like home in Detroit!) - time to change
hotels! After racing, partying and hotel-
hopping, the rest of the agenda was
anticlimactic, as we spent two days (and
a lot of money) at Busch Gardens. I had
a lot more fun at the regatta, but this
excursion was part of the deal to get
Laurie to drive down with me. Don't ask
me how, but on Tuesday night I con-
vinced her to make the return trip in one
shot (we had originally planned on two
days for what was normally a 20-hour
drive).

Wednesday morning, I awoke with a
bad cold and a long drive staring me in
the face. We left at 6:00 and headed
north at warp 8.5. Laurie kept up the
pace when she was driving, not even
stopping when she took out a plastic
construction barrel on 1-75 in Atlanta.
The people tailgating backed off real fast
after that.

In Tennessee, we could see the
clouds beginning to pile up to the north
and west. We had heard a front moving
through the country's mid-section was
kicking off some mean thunderstorms.
We hit them in Lexington and again in
Toledo, an hour away from home. The
storms were indeed mean, especially on
the back side. with gusty high winds.

After 18 hours on the road, we rolled
into our subdivision at midnight. "Uh, oh,
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Laurie - things look pretty dark, darker
than they should be." Broken tree limbs
and small debris spoke of a heavy storm
passing through not long before. When
we arrived at our street, it was pitch
black, with only the sound of generators
breaking the silence. What a wonderful
welcome home!

RITE OF PASSA• E
Initiation Into Racing Proves Crew Cut Out For
More To Come

BY N. LUCINDA COOK

The first time I questioned my sanity
that weekend was at the skippers
meeting before the initial race. My first
regatta. Everyone said it would be fun.
Even I assured people it would be great
crewing for my husband on our Hobie
18. Since we have sailed together for five
years and he was in a regatta last year, 1
thought, no problem; piece of cake. So
why couldn't I understand anything
being said at the meeting? Not to worry, 1
told myself. There would be a beginners'
meeting next, and all would become
clear to me then.

Not true. At the meeting, the number
of sailors hovering around the speaker
dwindled to a paltry few. I glanced
around at the faces. No one else looked
as panicked as I felt. The speaker
pushed wooden boats around on a
magnetic board and described poten-
tially dangerous situations at the marks.
Overlap, luffing, windward, leeward,
room at the mark. What in the world was
he talking about? How will I figure out
which marks were which? What have I
gotten myself into?

Then it was nearly time. I climbed into
my wet suit, even though it was sunny
and 85 degrees. Trapeze harness, life
jacket, gloves, sunglasses. I studied the
others. All joking was forgotten. The
festive mood of the weekend suddenly
changed as people got down to busi-
ness. This is what they drove all those
miles for: to race and, hopefully, to win.

Faces were serious as competitors set
their racing watches and cast an eye on
the weather clouds building on the hazy
horizon. First, two boats slid off Silver
Beach into chilly Lake Michigan, then
three more, then a continuous flow of
brightly colored sails until 76 Hobies
were scattered across the water.
Ohmygod, this is it. I tried not to let my
apprehension show.

WE'RE lilI FOR IT NOW
I concentrated on moving the jib

skillfully for a quick and accurate tack,
as we had practiced. We were sailing.
This was what I knew how to do. 1
calmed down. Besides, everyone had
their first race at one time. I read off our
course to the skipper. We located A-
mark. B-mark was over there some-
where, but where? I watched the flags on
the committee boat as the 18As pre-
pared to start. I waved at a passing 18
from our home fleet (26) we'd be racing
against. The 16As started. Don't watch
them, I told myself. They were racing a
different course.

As the flag for the start of the 17s
went up, I hit my watch and counted off
the time to my husband. Nerves on our
boat were tense, to say the least. The
other 18Bs seemed to come out of
nowhere and move in front of us. Hurry,
hurry, hurry! 000oh, not a good start.
Even I could see that. But then it was a
race within a race as we became closely
matched with an 18 from our own fleet. 1
found myself wanting to beat him. The
other 18s were too far ahead for us ever
to dream of catching, but oh, just to be
able to finish before this guy ... wow, that
would be something!

Well, we didn't beat him. Not that
race, or the one after that. But our next
start was much better. And the one after
that was even better. It was fun. It was
challenging. Itwas exhilarating. And at
times it was extremely frustrating.

lili SUM: GREAT FUN
By the way, you know that other 18?

Well, we finally did beat him. The feeling
of ecstatic accomplishment was some-
thing 1'11 never forget. So we didn't come
in first. So what? There's always next
time.

Even as I counted my many bruises
from the weekend, massaged my aching
muscles and soothed aloe vera ointment
on my sunburned face, I remembered
only the great time I had, the nice people
I met from other Division 10 fleets, the
camaraderie among us, and this "Hobie
Way of Life" that draws us all together for
one crazy weekend. Before my husband
and I were e\ien back across the
Indiana-Michigan line, I had pulled out
the Division 10 newsletter, "Feedback,"
to look for upcoming regattas that would
fit in our schedule. XL
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Going on Line
Using Line Sights To

Find The Starting Line
STORY AND ILLUSTRATIONS
BY WICK SMITH

Welcome to "Racer's Edge," a new de-
partment designedto help racers improve
theirwinning ways and to help non-racers
enter the fast and friendly world of Hobie
Catcompetition. HOTLINEreadersalready
are familiar with the sailing savvy of this
month's columnist, Wick Smith. In future
columns, Wick and other experts will en-
lightenyou on more techniquesto improve
your starts, mark roundings, sail trim, tac-
tics on the course, heavy air sailing, and
using the rules to your advantage. Please
send us your questions and suggestions
on topics about which you would like to
learn more to: Racer's Edge, HOTLINE,
P.O. Box 1008, Oceanside, CA 92051.
-Ed.

CY ailors spend many sleepless nights
i • worrying about boat speed. They
• look for the magic formula or the

1 • latest go-fast widget to lift them from
1 Ithe depths of hell ( the back of the
A.1 fleet). They read books, talk to fast
sailors, install trendy parts, consult
psychicsand praytothewind gods forthe
secrets to success. The vast majority at all
skill levels can't tell you why they finish
where they do. The top skippers have a
tough time describing the intangibles that
putthem out front. Thosewho are regulars
in the back of the pack only know they are
getting thrashed and aren't sure why.

If you could study Goodyear blimp film
of 100 sailboat races, the one factor mak-
ing the most difference between winning
andlosingwouldbeobvious: agoodstart.
Top sailors consistently are on the starting
line at the gun, are moving at the start and
have clean air all the way to the first mark.
Those not on the line are buried in the
back of the fleet from start to finish 90
percent of the time.

Being on the line is the main reason
races are won or lost. Go-fast parts,
psychics and wind gods are way down
the list in comparison. The conclusion is:
If you want to win sailboat races, get your
boaton the line. Ifyou are there atthe gun,
the only people ahead of you are over
early!

MBIOBIE ;fir% 1 b If
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LOCATE THE LINE

The first step in accomplishing this feat
is to know where the line is. This sounds
simple, but it is not. No chalk line is drawn
on the water to show you where to place
your boat. You must approximate its loca-
tion.· In big fleets, the starting lines are long
to give everyone a chance fora good start,
making it doubly difficult to determine the
location of the line. For this reason, most
competitors who start at mid-line tend to
shyawayfrom it, notknowing exactlywhere
"it" is.

The bend in the front line of boats is
called line "sag." It also is known as a gold
mine for those sure of their position. Gain-
ing 5 feet at the starting line can mean a
gain of 50-500 feet in the first windward
leg, due to clean air.

Using what is termed a "line sight"
helps take the guesswork out of locating
the starting line, This visual tool will in-
stantly tell you exactly when you are on the
line and when you are not. It frees you to
concentrate on that windward boat, your
hole to leeward for which you worked so
hard, and other factors that earn you a
good start.

STARBOARD STARTS
The following are steps for starting on

starboard. You may use the same tech-
niques for port starts, but sight from the
other end of the line.

1. At the skippers' meeting, ask what

Being on the line

is the main

reason races

ape won op lost.

the race committee will be sighting from on
the committee boat (the mast, a flagpole,
etc.) to determine the starting line.

2. Sail toward the committee boaton the
starboard extension of the starting line
before your five minute gun.

3. Sightthroughthecommittee boatend
of the line to the leeward pin. Continue
sighting through the pin to the far shore.
Look for a tree, building, or other readily
identifiable point on shore (see Diagram
A). Markthisspotinyourmind. Itisyourline
sight.

4. Try to get another look at your line
sight four minutes prior to your start, to
verify nothing has changed. If the commit-
tee boat or the leeward pin is drifting or is
moved by the race committee, your origi-
nal sight will be invalid.

5. As you sail down the line before your
start, sight through the leeward pin to your
pointof land, to determine if you are on the
line or not. If your point is ahead of the pin,
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you are over the line. If it is behind the pin,
you are below the line (see Diagram B).

Be careful! If you are sailing at an angle
approaching the line (close hauled), 6-12
feet of your boat will be forward of where
you are sitting. You must allow for this! If
you are sailing parallel to the line ( beam
reach), yourbodywill bethe first part of the
boat over the line, and you can bring the
boat all the way up to the sighting point.

CRITICAL MASS OR CRITICAL MESS
Knowing where the starting line is can

be critical in three situations. One, as de-
scribed before, is with big lines and large
fleets. The mid-line sag can be as much as
15 feet or more! If you had the opportunity
to start 15 feetahead of yourcompetitors in
every race, you would be unstoppable! If
you notice a lot of sag, use it to your
advantage.

The second situation arises when sail-
ing in current. If the current is running with
the wind, all competitors will be swept
behind the line and the sag can be as
much as 50 feet. Talk about an opportu-
nity! Thiscondition existed atthe 16 National
Championship in Cape May, NJ in 1986,
The event was held in the mouth of the
Delaware Bay. When the tide was coming
in, a 2-3 knot current was pushing boats
behind the line. In the congestion before
the start, sailors didn't realize how far their
boats drifted to leeward when not making
headway. A handful of boats starting 3-4
boat lengths TO WINDWARD of the main
wave of boats at mid-line were clear at the
start.

If the current is running opposite the
wind,youwillbesweptoverthelineprema-
turelyunlessyouknowwhereyouare.After
a few have been swept over early, sailors
will be very cautious in the later races and
will lay back, providing you another oppor-
tunity.

Last, but not least, line sights pay big
dividends when you intend to dip start.
Whenapproachingthelinefromthecourse
side, you can "dip" into the line sag with
confidence, knowing when you are over
and when you are not. Many skippers
either never get their entire boat below the
line, or overdo it by dipping farther than
necessary.

PUT YOUR SKILLS ON THE LINE
Like any other accomplishment, mas-

tering these skills requires practice. Sev-
eral tips to improve your use of sights are:

1. If you are taking advantage of line
sag, do not sail up to the line until the last
possible moment. Lay backwith the crowd
until 10-15 seconds to go. If you get up
there with 30-45 seconds left, your compe-
titionwill followyou. Ifyou lay back, theywill
be convinced you are over early in these
last 10 seconds. It'sagreat feeling to leave
the pack behind when the committee boat
signals all clear (and every competitor
around you swears you were over early).

2. In light, shifty winds, give yourself
some room for error. The committee boat
and leeward pin will swing on theiranchors
as the wind shifts. This will destroy your
sighting and hang you out to dry. -
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3. Give yourselfsome margin for error in
all winds. Pick a tree or building a few feet
ahead of the "real" sight point and use it
instead. Doing so will give you a couple
feet to play with in the jockeying process •
on the line.

4.When sailing on a large bodyof water
and the wind is blowing right to left as you •
lookoutfrom thebeach, theonlythingpast
the leeward pin is the horizon. In this case,
go past the leeward pin and sight through
it and the committee boat to something on Ippp,.,
the beach. This maneuver will enable you I
to look back to the committee boat as you
are sailing down the line using the same
technique. It is not as easy, but it does
work.

5. If the committee boat is a large vessel
that will not allow you to see through, dip
start on starboard with several minutes to
go as close to the committee boat as
possible. Saildownuntilyouareontheline.
Pointyour bows directly at the leeward pin.
If you are on the line, your sterns should be
pointing at the committee boat end of the
line. Look through the leeward pin to a
point of land. This will be your line sight.

6. Sights are not as useful on short lines
and small fleets, but it doesn't hurt to get
one anyway in case you become disori-
ented on the line.

7. Ifyou intend tostartatthe leeward pin
on port or at the committee boat on star-
board, a sight plays no role, but how often
have you intended to start in a particular
spot only to change your mind with one
minute to go?

SAG-ACIOUS SIGHTING
These suggestions cover the basic

techniques. Continue to practice them and
getto knowwherethe line is. Sighting is not
foolproof, but it will help immensely. Get
your boat on the line and moving at the
gun. Doing so will improve your finishing
position much more than that $76, go-fast,
super-duper widget upgrade over which
you have been salivating! X-
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REGATTA SCHEDULE

DIVISION 1 192 Sep. 9-11 NE State Championship Scott Nepper 402/493-4306
1991 Branched Oak Lake, NEINFORMATION CONTACT

FLEET DATE EVENT/LOCATION NAME PHONE NO. 198 Oct. 26 pizza Pally Randy/Janet Bohne 605/341-5568
6 Sep. 21-22 State Championships Dan Williams 808/531-6373 1991 Rapid City, SD

1991 KBay
DIVISION 8

6 Oct 12-13 Duke Kahanamoku Dan Williams 808/531-6373 INFORMATION CONTACT
1991 Invitational - Waikiki FLEET DATE EVENT/LOCATION NAME PHONE NO.

6 Dec. 7 Gale & Ale, Go For The Dan Williams 808/531-6373 112/ Sep. 14-15 Division Championships Allan Santor 813/756-4597
1991 Gusto - Kailua 39 1991 Sarasota, FL

DIVISION 2 DIVISION 9
INFORMATION CONTACT INFORMATION CONTACT

FLEET DATE EVENT/LOCATION NAME PHONE NO. FLEET DATE EVENT/LOCATION NAME PHONE NO.

3 Sep. 7-8 17 & 18 Divisionals John 0 Hauser 714/536-4312 154 Sep. 21-22 Middle GA Hobie Open Bruce Miles 912/923-6721
1991 Long Beach, CA Tom Matema 818/784-4500 1991 Lake Blackshear, GA

66 Sep. 14-15 Fall Series 1 & It Tim Marengo 602/345-1125 DIVISION 10
1991 L. Roosevelt, AZ INFORMATION CONTACT

FLEET DATE EVENT/LOCATION NAME
180 Sep. 21-22 Women's Castaic

PHONE NO.Theo Overdevest 818/885-8121
1991 Lake Castaic, CA Jeri Bowen 818/363-0418 85 Sep. 7-8 Alum Creek Regatta Mike Flanagan 614/764-1351

1991 Columbus, OH
66 Sep. 28-29 Fall Series 111 & IV Tim Marengo 602/345-1125

1991 L. Roosevelt, AZ 18 Sep. 7-8 Higgins Lake Regatta C. Schnabel 313/634-8835
1991 Higgins Lake. MI

514 Oct. 19-20 Pinata Regatta Brian Dolan 602/325-3825
1991 Puerto Peflasco, Mex. Ron Palmer 602/299-0609 123 Sep. 21-22 Muddy Waters Terry Allen 618/398-1087

1991 Carlyle, IL
4 Nov. 2-3 Dual Regatta Chris Jernigan 619/276-1244

1991 Mission Bay, CA Frank Mardel 619/277-5152 18 Sep. 21-22 Last Chance Regatta C. Schnabel 313/634-8835
1991 Big Rapids, MI

514 Nov. 2-3 AZ Stale Championships Brian Dolan 602/325-3825
1991 Puerto Penasco, Mex. 199 Oct. 5-6 Cheap Thrills Gordon Isco 618/457-8702

1991 Carbondale, IL
DIVISION 4

INFORMATION CONTACT DIVISION 11
FLEET DATE EVENT/LOCATION NAME PHONE NO, INFORMATION CONTACT
95 Sep. 14-15 Fort Women Regatta FLEET DATE EVENT/LOCATION NAME PHONENO.Ted Cross 206/4744380

1991 Port Townsend, WA 54 Sep. 7-8 Thunder On The Bay Danny Flantgan 301/433-4042
1991 Gunpowder St. Pk., MD Blake SIavin 301/681-8444

DIVISION 5 250 Sep. 14-15 Fleet 250 Regatta Marty Fury 201/775-2075
INFORMATION CONTACT

FLEET DATE EVENT/LOCATION NAME PHONE NO, 1991 Sandy Hook, NJ

156 Sep. 14 Summer Series Stuart Hill 307235-0692 106 Sep. 21-22 Rehoboth Bay Regatta Ric Raphael 302M78-1232
1991 Alcova Res., WY 1991 Dewey Beach, DE

50 Sep. 14-15 Last Gasp Regatta Sean Tracy 303/226-2642 DIVISION 12
1991 Boyd Lake, R. Collins, CO INFORMATION CONTACT

FLEET DATE EVENT/LOCATION NAME PHONE NO.61 Sep. 21-22 Front Range Sailing Series Lyman White 303/772-6082
1991 Standley Lake, Denver, CO 56 Sep. 7-8 Long Island Sound Champs Trish Marra 203/227-6290

1991 Westpott, CT
48 Sep. 21-22 Fall Sailing Series I Paul Neis 505/292-4752

1991 Elephant Butte, NM 28 Sep. 14-15 MA State Championships Scott Baker 617231-5342
1991 Duxbuly, MA

61 Oct. 5 Oct-Hobiefest Bill Gerblig 303/798-3484
1991 Cherry Creek Res., CO 496 Sep. 21-22 2nd Annual Salisbury Beach Lisa Hanselman 603/772-5428

1991 Salisbury, MA
48 Oct. 5-6 Fall Sailing Series 11 Paul Neis 505/292-4752

1991 Elephant Butte, NM 448 Sep. 28-29 Rl Fall Classic Christopher Brosco 401/434-2164
1991 Matunuck, Rl

201 Oct. 12-13 Front Range Sailing Series Jeff Franks 719/599-5231
1991 Lake Pueblo, Pueblo, CO 31 Oct. 5-6 CT State Championships Jim Bird 203/790-9525

1991 Brooklield, CT
48 Oct. 26-27 Octhobie Fest Paul Neis 505/292-4752

1991 Elephant Butle, NM DIVISION 14

DIVISNON 6
INFORMATION CONTACT

FLEET DATE EVENT/LOCATION NAME PHONE NO.
INFORMATION CONTACT 145 Sep. 1445 Shott Mountain Susan Langston 918/775-4522FLEET DATE EVENT/LOCATION NAME PHONE NO. 1991 Kerr Lake, OK Sally Bracken 501/646-7180

8 Oct. 19-20 Wild Bill Regatta John Mayo 713/952-4558
1991 Texas City Dike, TX 23 Sep. 21-22 Texas Hull Flying St. Champ. Pete Pattulo 214/422-0025

1991 Lake Lewisville, TX Karen Atnip 214/613-6482
DIVISION 7 23 Oct. 12-13 Dallas Regatta Pete Pattulo 2141422-0025

INFORMATION CONTACT 1991 Lake Texoma, TX Karen Atnip 214/613-6482FLEET DATE EVENT/LOCATION NAME PHONE NO.
515 Sep. 7-8 10,000 Lakes Regatta Charles Leekley 612/473-8448 27 Nov. 23 FYAO Russ Mower 316/799-2586

1991 White Bear Lake, MN 1991 Lake Cheney, KS Debbie Hill 316/722-3203
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DIVISION 15 Oct. 11-13 Acampada Hobie Ruan Nuviola (03) 323.22.21
1991INFORMATION CONTACT Pautano Sitjar Spain

FLEET DATE EVENT/LOCATION NAME PHONE NO. Oct, 12 Trophee Giraudy/20me Patrice Vivient (94) 08.11.88/
533 Sep. 7-8 Walet Regatta Mike Benfield 601/868-3927 1991 Anglet, France 38.63.08

1991 Long Beach, MS Oct. 12-13 Coupe D'Automne Patrice Vivient (94) 08.11.88/
249 Sep. 15-16 Panama Red's Rum Run Gary Lambom 615/859-3167 1991 Bombannes, France 38.63.08

1991 Nashville, TN Bill Hart 615/794-4489 Oct. 12-13 1991 Turn Down Regatta Nina Martinussen (64) 40.31.38
DIVISION 16 1991 Middelfart, Denmark Gunhild Hutters (31) 29.86.00

INFORMATION CONTACT Oct. 12-13 Tumpel Trophy Zulpich Erwin Ocklenburg 23.53/47.41
FLEET DATE EVENT/LOCATION NAME · PHONE NO. 1991 Zuelpichersee, Germany Ernst Bartling (221) 43.86.04
404 Sep. 7-8 No. American Div. David Block 716/549-3628 Oct. 13-14 Ausklang Regatta Erwin Ocklenburg 23.53/47.411991 Hamburg, NY 1991 Goldkanal, Germany Ernst Bartling (221) 43.86.04
EUROPEAN REGATTA PROGRAM Oct. 26-27 Ski Voile Pierre Besuchet (21) 824.12.57

INFORMATION CONTACT 1991 Crans, Switzerland
DATE NAME/LOCATION NAME PHONE NO. Nov. 1-3 Ville Week Ruan Nuviola (03) 323.22.21

Sep. 1 Alter Surf Ruan Nuviola (03) 323.22.21 1991 Bahia De Cadiz, Spain
1991 Benicassim, Spain

Nov. 14 Flensburger HC Regatta Envin Ocklenburg 23.53/47.41
Sep. 1-2 St. Hermier Y.C. Regatta Roy Campbell Fax 1991 Flensburg, Germany Ernst Battling (221) 43.86.04

1991 Jersey, Cl (243)53.36.02
Nov. 16-17 Eispokal Essen Erwin Ocklenburg 23.53/47.41

Sep. 1-7 British Nationals Roy Campbell Fax 1991 Baldeneysee, Germany Ernst Bartling (221) 43.86.04
1991 Plymouth, Great Britain (243) 53.36.02

Sep. 6-8 German Nationals Erwin Ocklenburg 23.53/47.41
1991 Walchensee, Germany Ernst Bartling (221) 43.86.04

Sep. 7-8 MRF Cup 1991 Nina Martinussen (64) 40.31.38
1991 Middlefarl Denmark Gunhild Hutters (31) 29.86.00

Sep. 7-8 2 Countries Cup Martin Schuitema (703) 24.50.15
1991 Oud Naarden, Holland Hans Van Nes (1719)19.451

Sep. 7-8 Point Regatta Patrice Vivient (94) 08.11.88/
1991 Vitrolles, France 38.63.08

Sep. 8 Landen Cup Martin Schuitema (703) 24.50.15
1991 Oud Naarden, Holland Hans Van Nes (1719) 19.451

Sep. 14-15 Ch. Islands Nationals Roy Campbell Fax
1991 Jersey, Cl (243)53.36.02

Sep. 14-15 Harkoltseeregatta Erwin Ocklenburg 23.53/47.41
1991 Harkortsee, Germany Ernst Bartling (221) 43.86.04

Sep. 14-15 Cat Ora Cup Carlo Lepscky (6)379.12.10
1991 Riva Del Garda, Italy Beni Bozano (185) 62.602

Sep. 14-15 Herbst Whoche Erwin Ocklenburg 23.53/47.41
1991 Flensburg, Germany Ernst Bartlin (221) 43.86.04

Sep. 15 Cieffe Ruan Nuviola (03) 323.22.21
1991 Benicassim, Spain

Sep. 15-16 Les 3 Raids De St. Lunaire Patrice Vivient (94) 08.11.88/
1991 St. Lunaire, France 38.63.08

Sep. 20-22 German Nationals Erwin Ocklenburg 23.53/47.41
1991 Ammersee, Germany Ernst Badling (221) 43.86.04

Sep. 21-22 Coupe De Guyenne Patrice Vivient (94) 08.11.88/
1991 Lacanau, France 38.63.08

Sep. 21-22 Hobekegatta Erwin Ocklenburg 23.53/47.41
1991 Ammersee, Germany Ernst Bartling (221) 43.86.04

Sep. 21-22 Coupe Morgienne Pierre Besuchet (21) 824.12.57
1991 Morges, Switzerland

Sep. 21-22 Point Regatta Patrice Vivient (94) 08.11.88/
1991 Martigues, France 38.63.08

Sep. 28 Trophee Giraudy/lare Patrice Vivient (94)08.11.88/
1991 Anglet, France 38.63.08

Sep. 28-29 Challenge Hobie Cat Olivier Verbustel (02) 773.28.11
1991 Heisl Belgium Pierre Allard 344.93.810

Sep. 28-29 Asprocal Patrice Vivient (94) 08.11.88/
1991 Lac Des Settons, France 38.63.08
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BLUE WATER XI
FLEET 15, DIVISION 2
VENTURA, CA
MAY 18-19,1991
BY CHRIS RISHER

Blue Water XI was a
family affair this year for my
family of five; tMe youngest is
five years old and the oldest
doesn't want his age in print.
And being part of the spon-
soring fleet, we were all on
the water this regatta. We
come from a small fleet with a
lot of dedicated sailors who
all have to work the regatta.

Saturday started with the
wind coming up as early as
the skippers' meeting at
10:00 AM. Quoting John
Bauldry, the head of the race
committee, "It's not going to
be a floater today." The first
race was called for 12:00
noon offshore in front of the
Ventura Pier. Sailing off to the
race course was our first
indication that today was
going to be a double trap
day.

The first race, 18As and
17s, got off just fine on our
starboard start line and port
finish with the committee boat
in between. The 16As had the
only general recall of the first
race. 18B and C and 168 and
C all started out fine. Now the
headache began for the crew
to find the marks as the
waves were starting to roll in
at about four feet with a few
9-foot waves to throw skipper
and crew off the back of the
boat.

At this time my youngest
was out on the committee
boat with his dad. My daugh-
ter, Hillary, age 8, was sailing
with Ben Holmgrain, a 16C
skipper carrying 35 pounds of
weight. My oldest daughter,
Elsa, age 11, was sailing with
Duey Englehardt, a 168 sailor
who couldn't find 3 pounds to
carry and didn't think anyone
would protest them for 3
pounds. He was wrong.

By 1:30 PM the winds
were up to and past 20 knots
and the seas were rolling in at
8-15 foot swells. The two
chase boats were having a lot
of fun with half the fleet flip-
ping over or telling them that
they were heading for the
beach. By the time Jim Wil-

liams and I finished the sec-
ond race, I was glad not to
be starting another one.

When we hit the beach I
was relieved to find that both
my girls had done well in their
races - a third place for Elsa
and a first for Hillary in the
day's standings. Jim and I
were in second place at this
time with a chance to get a
first place and into A-fleet.

The restaurants at the
harbor that night had their fair
share of Hobie Catters, but
most of us were in bed quite
early.

Sunday was a beautiful
day with 8-10 knots and little
2-foot swells. Jim and I got
two firsts and a sing-along
from the race committee into
A-fleet at the finish line.

Elsa was protested for
weight on the water and the
whole regatta watched as
she and Duey got on and off
the scale four times with gear
on, gear off, shoes on, shoes
off and pockets empty. They
lost their third place standing
because of 3 pounds, and I
am sure both learned some-
thing from it.

JERICHO CLASSIC
REGATTA
FLEET 95, DIVISION 4
VANCOUVER, WA
JUNE 8-9, 1991

The Hobies had a great
course far out in English Bay.
Saturday started promisingly
and.then after one race the
wind died for a few hours.
Wind finally returned fairly
steady and a second race
was started. Now, the race
instructions stated, "The first
race of the day would start
with a regular start sequence
followed subsequently by
rolling starts." We had a
postponement (lack of wind)
and had to start with rolling
starts. You think the racers
were confused, you should
have seen the committee.

Sunday found good
steady winds and the race
chairman had posted an
addendum to the above
mentioned start sequence
covering starts after a post-
ponement and we were on
our way. On the first race,

overeager 18s had a general
recall, a postponement (to
reset the end of the start line),
another general recall and
confusion again. Hobie race
rules read, "After the 2nd
general recall that fleet goes
to the end of sequence."

The 17s started, so we
thought, when it dawned on
the race chairman the post-
ponement had broken the two
general recalls and it should
have been the 18s' start.
General recall for the 17s and
another postponement to get
back on track.

Finally all fleets got
started and then the rolling
starts worked great. Everyone
got four long courses, even
the 16Bs and Cs who ended
the day with a #7 and were
still first to the beach (be-
cause of several general
recalls they were a whole
sequence ahead of all the
other fleets ). Thank goodness
for six people on the commit-
tee boat to keep track of all
the starting and finishing at
the same time.

A great dinner of three
kinds of pasta, tossed salad
and garlic bread was served
Saturday night. Racers
shared the dinner to create a
great evening of fellowship. A
party for all followed.

HOLMES HARBOR REGATTA
FLEET 95, DIVISION 4
WHIDBEY ISLAND, WA
JUNE 22-23,1991

The Holmes Harbor Re-
gatta was held on picturesque
Whidbey Island at the com-
munity of Freeland. While
racing was going on the
Chamber of Commerce had
organized a street fair uptown
plus food and craft booths at
the park. All went well with
trailer parking, participant
parking (also overnight), and
walking areas. We even had
the fire department with
trucks, crash boat and aid car
available if needed.

Saturday started with
light winds, some rain and low
tides. Finally we were able to
get the Hobies in the water
with a white flag at 11:00 AM.
Three good races followed
with the last ending about

6:00 PM. Following that was a
no-host bar and dinner of
Baron of Beef, baked pota-
toes, tossed salad and bread
sticks provided by Mindy's, a
local restaurant. This was
held at the community hall
just up the hill from the park.
A drawing of entry cards was
held after dinner with give-
away items donated by vari-
ous businesses in Freeland.

Sunday arrived with
sunshine and good winds.
Skippers' meeting at 11:00
AM ( later low tide) and imme-
diately on the water with
11:30 AM white flag. Three
more good long races were
held to complete the week-
end. After the awards, a raffle
with items again donated
from businesses from
Freeland and a few others
was held.

The regatta did end with
some excitement when one
skipper and crew pushed
their boat on trailer, with mast
up, into some power lines.
Because of the COMPTIP 442,
they received only a light jolt.
After the fire department
arrived, it was another hour
until the PUD could arrive to
shut off the power to move
the trailer/boat. Remember,
BE AWARE OF ALL POWER
LINES AROUND YOU! This
could have been fatal for
both skipper and crew.

WAYWARD WINDS
REGATTA
FLEET 8, DIVISION 6
GALVESTON, TX
JUNE 22-23, 1991
BY PHILIP MOORE

We survived the Way-
ward Winds Regatta, but just
barely. The racers got
banged up and sunburned,
but everyone went home tired
and happy. About 30 boats
were in by Friday night and
Saturday dawned with plenty
of wind from the south and 3-
4 foot seas. It continued to
build all morning, so by race
time Alan Davis ( race com-
mittee chairman) had 56
boats and a big grin on his
face. He set a looong course,
and the white flag went up on
schedule. Alan's plan was to
run two races back to back,
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break for lunch and run two
more. Jim Sykes and Char-
lotte LaVerne discovered new
and wonderful ways to de-
stroy a Hobie 16. They
twisted a starboard pylon in
half! ! ! It was a source of
great amazement on the
beach. During the lunch
break, a squall line rolled in
from the north, bringing a
strong sudden 180 degree
wind shift. It looked like a
LeMans start with everyone
sprinting to their boats to
bring down the sails.

The rain never fell hard
enough to drive everyone
inside. However, everyone
was exhausted from two long
heavy air races (we had five
seasickness cases) so the
rain was a welcome break for
most of the racers. Someone
spotted a waterspout out in
the gulf; we had our enter-
tainment for the afternoon.
Races 3 and 4 were eventu-
ally cancelled and dinner and
the raffle began at the Park
Pavilion. Phyllis Warren won
everything in sight and when
the last item was gone, The
Broken Notes were set up
and began to play. This was
one of the best bands I've
heard at a regatta and might
be a good bet for our Christ-
mas Party. We even had a
backup band. Jim Sykes and
his brothers, The Beach
Bunglers (the world's oldest
garage band), played beach
music during the break and
were a huge hit. Everyone
danced and consumed mass
quantities until midnight.

Sunday brought light
winds, but they built steadily
through the morning. Apple
Tree and McDonald's pro-
vided breakfast and coffee.
Everyone seemed rested,
well fed and ready to race.
Race 3 started on time, then
the wind eased for a moment.
This happened as the Jet Ski
races were playing the na-
tional anthem; they thought
we were being patriotic!

Earl and Margaret
Booker, on their honeymoon,
visited the starting line before
race 4 in a BIG chartered
monohull. I'm sure they
scared some racers as they
wound their way among the
stalled boats to say hello.

HOBIE :lir+ I • Iix

As soon as race 4
started, our Hobie skiff died.
Mark Gullentine had done a
tremendous job in and out of
the surf all weekend, but he
couldn't get the motor going
again. Mike Johnson went out
on his 18 and towed the skiff
to the beach. By that time all
that was left was Mr. Shaw's
committee boat. Alan Davis
had to jump out and swim for
shore to get the final race
results in. Thank goodness for
Ziploc bags!

Karen Shaw tried to keep
me from making a shambles
out of the trophy presentation,
but I did anyway. I forgot to
give a trophy to Alan Davis,
our race committee chairman.
Up until then, my biggest foul-
up had been forgetting to
unlock the portacans Satur-
day night. My deepest apolo-
gies and thanks to Alan.

THE LONGNECK REGATTA
FLEET 128, DIVISION 6
CANYON LAKE, TX
MAY 18-19, 1991
BY DAVID HALL

You had to be at
Longneck to appreciate it.
We had everything just as
promised, including the thun-
derstorm - all you had to do
was wait. But this year we
had the exciting debut of our
first dust devil, too.

Most everything seemed
to go smoothly for the beach
and race committees. It was
not until the generator quit
and pushed scoring into the
early evening that the prob-
lems came up. Without elec-
tricity at the site, Brad Shaw
took his computer back to my
hotel room after dinner. There
he discovered some apparent
errors in the boat finishes.
Some boats finished twice,
some never finished, and
some who didn't enter fin-
ished. That was just the be-
ginning. Knowing the results
were way off, Brad bravely
returned to Jacobs Creek to
post the results. Big mistake.

"1 finished before he did!"
"What do you mean,

DNS? I finished fourth!", etc.
Ray Seta and Stephen

Acquart came to Brad's
rescue, and Brad took the

original results and the reg-
istration cards back home
and corrected what he could.
Sunday morning most every-
one was happy, but a few still
had some things to clear up.
Eventually, Brad got the
corrected results into the
computer and the finals
seemed to be OK.

So how did the wind
blow? It was not the perfect
regatta weekend at Canyon
Lake. Saturday the wind was
out of the north - and north-
east - and east. Mostly it
was out of the northeast,
which, as any Canyon Lake
veteran will tell you, never
happens. In fact, the only
directions the wind ever
blows at Canyon is southeast
and north. But with the thun-
derstorms in the area any-
thing can happen.

The wind for 168 consis-
tently was the worst of all the
fleets. Between their blue flag
and the first mark, 168 got
the worst wind all day Satur-
day. In fact, the 16C fleet
reached A-mark before 168
did in all three races Satur-
day.

With a "steady" east
wind blowing, just 30 sec-
onds before red flag in the
168's third race, the wind
shifted 90 degrees to the
north putting the entire group
into irons for at least a minute
- just adjacent to the commit-
tee boat. So it went for 16B.

As usual, one side of the
course was favored on Satur-
day. If you could get to the
north side, you were in Wind
City. This was readily appar-
ent in 16C when I rounded A-
mark in second, pulled ahead
of the number 1 boat just
south of the committee boat
going to C-mark, and looked
up to see three 16Cs round-
ing C-mark. Thanks to the
long course 6, I was able to
salvage third.

The view from 16C was
pretty good for me. In race 1,
I followed Valerie Ambrosan
around A-mark in 1 and 2.
We jibed around to the fast
side of the course and stayed
side-by-side until she tacked
to C. I stayed on the "fast
side" while she made excel-
lent time downwind. She
rounded C 300 yards in front

of me. So much for the fast
side. Then on my way back
to finish, I caught a header
which pushed me beyond
the pin allowing Bob
Whitehead to take second.
Thinking he was first across
the line, Bob and his crew let
out quite a whoop, but by
that time, Valerie was on the
beach sipping cool ones.
Bob never saw her during
the whole race. I informed
him of his second place
finish and verified Valerie
sailed the proper course.
Talk about a horizon job.

On our way back to
shore, we were treated to a
spectacular view of the first
Longneck Dust Devil. The
mini-twister moved down to
the Jacobs Creek shoreline
right through the committee
tent area. It picked up tents,
towels and air mattresses
along the way; not to mention
Betty Reeh's and another
person's boat. Everything
was redeposited somewhere
else creating havoc on
shore. From the water, it was
amazing!

The second race came
after a 90-degree wind shift
to the east, causing Mike
Acquart to reset the course.
Other than my late discovery
that the north side was
faster, the race went similar
to the first. Valerie was first
again, making any catching
up with her much harder.

The third race was one
of those where tactics don't
count and boat speed does
(this is C-fleet after all ). For-
tunately, Sue Oppert and I
didn't make any serious
mistakes, and we managed
to stay ahead of Valerie for a
bullet (of course, it helped
that she was in irons when
the red flag went up).

Sunday morning, Mike
gave 16C two more drag
races - course 1 s. We were
the faster boat again in the
fourth race and had time to
go to shore. Valerie was
hoping to go home early, but
I had forced her into the last
race. If I could take first, 1
would beat her by at least
1/4 point. If she beat me
across the line at all, she
would be first in 16C.

Sue and I had a rela-
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tively good start for us. We
tacked perfectly to A-mark
and were clear ahead of the
only boat on the starboard
lay line. We tacked inside of
that boat and came to a
dead halt in irons. Being first
to A-mark and fifth around in
a drag race was not a com-
fortable feeling. By that time,
Valerie had moved out in
front and was on the horizon
near B-mark. I don't know
how, but we passed two
boats before reaching C-
mark and another two on the
way to the finish. Valerie was
about 25 yards ahead at the
line, and with that, we fin-
ished 2nd overall in 16C.

With the 2nd at
Longneck, a 2nd at last
year's Mid Americas, and a
2nd at last year's Mid Sum-
mer Classic, Sue and I will
move to 168 for our next
race. the 1991 Mid Summer
Classic. We are rejoining our
old C-fleet competitors, Mike
Mason, Betty Reeh, Debbie
Hennessey and Beth Bach (if
Beth didn't move up after
taking 1 st in 168 at Mid
Americas 1991 ). The way
she was sailing, Valerie may
be in 168 before Mid Sum-
mer Classic, too.

Back to the regatta,
though. Everyone raved
about the food Saturday
night. The fajitas were pre-
marinated by Fajita Junction
and cooked by our famdus
chefs, Ron Wreyford and
Carl Seta. The famous
Longneck Raffle was pre-
sented by Tony Seta and
Robert McGonigle. Featured
this year were Ray Ban sun-
glasses. All the raffle items
were accompanied by La
Quinta goodie bags donated
by Dan Mallum.

Anyone who stayed
around after trophies on
Sunday was also treated to a
refreshing rainstorm. Not
quite the normal Longneck
thunderstorm, but not bad. 1
was hoping to sail and had
left my sails up. Acting
quickly, Sue and I managed
to stay pretty dry and get the
sails down beiore it hit hard.
But in keeping with
Longneck tradition, it was
over in 15 minutes with no
damage done.
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HULLS' ANGELS REGATTA
AND MISS FACSIMILE USA
PAGEANT
FLEET 149, DIVISION 7
LAKE PERRY, KS
JUNE 22-23, 1991
BY GORDON PRELLER

Fifty-six Hobie Cats and
about 150 people attended
the Hulls' Angels Points Re-
gatta sponsored by Hobie
Fleet 149 and the Park Place
Hotel at Lake Perry, Kansas,
June 22-23. Teams came
from as far away as Chicago,
Oklahoma City and Arizona to
race and party. Heavy thun-
derstorms slammed through
Friday night, with gigabolts of
ground strike lightning and
several inches of rain. Sod-
den campers crawled out of
their units Saturday morning
to low hanging clouds but no
more fireworks, so the white
flag went up at 1:00 from a
brand new pontoon boat
loaned by Port Perry Marina.

The first two races had
light and shifty winds, 5-10
knots. This made for up and
down results, as some of the
boats that won the first race
bombed in the second. An
interesting battle shaped up
in 16As, with Gordon Preller
and Kathy Palazzolo taking
two firsts and Phil and
Beverly Collins right behind
with two very close seconds.

The wind piped up for
the next two races, giving
everyone the double trapping
conditions they were hoping
for. Don Estapa and crew
Tony Rockwell in 18A and
Kirby Crowe in 17 sailed well
consistently, leading their
fleets at the end of the first
day's racing. In 16A Collins
pulled two bullets, pressed
hard by Martin and Jean
Brown and Matt McDonald
and Laura Luger. Preller
dragged in the heavy air but
held onto second place for
the day, behind the Collins
Team.

Back to the beach for
cold Coors beer by Jayhawk
Coors of Topeka, barbecue
by the Blue Moon Restaurant
(Port Perry) and Coca Cola
for the abstainers. Tiki
torches were lit, the micro-
phone turned on, and special
guest M.C. Greg Hausman

introduced the "Miss Fac-
simile USA Pageant!" Female
judges were selected from
representative fleets, and
male ( 1 think) contestants
vied for talent, looks and
personality. For talent, Matt
"Michelle Divine" MacDonald
did a cartwheel in a lovely
black sheath and high heels;
"Miss Gator" Ron Means
crooned "1 Feel Pretty" in its
entirety, a real crowd pleaser;
and "Miss 149, 1976" Gordon
Preller, in a tacky fuschia
skirt, was booed off the stage
for a song entitled "Smut."
Whoever said no one ever
went broke underestimating
the taste of the American
public sure didn't know this
crowd. Greg Hausman was a
natural as M.C., drink-whip-
ping the audience into a
frenzy and building the sus-
pense, until between laughter
and anticipation we could
stand no more. The winner of
the "Miss Facsimile USA" title
was Pat "Lady Godiva"
Carmody, who stripped down
to his?her? steel wool muff.
Miss Godiva was crowned
with a tiara from Winklers'
Jewelers and presented
flowers from Grandview Flo-
rist, both of Kansas City. Miss
Fax USA also won a weekend
for two at the luxury Park
Place Hotel in KC, while the
first runner up, Miss Gator,
won four Royals baseball
tickets and a parking pass.
Our lovely contestants also
received Rival drink whips
and many offers from a group
of bikers who decided to
camp amidst our party area.

This also seems like a
good time to thank our spon-
sors, whose generosity made
the regatta possible: Jayhawk
Coors of Topeka, the Coca
Cola Bottling Company of
Topeka, Park Place Hotel,
Hobie Cat, our Hobie dealer
C & H Sailcraft, Rival, KISME
and Murrays Marine. Without
the support of companies like
these, our "Hobie Way of
Life" would be bare bones
and darned expensive.
Shucks, might as well get a
leaner and join a yacht club.
We appreciate their s'port for
our sport!

Race committee Dan
Calvert ran two more races

Sunday morning, starting with
brisk chilly winds and taper-
ing off next to nothing iust as
16Cs rounded C-mark in the
last race. Dan did a fine job
running races, throwing a 9 at
us Saturday that raised eye-
brows but turned out to be a
challenging, tactical course.

As regatta chairman, 1
want to thank all the people
who worked to make this
regatta such a huge success.
Racers came up to me all
weekend saying what a won-
derful time they were having
and I ate it up, but as always,
it is the people who do the
work who deserve the credit.
First and foremost, David
Hughes, who worked to ex-
haustion arranging sponsor-
ship, repairing the fleet trailer,
carrying kegs back and forth
to the cooler, and cleaning
up. Almost every time I
turned to do something,
David had quietly already
done it. Lori Holverson,
Donna and John Rexford, Bill
Cummings, Pat Carmody,
Rita Thackery, Cindy Ross,
David Babcock and everyone
else in the fleet who contrib-
uted work, ideas and sup-
port: thank you.

MID AMERICAS FRITO LAY
CHALLENGE
FLEET 23, DIVISION 14
LAKE TEXOMA, TX
MAY 25-26, 1991
BY PETE PATTULLO

The 18th annual Mid
Americas Frito Lay Chal-
lenge, hosted by Dallas Fleet
23, was held at Cedar Mills.
Marina & Resort on Lake
Texoma over the Memorial
Day weekend.

Lake Texoma, the largest
lake in Texas with 580 miles
of beautiful sandy shoreline,
is located on the border
between Texas and Okla-
homa. This is also the site of
the 1991 Hobie Single-
handed National Champion-
ship, October 19-26.

Regatta chairmen Bill
Davenport and Mike Sullivan
and their committee chairman
had been planning this grand
event since the previous July.
This year's event was dedi-
cated to benefit the charity
"March of Dimes" with $2500
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in proceeds being donated.
The main sponsors were Frito
Lay, Ed F. Davis Inc., KLAKE
FM and Cedar Mills Marina
and Resort.

Racers, after their long
drives ( i.e. Illinois, Colorado,
etc...) were welcomed by
enthusiastic members of the
welcome committee at the
entrance to the resort Friday
night and Saturday morning
with bags of "Crunch Tators"
and Miller Beer. This year's
event included a circus-sized
tent (capable of holding 1000
plus partiers). It was even
home to a few people early
Saturday morning when a
storm rolled through, causing
a few tents to leak. At the end
of registration Saturday there
were 167 boats signed up,
making this regatta the larg-
est Hobie Cat regatta in the
United States in 1991, if not
the largest inland lake regatta
in the world.

The race committee had
decided months earlier to run
two race courses to keep
things controllable. It was like
running two regattas at one
time, double of everything:
committee boats, marks,
radios and people.
Saturday's races were held in
light to very light winds, get-
ting two races off on each
course. Lunches of BIG
hotdogs and chips were
provided at separate
beaches for each course.
Paul Ulibarri, race captain
( U)-course, was heard to
mumble "hum hooo hofff
doog nooeoed wonnnd" with
his mouth full, which trans-
lated to "GOOD DOGS,
NEED WIND!"

Saturday night brought a
Caribbean style chicken
dinner with a clown and ma-
gician making funny-looking
hats and animals and mind
boggling tricks to keep the
dinner line moving. Also
during dinner there were a
couple of contests to amuse
everyone. There was the
"stupid human and stupid
pet" tricks and boy, were
some of them stupid! This led
up to the BIG event, "The
Panhandlers," a live steel
drum band from North Texas
State University. Everyone
had a great time of limbo,
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reggae and calypso until they
dropped.

Sunday morning brought
a little more wind and back
out to the water; again, two
more races were run. (Y)-
course race captain, Michael
Young, had his hands full
with almost 40 16C skippers
barging down on his commit-
tee boat. The awards cer-
emony lasted almost an hour
and a half with over 100
trophies presented along with
great giveaways.

Everyone had such a
good time that they stayed
Sunday night for the Cedar
Mills Yacht Club party that
ended with over 40 boats
night sailing out to the is-
lands. It was the perfect end
to a fantastic weekend to see
the glow of a fire dancing
across the sails of over 40
boats sitting on a sandy
beach somewhere in the
middle of Lake Texoma -
ONLYATMIDAMERICAS!!!!

All this - and benefitting
the March of Dimes, too! ! !

MADCATTER XV
FLEET 204, DIVISION 16
SYRACUSE, NY
MAY 17-19, 1991
BY CHRISTINE PELKAUS

YES! Finally a Madcatter
with both wind AND good -
no great - weather! Not to
mention the turnout! The
weekend started off pretty
shaky: torrential downpours
and a plummeting tempera-
ture - mid 40s by Friday
night. But the apparent "al-
lure" of the Madcatter was
strong enough to pull 98
teams to Oneida Lake! The
Friday night party was the
traditional classy bash. A
"Tex-Mex" theme with
sefloritas, banditos, and a
pifiata. Not to mention
enough food to keep even
Hobie sailors satisfied. The
Molsons helped, too!

Saturday began quite
briskly, but with both solid
winds and sun, it seemed a
little ungrateful to complain
about the chill! The "hottest
look" award easily went to
trend setter Barb Caster in
her new neon-yellow/green
deck skins and Pappy in
matching neon. Not hard to

find THEM on the water!
The race committee,

fearlessly led by Susan Korz,
got us off and running on
schedule and the racing
began. The first race Was not
exactly a RC's dream. The
wind did a terrific little shifty/
twisty thing, clocking hard to
the west and leaving wonder-
ful little wind voids to trap
unsuspecting skippers/
crews. A lovely way to begin!
Especially for Charlie and
Melissa! HOT, Hot, hot: they
won two of the four races that
day! Don't change a thing on
that boat!

Steve and Christine, over
early in two of the four races,
seemed to do better when
playing catch-up. After re-
rounding in last place, we
worked our way up to sec-
ond, and as team Amico/
Anstey had a run in with a
stink boat, we just nipped
them at the finish!

The Big Pat Bisesi with
Patty on board was playing
hard with the big boys!
Teams Keifers, Korzs and
Perks were also making good
tracks and loving the double-
trapping! The starts were
loud and pushy, the wind got
steadier and stronger, and
the courses had some killer
reaches and room to make
mistakes and/or make up for
them!

Dick Anderson was
making his mark in 168 fleet
and teams Crowley/Parry and
Young/Karen Jerry were
banging heads in 16C fleet!
Stan Korz was our 17 repre-
sentative and the 18As
marked the return of Johnny
Anderson, with Pete Killius on
board. Finally, the RC gave
the call to hit the beach -we
did!

After some primping and
priming of bodies and souls,
the next event was dinner. It
was well earned. The food
was hot, good and plenty for
all. The fleet desserts went
"like hotcakes," including the
really beautiful sheet cake
with air-brushed Hobies in
the frosting !

Soon the chairs were
being stacked and the band,
Sharp Dressed Penguins,
was warming up. They were
TERRIFIC! With all the

hardcore sailing, not every-
one could be convinced to
dance, but everyone was
groovin' to the sounds! Only
because the lodge shut down
did the band stop playing!

Sunday was a new day
with a new kind of sailing in
store: light air! The winds
were quite light, more north-
east than Saturday, but the
boats were always moving.
The RC was playing catch-up
with the B and C fleeters -
the weather helped them lose
a race on Saturday so they
would make it up on Sunday.
A-fleets got two more races in
and the regatta was showing
several tight races for "the
gold!" The "light air kings"
were now showing their stuff!
Mr. Jeffers was making a
comeback and the Keifers
began to pull into the lead. At
the end of each race, you
could hear the mental tallying
of points, races and
throwouts ... it would be
close!

At the end of the racing,
we all packed up our toys,
shed our gear, and made for
the dogs, beers and raffle to
wait for the big news! We
dodged the flying booties as
the boats left the beach. After
much hard work on the part
of the RC and scoring com-
mittee Billie Jeffers, the re-
suits were in.

The 15th Madcatter was
a huge success! It was a
regatta for the "skipper/crew
of all winds" - both the
heavy and the light! Many
thanks to the 98 teams of
Hobie enthusiasts who
braved the unknown ele-
ments for the sheer love of
Hobie sailing! And even more
thanks go out to the commit-
tee heads and volunteers for
the countless hours of time
put in to make the Madcatter
a first class event! A.
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DIVISION 2

SAN DIEGO CLASSICFLEET 4, DIVISION 2
SILVER STRAND STATE PARK, CAJUNE 15·16, 1991
HOBIE 21

1. Lundberg/Smith2. DeVencia/Miller3. Ziolkowski/Mitchee
HOBIE MIRACLE 20

1. Campbell/Mcintosh2. Greenwald/Greenwald3. Jefiries/Triglia
HOBIE SX-18

1. Montague/Klthre
HOBIE 18A

1. Parizeau/Thomas2. Alter,Ward3. Timm/Timm
5. Ki• • • •  042
6. Parks/Parks7. McGraw/Lili8. Wagniere/Karen9. Undley/Sue10. Hefteman/Norinsky11. Tschaikowsky/Tschaikowsky12. Veenbaas/Sharon13. Bautdry/Simon14. Lewis/Harper15. Buchanan/Buchanan16. Cockroft/Cockroft17. Miller/Palmer18. Mohill/McPherson19. Gira/Gira20. J. Dan Farrar

HOBIE 188
1. Mark/Mark2. Claybaugh/Jeff3. Harper/Maybeno4. Fischer/Fischer5. Savage/Bums6. Gardner/Ashley7. Smith/Smith8. Ray/Johnson9. Maybeno/Daily10. Guild/Bachman11. Eger/Doggeu12. Hillman/Mosley13. MacDiarmid/Hess14. Delis/Morely15. Simon/Tripp16. Bomberg/Cieplik17. Wadsworth/Smith18. Palmer/Ron19. B. Ryan/H. Ryan20. M. Ryan/A. Ryan21. MICurdy/Serino

HOBIE 18C
1. Phillips/Daniel2. Gillett/Carey3. Eschwege/Luhr4, Olson/Lange5. Mitchell/Noel6. Meder/Meder7. Bowen/Bowen8. Chalk/Nichols9. Overdevest'Beck10. Hahn/Hahn11. McCIanahan/Mary Lou12. Margetts/Brewer13. Little/Schultz14. Christoffels/Linda15. Cummings/Elchuck16. Garcia/Osgood17. Coats/Weldon18. Todd Correll19. Vasquez/Vasquez

HOBIE 18N
1. Robins/Wilkerson

HOBIE 17A
1. Steve Leo2. Bill Myrter3. Fred Forerty4. Erik Bjerring5. Jeff Conner6. Wayne Schafer7. Roger Jenkins8. Bruce Fields9. Peter Partch10. Tom DeLong11. Michael Kramer12. Steve Kerckhoff13. Jack Unn14. Kirk Wells15. Thomas Runyon

HOBIE 178
1. Michael Ferguson2. Tim German3. Mike Halberstadt

HOBIE 16A
1. Christensen/V-Boy2. Forgrave/Katterman3. Hauser/Berg4. Ketterman/Moore5. Hess/Hess6. Seaman/Jana7. Petron/Petron8. Matema/Brown9. Newsome/Williams10. BlounVChristensen11. Tyler/Tyler12. Froeb/Froeb13. Christensen/Youngerman14. Hall/Nackel15. Rodal/Duncan16. Egusa/Hudman

POINTS
7.508.5010.50

POINTS
5.5014.7517.5019.0020.0021.0022.0031.0037.0038.0039.0042.0052.0053.0055.0058.00

POINTS
3.008.0011.00

POINTS
8.509.759.7512.7520.0024.0024.0030.0036.0037.0038.0039.0041.0051.0054.0056.0058.0067.0070.0071.0072.00

POINTS
5.11.14.18.33.40.41.41.41.43.44.46.50.53.56.59.85.91.91.__

POINTS
3.75

POINTS
5.506.759.7512.7518.0024.0025.0031.0033.0034.0036.0042.0044.0054.0060.00

POINTS
3.006.7510.00

POINTS
3.00

POINTS
4.258.5012.0015.0019.0023.0027.0029.0033.0033.0039.0043.0043.0048.0053.0054.0063.0065.0067.0078.00

17. Delave/Decrew18. Acuna/Speegel19. Nelson/Cockroft20. Ward/Goddard21. Myrter/Debeavry22. Saidak/Thomas23. Tully/Lehman24. Corell/Johns25. Marshall Hammond26. Dolan/Dolan27. Ashley/Ashley28. Casher/Casher29. Ortor/Suzanne30. Lindholm/Lindholm31. Fecowicz/Twiss32, Folgner/Folgner33. Dixon/Dixon34. Alter Jr/Gretchen
HOBIE 168

1. Saunders/Saunders2. Reding/Reding3. Perlmutter/Barbara4. Strazzabosco/Harms5. DeCurtis/DeCurtis6. Orrantia/Coderre7. Mayeski/Lebkuecher8. OverdevesYBowen9. Hammond/Smith10. Greska/Carol11. Hendrix/Disney12. Jeflges/Home13. Williams/Risher14. Sapper/Jurisoo15. Englehardt/Risher16. Putman/Putman17, High-Gordon/Gordon18. Gib/Carolyn19. Deschamps/Klein20. Zimmerman/Diane21. Hockett/Hensley22. Haneman/Haneman23. SmitIVKoenig24. McGraw/Moffitt25. Cargill/Cargill26. Banzer/Caffrey27. FrosUSIotta
HOBIE 16C

1. Kuebler/Kuebler2. Holmgrain/Clark3. Miliefsky/Geick4. Bielamowicz/Ahl5. Hornby/Ard6. Cole/Adrienne7. Phelan/Tammy8. Baade/White9. Durrett/McCreedy10. Kocka/Tuckey11. Schrader/Schrader12. Martinez/Martinez13. Menzel/Atwell14. Dailey/Dominik15. Peto/Sebree16. Brykczynski/Whitehead
HOBIE 16N

1. Harmon/Dies2. Bunce/Polly3. Checkon/Thrall4. Hunter/Hunter5. Smith Brandon
#: t=".mZ• 04*96

HOBIE 14
1. Burt Sherrift2. Jim Lantz3. Dick Lantz4. Jim Bryan

HOBIE 14T
1. Bob Heyer

LAS VEGAS GRAND PRIX
FLEET 51, DIVISION 2
LAS VEGAS, NV
JUNE 1·2,1991
HOBIE 21

1. Devenecia/Miller2. Hamelmann/White3. PalmerjPalmer
HOBIE 18A

1 Parizeau/Thomas2. Timm/Timm3. Miller/George4. Ashton/Ashton5. Tschaikowsky/Tschaikowsky6. Undley/LIndley7. Brown/Brown8. Wagniere/McLeod9. Team Marv-Al10. Lewis11. Partch/Partch12. Crocker13. Hansen,Whitehead14. Veenbaas15. Heberer/Bevelogn16. Charleston/MO17. Brown/Wong
HOBIE 188

1. Team Eger2. Palmer/Palmer3. Harper/Drasein4. Marengo/Marengo5. Phipps/Biehn6. Dany/Connie7. Brown/Brown8. Hankins/Hankins9. McCurdy/McCurdy10. Hamilton/Skaar11. Mulay/Mulay12. Knipp/Fellows13. Ursar• Culbert14. Power/Hamilton15. Maybeno16. Smith/Smith

POINTS
4.507.009.00

POINTS
3.507758.0016.0016.0017.0019.0027.0030.0032.0033.0036.0037.0045.0048.0051.0051.00

POINTS
9.009.7510.5011.0019.0019.0021.0021.0028.0031.0035.0038.0042.0042.0048.0048.00

HOBIE :ilirg I • I¢
AC il• lkS ULTS

58 HOBIE 18C61 1. Mitchell6471 2. Ryan/Ryan3. Petersen/Shutt7479 4. McCIanahan/McCIanahan5. Touton/Forti88 6. Maddox/Maddox8889 7. Vasquez/runison
93 HOBIE 18N9597 1. Wilkerson/Roberts100102 HOBJE 17A

111 1. Roger Jenkins122 2. Bruce Fields126 3. Kirk Wells127 4. Tom DeLong
HOBIE 178

1. Kaysie Kat2. Michael Ferguson
HOBIE 16A

1. Egusa/Miller2. Newsome/Decrew3. Materna/Tracy4. Winkler/Seaman5. Petron/Petron6. Alter/Reed7. Ketterman/Ketterman8. Delave/Alter9. Hauser/Berg10. Hall/McPherson11. Unknown12. Corell/Johns13. Hammond
HOBIE 16B

1. Gordonmard2. YoungwertWYoungwedh3. Cassidy/Cassidy4. Powers/Casey5. Hurst

P01NTS POINTS
8.50 4.509.50 7.0016.00

24.00 POINTS24.0025.00 6.7526.00 9.0026.00 12.0026.75 14.0034.00 14.7535.00 15.7536.00 21.0039.00 24.0042.00 28.0045.00 29.0059.00 30.0059.00 30.0069.00 39.0069.0070.00 POINTS
75.00 4.5079.00 5.7581.00 10.0082.00 10.0083.00 15.0086.0097.00 HOBIE 16C POINTS

pOINTS 6.751. Attardmieden2. Winter/Winter 7.759.75 3. Thovenall/Ethan 8.7513.50 4. Miliefsky/Cohen 12.0015.25 5. Freeman/Freeman 16.0019.00 6. Purciel/Emeruh 21.0021.00 7. Kocka 23.0024.00 8. Brykczynski/Hanson 24.0032.00 9. Henslee/Logan 25.0038.00 10. Sparks/Meldrum 26.0044.00 11. Brewer/Brewer 28.0047.0047.00 HOBIE 16N POINTS50.00 1. Guber/Maldinado 3.5053.0068.00 4.752. Ritter/Bell
68.00 3. Bierschbach/Bierschbach 11.004. Menzel/Schutt 11.0068.00

POINTS HOBIE 14T POINTS
11.25 1. Bob Heyer 2.25
12.5014.00
12 DIVISION 3
26.0026.00 ROARING 2OS REGATTA

POINTS FLEET 20, DIVISION 3
5 00 WOODWARD RESERVOIR, CA875 MAY 11·12,199116.0019.00 1 POINTS

4.251 6.50ill 11.00ri 14.0019.00i I 24.00

PO NTS
375

HOB E SX 18
1 M ke Montague2 Steve Law er3 Jack H4 B an Jader5 Hubert Van Dyk6 R chard Mo es

HOBIE 18A
1, Rafi Yahalom2. Robert Cockroft3. Bart Goodel4. Wayne Mooneyham5. George Pedrick6. Tom Burling7. Kit Wiegman8. Phil Heberer

HOBIE 188
1. David Head2. Bob Trevey3. Rainer Soehnen4. Kent Bliven5. Bob Gardner6. Tom Thompson7. Steve Simon8. John Renning9. George Ross10. Keith Ledbetten11. Ed Giuliani12. Ed Throunk

HOBIE 17A
1. Doug Johnson2. Joe Sparks3. Ron Kitowski4. Mike Arnerich5. Mike Sprague6. Dan O'Donnell7. Al Leonard8. Brett Dingerson9. Lance Bellows10. Kelly Lantz

HOBIE 16A
1. Pat Porter2. Paul Hess3. Paul Tobie4. Eric Rodal5. Marty Stitt6. David Clacher7. Scott MacDonald

POINTS
3.505.756.7511.0011.0014.0015.0022.0025.0029.00

POINTS
3.507.759.7512.0012.0014.0018.00

POINTS
6.507759.7514.0015.7521.0022.0026.00

POINTS
6.758.758.759.0011.0013.7514.0018.0024.0027.0031.0036.00

POINTS
2.75

POINTS
3.504.759.0012.00

POINTS
4.504.7510.0013.0016.0017.0021.00

8. Mike Forbert9. Margaret Harris10. Ron Katz11. Jeff Kearney12. Ann Tully13. Wes Weber14. Jean Tully15. Jim Saldak16. Lew Stark17. Dale Apple18. Ellafe Cockroft19. Larry Peterson20. Les Layer21. Bob Fecowicz
HOBIE 16B

1, Chuck Schroyer2. John Schroyer3. Erich Peister4. Thorn Grimaldi5. Stephen Panattoni6. Steve Klein7. Joe Gallagher8. Mark Ensor
HOBIE 16C

1. Dennis Wetherington2. Todd Hansen3. Larry Wilkoxson4. Tom Oswald5. Mike Coutches Jr.6. Tom Schulenburg7. Mike Murphy8. Jerry Patrick9. Mike Little10. Nick Rettinghouse11. Tom Taylor
ROUND Ti REGATTA
FLEET 194, DIVISION 3ALAMEDA, CA
JUNE 22-23,1991
HOBIE SX·18

1. M. Montague2. J. Hill3. M. Harr4. S. Lawlor5. R. Moles6. B. Joder7. L. Wagner8. G. Pedrick9. H. VanDijk10. L. Stamos
HOBIE 18A

1. D. Clacher2. W. Mooneyham3. B. Goodell4. B. Cockroft5. T. Burling6. P. Heberer7. R. Yahalom8. C. Harris9. K. Wiegman10. R. Johnston11. M. Rayluse12. S. Kieffer
HOBIE 188

1. S. Richardson2. R. Seversen3. B. Trevey4. K, Bliven5. D. Head6. C. Borris7. D. Dillier8. S. Kinaman9. P. Borris10. D. Atchley11. D. Collier
HOBIE 17A

1. M. Arnerich2. A. Leonard3. D. Baumgartner4. B. Digerson5. D. Johnson6. B. Frost
HOBIE 16A

1. J. Hauser2. P. Hess3. P. Porter4. S. Macdonald5. E. Rodal6. R. Katz7. M. Stitt8. P. Tobie9. E. Reese10. M. Skvarla11. J. Saidak12. W. Weber13. M. Harris14. J. Tully15. A. Tully16. M. Forbert
HOBIE 168

1, J. Schroyer2. S. Panattoni3. S. Osbome4. G. Rail5. C. Hawthorne6. G. Powers7. M. Peters8. M. Leonard9. S. Klein10. T. Glaze11. C. Russell
HOBIE 16C

1. D. Buescher2. T. Oswald3. M. Marriott4. M. Little5. J. Patrick6. M. Cannan7. M. Pratt8. M. Lattin9. W. Davis

POINTS
3.505.757.7511.0012.0013.0023.0025.0026.0027.0029.0030.0032.0036.0046.0049.00

POINTS
2.257.759.0010.0013.0015.0016.0020.0022.0026.0028.00

POINTS
3.503.509.0013.0014.0021.0022.0025.0030.00

POINTS
2.254.7510.0010.0016.0016.0019.0020.0020.0028.00

POINTS
5.757.757.7513.0013.0014.0014.7520.0020.0023.0026.00

24.00 OTTER REGATTA26 00 FLEET 222, DIVISION 328 00 MONTEREY, CA30.0033.00 JUNE 1·2,1991
34.00 HOBIE SX-1837.0038.00 1. Tony Probst39.00 2. Mike Montague41.00 3. Steve Lawlor46.00 4. Jack Hill50.00 5. Benoit Menendez52.00 6. Michael Britt53.00 Z Lloyd Wagner

POINTS HOBIE 18A
3.50 1. Mike Rayfuse8.00 2. Rafi Yahalom9.75 3. Bart Goodell9.75 4. Robert Cockroft12.00 5. Kit Weigman15.00 6. John Bauldry15.00 7, Tom Burling19.00 HOBIE 18B

1. David Collier
2. David Head3. Don Dillier4. Bob Trevey5. T. Thompson6. Carl Deryk7. Kent Bliven8. Bob Gardner

HOBIE 17
1. Wayne Mooneyham2. Doug Johnson3. Mike Americh4. Gordon Gracia5. Brett Dingerson6. Nina Farrell7. Ron Souza

HOBIE 16A
1. Paul Hess2. Scott MacDonald3. Jean Tully4. Michael Duane5. David Clacher6. Hans Peter7. Ed Reese8. Jim Sajdak9. Ron Katz10. Robert Fecowicz11. Mike Forbert12. Margaret Harris13. Van Parseghian

HOBIE 168
1. Thorn Grimaldi2. John Schroyer3. Stephen Panattoni

POINTS
2.258.008.0011.0013.0015.0017.00 4. Gary Rail18.00 5. Mark Ensor24.00 6. Mark Peters29.00 7. Steve Osborne35.00 8. Tim Glaze36.00 9. Steve Klein10. Chuck SchroyerPOINTS
2.25 HOBIE 16C
8.00 1. Doug Buescher9.75 2. Mike Pratt10.75 3. Mike Little13.00 4. Mike Murphy13.00 5. John Layton

21.0026.00
3300 DIVISION 434.0035.00

POINTS KAYAK POINT REGATTA3.50 FLEET 95, DIVISION 45.75 MARYSVILLE, WA575 MAY 4·5,199112.00
13.00 I16.00 HOB E 18

1, Marshack/Marshack2. Ling/Ling3. Quigley/Muir4. Cramer/Cramer5. Davis'hlilI6. FaubiarVFaubian
HOBIESX-18 POINTS

1. Williamsmilliams 3.502. Pagan/Stewart 6.00
HOBIE 17 POINTS

1. Paul Carter 2.252. Bill Stange 6.753. Paul Ulibarri 7.004. John Alexander 9.005. Dave Wilder 12.006. Bob Whisler 20.007. Doug Reed 21.008. Bob Foulds 23.009. Ron Wagoner 24.00
HOBIE 16A POINTS

1. Jung/McNeil 5.752. Marshall/Ford 7.503. Christensen/Maxwell 9.254. Young/Young 14.005. Petranek• Janders 19.006. Roundy/Steele 21.007. Robinson/Robinson 22.008. Corrie/Stamborsky 23.009. Holtord 25.0010. Nelson 29.0011. Shayne/Swezey 29.0012. Robinson/Mitchell 35.0013. White/Payne 35.0014. Stucky/Haug 36.0015. Ruggles/Fiono 37.0016. Norris/Parker 40.0017. McGIasson 41.0018. Spoor/Graves 48.0019. Snover/Snover 49.00

POINTS
3.503.509.009.0015.00

POINTS
3.503.509.0010.0015.0016.00

POINTS
2,258.008.009.0013.0015.0019.00

POINTS
3.504.508.0010.0011.0017.0019.00

POINTS
4.506.0011.7511.7514.0019.0020.0020.0021.0024.0025.0026.0035.00

POINTS
6.757.009.509.7513.0014.0017.0018.0019.0028.00

POINTS
5.256.7511.0011.7519.0023.0027.00

P01NTS
3.506.007.757• 514.0015.0017.0019.00
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HOBIE 168
1. Sprague/Anderson2. Griggs/Griggs3. Kranz/Kranz4. RasmusserVRasmussen

HOBIE 16C
1. Burts/Sele2. Hikes/Sital3. Stevens/Vanhort

HOBIE 14
1. John Rueter

JERICHO CLASSICFLEET 95, DIVISION 4
VANCOUVER, WAJUNE 8-9,1991
HOBIE 18

1. Tom Ung2. Ron Rubadeau3. Mike Quigley4. Dieter Cramer5. Richard Lawrence6. Stan Breed7. Peter Swaisland8. Bryce Trendell9. Tony McKarns10. Ed Fenwich11. Scott Davis12. Stu Aunger13, Adam Smith14. Alan Wright15. Oly Eichstadt
HOBIE SX-18

1. Ted Blaha2. John Courter3. Rick Chadwick4. Ken Gertz
HOBIE 17

1. Paul Caller2. John Alexander3. Dan Carpenter4. Paul Ulibarri5. Dave Wilder6. Tom Tarleton7. Bill Stange8, Caleb Tarleton9. Bob Foulds10. Mike Milburn11. Ted Cross

HOBIE 17
1. Dave Wilder2. Paul Carter
4) B• iStange
5. Bob Foulds6. Lonnie Byers

POINTS
6.257.5016.0019.7522.0023.00

POINTS
3.504.758.759.00

HOBIE 16A
1. Petranek/Janders2. Jung/Stambersky3. Larry Robinson4. Butchart/Eaton5. Ruggles/McGrath6. Nelson/Farris7. White/Paine8. Stucky/Parker-Steele9. Robinson/Robinson10. Snover/Snover11. Smith/Smith12. Havig/Farris13. Norris/Wofford14. Todd Christensen

POINTS
7.0011.7520.0023.7524.0029.0031.0032.0035.0039.0043.0056.0059.0070.00

POINTS
4.755.756.75

POINTS
2.75

POINTS
3.7517.0020.0021.0023.0024.0032.0034.0040.0040.0050.0062.0063.0063.0066.00

POINTS
5.009.5012.0019.00

POINTS
11.7512.7513.5014.7523.0025.0025.7536.0043.0045.0051.00

HOBIE 168 POINTS 7. Randy Cowan8. Rob McKee1. Morris/Morris 7.252. Griggs/Griggs 7.50 HOBIE 1883. Rasmussen/Rasmussen 11.75 1. Ronnie GremiltionHOBIE 16C POINTS 2. Luckie Biggs
1. Kimball/Kimball 7.50 3. Billy Hodge
2. Sharp/Devorak 8.253. StevensNomdihey 9.75

DIVISION 6

LONGNECK REGATTAFLEET 128, DIVISION 6
SAN ANTONIO, TX
MAY 18·19, 1991
HOBIE 18A

1. Costa/Costa2. Sneider/Davis3. Richnow/Nelson4. Yurinak/Cooke5. Campbell/Retta6. Johnson/Jermain7. Eller/Burris8. Beach/Beach9. Puffer/Roony10. Cowan/Goodnight
HOBIE 188

1. Mimlitch/Mimlitch2. Godbold/Waters3. Gremillion/Strohm4. John/Gomez
HOBIE 18M

1. Roscher/Parker2. Gerardi/Gerardi3. Monosmith/Hyatt4. Forcelli/Forcelli5. Rigg/Johnson
HOBIE 17A

1. Dexter Ploss2. Stephen Acquan3. Michael McPetters
HOBIE 178

1. Mac Gleeson2. Stefan Vann3. Royce Laverne
HOBIE 16A POINTS HOBIE 16A1. Pam Petranek 15.752. Todd Christensen 18.00 1. Rourke/Ziggy3. John Corrie 19.50 2. Kuc/Deckard4. Annette Stucky 21.50 3. SetajDerrico5. Steve Jung 24.00 4. Brown/Jean6.. Peter Nelson 28.00 5. Welch/Rourke7. Mackie Skene 29.00 6. Trotter/Anita8. Lee Marshall 31.00 7. Whittington/Nilliams9. Pat Robinson 36.00 8. Davis/Larchar10. Larry Robinson 44.00 9. Hardy/Smah11. Jerry Young 47.00 10. Bach/Brown12. Scott Roundy • .• 11: Rourke/Sheuma
13. Graham McGIashan 12. Rohrer/Rohrer14. Jim Lawry 57.75 13. Lewis/Anderson15. Ron White 60.00 14. Drake/David/David16. Stanley Butchart 69.00 15. FitcWDebbie17. Robert Robinson 81.0018. Ed Norris 87.00 HOBIE 16B

1. Sykes/LaverneHOME 168 POINTS 2. Thomas/Kevin
1. Donna Hewitt 3.75 3. Bradford/Bradford2. Rich Aarneson 10.75 4. Warren/Thenhaus3. Nettie Adams 11.00 5. Veale/Hardy6. Mallum/Vic

HOBIE 16C POINTS 7. Betts/Betts
1. Craig VanPohlgeest 375 8. Beran/Berger9. Bach/Hunt2. Thomas Stevens · 10.00 10. Corona/Carter

HOLMES HARBOR REGATTA 11. Carson/Richards
FLEET 95, DIVISION 4 13. Reeh/Seta12. Walsh/Anderson
WHIDBEY ISLAND, WA 14. Smith/SmithJUNE 22-23,1991 15. Miloy/Eosley16. Hennessey/PenningtonHOBIE 18 POINTS

1. Cramer/Cramer 6.25 HOBIE 16C
2. Breed/Zukerman 9.25 1, Ambroson/Rice3. Davis/Davis 16.00 2. Hall/Oppert4. Quigley/Quigley 18.00 ,3. Whitehead/Pope5. Lawrence/Lawrence 19.00 4. Lewis/Frye6. Colwell/Strickland 27.00 5. Rolf/Cincar7. McKams/Roth 28.00 6. Boyd/Stone7. Springer/DavisHOBIE SX-18 POINTS 8. Kee/Kee
1. Starr/Gambill 6.25 9. Vrabel/Norris2. Gertz/Christensen 7.25 10. Divine/DiVine3. Blaha/Blaha 13.00 11. McCarthy/McCarthy12. Carter/Carter

HOBIE 14
1. Dave Foreman2. Cindy Wyatt3. Michael Whittington4. Dick Barham5. Randy Hays6. Michael White

IDES OF MARCH
FLEET 407, DIVISION 6LAKE CONROE, TXMARCH 9-10,1991
HOBIE 21

1. Chuck Hamilton2. Earl Booker
HOBIE 18A

1. Michael Young2. Kevin Baker3. Randy Yurinak4. Mike Johnson5. Bobby Crouch6. Richard Young

POINTS
3.006.7512.0012.0019.0024.00

POINTS
3.008.00

POINTS
5.508.509.7512.0018.0019.00

HOBIE &;fir• 1/Ir
R A C Wl• Vt S UIIL T S

POINTS
7.509.509.7512.0018.0021.0023.0026.0031.0036.00

POINTS
3.006.7512.0014.00

POINTS
4.2514.0015.7517.7518.0019.0022.0027.0034.0034.0035.0038.0048.0053.0053.00

POINTS
7.5010.7513.7516.0019.0022.0024.0027.7531.0037.0039.0041.0041.0048.0054.0055.00

POINTS
4.256.5013.0014.0023.00230023.0030.0036.0048.0048.0048.00

POINTS
4.256.5010.0016.0020.00

POINTS
4.255.5011.00

POINTS
5.505.508.75

HOB E 18C
1. Andy Tisdale2. Jon Julien3. Al Matson4. Bob Mimlitch5. Bob Kingan6. Bill Patterson

HOBIE 18M
1. Dwane Rigg2. Kevin Mortey3. Carl Bohannen4. Dick Gunn

HOBIE SX-18
1. Mark Eichert

HOBIE 17A
1. Dexter Ploss2. Stephen Acquart3. Peter Pattullo4. Steve Chaples5. David Eller6. Billy Richnow

HOBIE 178
1. Mac Gleeson2. Don Hawkins3. Laurenc Mermonstein4. Debbie Taylor5. Ken Fischer

HOBIE 16A
1. Roy Shaw2. Dennis McCredie3. Ken Rourke4. Ray Seta5. Lyman White6. John Kuc7. Rob Whittington8. Andrew Bach9. Danny Drake10. Glenn Ashworth11. Rusty Goodman12. Mike Hardy13. Phil Trotter14. Don Balthaser15. Ben Eberle16. David Lewis17. Don Thomas

HOBIE 168
1. Martin Brown2. Amiee Larchar3. Jim Sykes4. Dan Mallum5. Robert Keeler6. Noe Garza7. Cart Decker8. Terry Lindemann9. Mark Veale10. Bruce Urband11. Scott Walsh12. Mike Buerlein13. Beth Bach14. Betty Reeh15. Bob Schaf16. Doyle Warren

HOBIE 16C
1. David Pierpoline2, Bob Whitehead3. Glenn Richard4. Walter Siebold5. Tim Webber6. Mark Rolf7. Gary Joyce8. Ted Tollette9. David Sorrel10. Chris Manning11. Steve Herber12. Clark Roscher13. David Perkins14. Tim Habinak15. Debbie Hennessey16. Prentice Ashworth17. Unda Cizek18. Brian Brown19. Mike Honea20. Lee Carter

HOBIE 14
1. Dave Foreman2. Michael Whittington3. Rick Morrison4. Randy Pocza

DIVISION 8

JACKSONVILLE POINTS REGATTA
FLEET 111, DIVISION 8
JACKSONVILLE, FL
JUNE 22·23,1991
HOBIE 18A

1. George Boone2. David Carlson3. Chris Cooper4. Geoff Moehl5. Cyril Kidder6. Emory McLaughtin
HOBIE 188

1. Gabe Hauer2. Nancy Caffee3. John Stapleton4. Ted Long5. Ted Porth

POINTS
3.00

POINTS
3.009.0011.7512.0016.0020.00

POINTS
3.0010.0013.0017.0020.00

POINTS
11.7511.7513.0013.7519.7524.0025.0026.7528.0031.0037.0038.0041.0045.0059.0061.00

POINTS
3.006.7510.0016.0020.00

POINTS
4.255.5012.00

POINTS
5.508.759.7514.0015.7524.00

POINTS
7.757158.5010.75

POINTS
9.7513.7514.5023.0024.0024.0028.7530.0031.0032.0032.0033.0033.0041.0044.0061.0064.00

POINTS
8.259.0010.7512.0012.7521.00

POINTS
8.7510.7511.7513.7519.0024.0027.0029.0030.0034.7536.0037.0040.0045.0066.0080.0080.0080.0080.0080.00

POINTS
6.509.5016.0016.00

2800 HOBIE 18M3000 1. John Duggan
t. • K,8.• Sitt
4. Jim Graves5. Buddy Kellum6. Luc Cleyman

HOBIE 17
1. Brian Lambert2. At Campbell3. John Kidder

HOBIE 16A
1. Juli Inventash2. Rick Loewen3. Dennis McDonald4, J. Sammons5. Laurie Brennan

HOBIE 168
1. Floyd White2. David Reshman3. Philippe Covant4. Bill Hutcherson

HOBIE 16C
1. Richard Berard2. Georae Prieto3. Dan FAeyl4. John Bishop5. Michael Hagan6. Jim Rodeffer7. Michael DiSatvo8. Rod Bloker

DIVISION 9

MlD-ATLANTIC CHAMPIONFLEET 32, DIVISION 9VIRGINIA BEACH, VA
JUNE 8·9,1991
HOBIE 21

1. George Wooten2. Hans Meijer
HOBIE 18A

1. Tim Stater2. Dean Forbes3. Ed Taulbee4. Hal Arata5. John Midyette6. Alan Bishop
HOBIE SX-18

1. Tom Edwards2. Rusty Williams
HOBIE 18M

1. Michael McGowan
HOBIE 17A

1. Wick Smith2. Matt Bounds3. Paul Zimmer4. Ken Vinson5. John Krause6. Ron Walters7. Buddy Burris8. Ed Bush9. Gray Holland10. David Hough
HOBIE 16A

1. Jim Glanden2. Garland Ayscue Jr.3. Dan Kulkoski4. Jamie Diamond5. John Krause, Jr.6. Richard Bordelon7. Dan Morton8. Ben Ackerman9. Dan Jarret10. Dan Koch11. Jack Eure12. Fred Holt13. Mike Eason14. Bob Hall15. Scott Orr16. Ouad Bush17. Jeff Crompton
HOBIE 168

1. Chris Bolton2. Ken Melson3. Ann Karnitschnig4. Bill Fletcher5. Wally Parolari6. Duval Byrd7. Craig Simmons8. Bob Caverly9. Dan Turner10. Ken Schuster11, James Smart12. Jeff Darling13. Philip Garcia
HOBIE 16C

1. Kurt Macha2. Donnie Patterson3. Mike Zarecky4. Don Purvis
HOBIE 14A

1. Vel De Kreek
SANDLAPPER REGATTAFLEET 53, DIVISION 9
ISLE OF PALMS, SCJUNE 1·2, 1991
HOBIE 18A

1. Nigel Pitt2. Chris Slatter

POINTS
7.259.7510.5015.00

POINTS
3.75

POINTS 3. Lynn Olson4. Chuck Jones3.00 5. Steve Toney8.0010.75 6. Louis Cordina16.00 7. Rick Harper17.00 8. Robin Stewart21.00 9. Joey Duran10, Doug Graham
POINTS 11. Stephen Haynesworth12. Paul Frets3.00 13. Allen Deaton6.75 14. John Gergel11.00 15. Sweet Pea Stewart

1 HOBIE 18B
1. Jim Spivey2. Gus Bertolini3. Rowland Turner

PO NTS
67575085014.00

17.00 HOBIE SX-18
POINTS 1. Brice Moore

6.25 HOBIE 178.0010.75 1. Wick Smith10.75 2. David Hough3. Norman Ellis
POINTS 4. Reggie Poplin

425 HOBIE 16A11.7513.00 1. Dan Morton14.00 2. Garland Ayscue16.00 3. Bob Poteat4. Mike Percy18.00 5. Dan Jarrett22.7530.00 6. Bruce Watts7. Richard Bordelon8. Thad Avant9. Johnny Robinson10. Tim Nordaus11. Wade Potter·12. Ted Watts13. Russ DalbaSHIP 14. Billy Allen
HOBIE 168

1. Bill Greene2. Stephan FieldingPOINTS 3. Mike Carpenter
3.00 4. Jim Rollins6.75 5. Joe Astrologow

POINTS HOBIE 16C
1. Mike Collier

1• 1• i I: =".• ;1:1:4. Mark Young12.0019.00 5. Joe Marino
24.00 HOBIE 14T

POINTS 1, Kaye Merrell
4.25 2. Vel De Kreek5.50 3. Marilyn Craig4. Mike O'Connell

POINTS
2.256.00

POINTS

poSs DIVISION 10
4.25
8 00 MAYDAY REGATTA• • FLEET 47, DIVISION 10

21.00 WILMINGTON, OH
2200 MAY 4-5, 1991
23.0024.75 HOBIE 18A
27.00 1. Frederick• Schaefer32.00 2. Roten/Szabo

POINTS 4. Teets/Teets3. Isco/Gemperline
11.75 5. Claassen/Ferree16.00 6. Nixon/Ruff
16.7517.75 HOBIE 188
• 3 : • • Ponig
29.00 3. Wilkins30.00 4. Coleman/Albrecht32.00
34.75 HOBIE 16A36.0038.00 1. Rooks/Rooks40.00 2. Diamond/Diamond42.00 3. Williamson/Williamson45.00 4. Overbaugh/Kern48.00 5. Molleran/hilolleran
53-00 HOBIE 168

POINTS 1. Johnson/Johnson
13.50 2. Tarosik14.75 3, Kessinger/Beringer15.75 4. Camden/Estep15.75 5. Terrell/Miley
22.0025 00 DUNES REGATTA2975 FLEET 126, DIVISION 10
30 00 GARY, IN3600 JUNE 29·30,199145.0049.00 159.0065.00

HOB ElBA
1 Ferree2. Isco
4. Bo• • do5. Frederick6. Teets7. Schultz8. Wilkins9. Tyler10. Kankowsi

HOBIE 17
1. Garlick2. Garlick3. Woodruff4. Briggs
t. 2:Fie

POINTS
5.508.5010.7512.0015.00

POINTS
5.256.7511.0019.7520.0021.0024.0025.0031.0032.00

POINTS
6.757.509.5015.0015.0020.00

POINTS
3.508.009.7511.0012.00

POINTS
4.504.758.0012.00

POINTS
5.258.5010.0014.0015.0019.00

POINTS
6.506.506.7515.00

12.0015.0017.0019.0022.0023.0028.0028.0031.0032.0040.0041.0048.00
POINTS

3.504.7511.00

POINTS
5.506.259.0013.0019.00

POINTS
8.009.5012.0012.7517.0020.0024.0027.0028.0029.0030.0030.0031.0037.00

POINTS
2.25

POINTS
2.256.0010.0011.00

POINTS
2.256.0010.0013.0018.00
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HOBIE 16A
1. Bounds2. Kuchenbuch3. Mohney4. Diamond5. Wadsworth6. Botsis7. Virgil8. Mack9. Cifelli10. Cross11. Fishem

DAM REGATTA X
FLEET 300, DIVISION 10COLUMBUS, OH
JUNE 1·2,1991
HOBIE 18A

1. Rose/Rose2. Frederick/Schaefer3. Celusnak/Mer I4. Nixon/Nixon5. Roten/Roten6. Fort7. Teets/Teets8. Szabo/Clark9. Anderson10. Haas/Haas

POINTS
3.507.509.0012.00140015.0017.0019.0019.0021.00

HOBIE 188 POINTS
1. DeCarlo 6.752. Longacre 7.753. Lindgren 7.754. Flucke/Flucke 8.755. Wilkins 9.006. Ross/Ross 11.007. Alvarado 19.00

HOBIE 17 POINTS
1. Kartz 2.252. Beal 7.003. Fecher 9.004. Warden 9.00

HOBIE 16A POINTS
1. Rooks/Rooks 6.752. Bounds/Bounds 8.753. Wier/Wier 9.004. Mohney/Mohney 9.005. Kuchenbuch/Eck 9.756. Woodruff/Woodruff 11.007. Diamond/Diamond 15.758. Fecher 21.009. Botsis 21.0010. Sample/Demetry 22.0011. Overbaugh/Kem 25.0012. Beck 31.0013. Johnson 32.00

HOBIE 168 POINTS
1. Noethen 2.252. Terrell/Hughes 6.00

AUSTIN LAKE REaATTA
FLEET 519, DIVZSION 10PORTAGE, Mt
MAY 18-19, 1991
HOBIE 18A

1. Ferree/Claasen2. Mette/Mette3. Popp/Sontag4. SullivarLICarnoyole5. Carter/Doran6. Bourdo/Smith7. Szabo/Kinney8. Will(ins/Geerligs
HOBIE 17
: • r
3. LaRo(lue

HOBIE 16A
1. Kuchenbuch/Eck2. Mohney/Mohney3. Bounds/Bounds4. Diamond/Diamond5. Woodruff/Woodruff6. Wasdworth/Turik7. Stiemsma/Stiemsma8. Whyment/Jean9. Overbaugh/Kem10. Lenczycla/Lenczycki11. Kuk,Kuk12. Seelman/Seelman13. Ahlbrand/Beyer14. Enders/Enders15. Williams/King16. Botsis/Botsis17. Matetic/Trovillion18. Adamowski/Larsen19. Akert/Akert20. Cifelli/Maletc

HOBIE 168
1. McBrian/Aspar2. Haff/Haff3. Hoenes/Pickornick4. Rohrer/Carpenter5. Howard/Harvey6. RiegeVAlegel7. Grow8. Rubino/Fransson9. Avery/Beyer

CLEMENTINE'S REaATTAFLEET 519, DIVISION 10ST. JOES Mt
JUNE 15-16,1991
HOBIE 18A

1. Rose/Rose2. Ferree/Claasen3. Isco/Pfeifer4. Crabbe/Scott
:. OBOWS:g7, Sullivan/Carnoyole

POINTS
7.257.5010.75

POINTS
12.5016.0018.7519.0026.5037.0038.0039.0041.7543.0047.0051.0059.0061.0064.0067.0071.0072.0079.0089.00

POINTS
3.7513.0017.7520.0022.0027.0030.0035.0043.00

POINTS
2.254.7511.0011.0015.0015.0017.00

POINTS
5.0010.7517.0020.0021.0025.7526.0036.00

POINTS
6.256.509.0012.0021.0024.0027.0028.0030.0040.0042.00

POINTS
3.505.7511.0013.7514.0014.0015.0026.0028.0028.0035.0036.0048.00

POINTS
3.504.758.7511.0012.0017.0021.00

HOBIE • 71• e i • [r
RACE • IES,kTS

8. Thiessen/Wrong9. Frederick/Schaeffer10. Memng/Memng11. Bourdo/Smith12. Call/Call13. Teets/Teets14. Steward/Stenger15. Celusnak/Merlo16. Schulz/Schulz
HOBIE 188

1. Segasser/Segasser2. Wilkins/Sage3. Shields/Shields4. BlighVGamble5. Cook/Cook6. Bridge/Staub7. Wilson
HOBIE 17

1. Garlick2. Bounds3. Garlick4. Kartz5. Warden6. LaRocque
HOBIE 16A

1. Kuchenbuch/Eck2. Williams/Mull3. Woodruff/Woodruff4. Diamond/Diamond
5. Seelman/Seelman6. Lenczycki/Lenczycki7. Overbaugh/Kem8. WhymenVJean9. Koenigbauer/Wiitanen10. Stiemsma/Stiemsma11. Botsis/Botsis12. Enders/Enders13. Akert/Akert14. Chapman/Chapman15. Adamowski/Larson16. Kuk/Kuk17. Beverlein/Momell18. Blunden/Trinka

19. Peterson/Peterson20. Matetic/Mickey
HOBIE 168

1. McBrinn/Aspar2. Gassoway/Cochennour3. Howard/Wurzer4. Mack/Mack5. Hague/Hague6. Stephenson/Abbot7. Han/Haff8. Cifelli/Maletic9. VanLopik/Koele10. Moenes/Picknorik11. Rohrer/Carpenter12. Grow'Debone13. Smock/Smock14. Przybysz/Przybysz
HOBIE 16C

1. Hensel/Albro2. Cavanaugh• Cavanaugh3. Hildreth/Cherry4. Aaron'Aaron5. Pawela/Mike6. Riegel/Heisster7. Rubino/Franssen8. Jansen/Jansen9. Stofer/Collins10. Henry/Henry11. Farnum/Schaefer12. Nierson/Fisher13. VanAspererVBenson

DIVISION 14

MID AMERICAS REGATTA
FLEET 23, DIVISION 14
LAKE TEXOMA, TXMAY 25·26,1991
HOBIE 18A

1. Richnow/Nelson2. Palmer/Cantrell3. Costa'Costa4. Hart/Wagner5. DikinsoniB,yan6. Sneider/Davis7. Isco/Curtis8. Campbell/Duda9. Baker/Baker10. Proctor/Hanley11. Liggett/Odom12. Kuntz/Kuntz13. Hausman/Freshnock14. Eller/Burris15: Kollman/Kollman16. Beach/Beach17. Rainbow18. Griffin/Griffin19. Yunnak/Cooke20. Davenport/Therese
HOBIE 188

1. Hodge/Litteral2. Garrison/Garrison3. Might/Lewis4. Ryan
HOBIE 18C

1. Godbold/Arnrhein2. Mimlitch/Mimlitch3. Mears/Gooch4. Besgrove/Steve5. Dougherty/Dougherty6. Tisdale/King7. Jutier/Donavan8. Benge/Art)augh9. Hartin/Ross10. Pitzer/Pitzer11. Todd/Duggins12. Tirschler/Tirschler13. Adams/Dammers

POINTS
3.503.5012.0014.0016.0020.0021.0021.0021.0022.0026.0028.0030.0030.0032.0033.0036.0050.0057.0060.00

POINTS
2.256.006.7512.00

POINTS
5.755.756.7511.0014.7515.0018.0018.0025.0027.0029.0036.0039.00

POINTS
6.757.007.509.0014.7517.0017.0022.0023.0026.0031.0035.0035.0035.0038.0038.0040.0041.0044.0053.00

POINTS
3.509.0010.7512.0013.0014.0014.7518.0020.0020.0035.0038.0038.0040.00

POINTS
2.255.758.0011.0011.0017.00

19.0019.0026.0034.0035.0035.0038.0042.0044.00

HOBIE 18M
1. Sanford2. Roscher/Roscher3. Monosmith/Hyatt4. Adams/Adams

HOBIE SX-18
1. Stowemheaton

HOBIE 17A
1. Drew Riddle2. Pete Pattullo3. Boyd Bass4. Stephen Acquart5. Jim Humphrey6. John Curtis7. Jane Sherrod8. Ron McDowell9. Dexter Ploss10. Steven Chaples11. Jon Claas12. Mike Travis13. Len Stolz14. Jon Tiger15. Russ Mower

HOBIE 178
1. Royce Laverne2. Greg Diehl3. Stefan Vann4. Don Hawkins5. Tom Slettebo6. Kenneth Fisher7. Gary Rucker8. Debbie Taylor9. Marc Eddy10. Donald Scott

HOBIE 16A
1. Leoffelholz/Grisson2. Balthasar/Lumnus3. Brown/Brown4. Drake5. Kuc/Wyatt6. Ralph/Holmes7. Rourke/Riedle8. McCredie/Haney9. Back/Brown10. Trotter/Trotter11. Saneman/Stachmus12. Register/Regester13. Swanson/Swanson14. Shaw/Welch15. Sparks/Jordan16. Rohrer/Rohrer17. Keeler/Keeler18. Mcintosh/Mcintosh19. Heeren/Harris20. BridgmarVGroeneweg21. Davis/Larchar22. Fuller/Shields23. Hess24. Wolfe/Wolfe25. Sykes/LaVerne26. Vockrodt/Vockrodt27. Lawyer/Lawyer28. Goodman/Hockenburg29. AlleNAMen30. BaconlBouzigard

31. Mears32. Richards/Richards33. Rourke/Thurmer34. DugganlMeans35. Stout/Ellis36. Atnip/Atnip37. Sullivan/Sullivan38. Cummings/Creet
HOBIE 168

1. Bach/Korts2. Williamson/Williamson3. Stump/Stump4. Sutphen/Halbert5. Hepler/Hepler6. Bradford/Bradford7. Riley/Mears8. Dunn/Dunn9. Garza10. Tribett/Walker11. Germanprez/Dewey12. Johnson/Allen13. Cody/Cody14. Stroh/Cegta15. Saggi/Black16. Carson17. SmitIVAIes18. Pierpoline/Unecum19. Mason/Bensyl20. Harressey• Pennington21. Purinton/Call22. Cheatham/Cheatham23. Matson/Lowe
HOBIE 16C

1. Smith/Chandler2. Mathia/King3. Evans/Harris4. Rolf/Cincar5. VaughanNaughan6. Vrabel/Gleitman7. Reynolds/Ward8. Krumm/Allen9. Wilcox/Wilcox10. Kizer/McCormick11. Keeler/Allen12. Mimlitch/Mimlitch13. Hays/Deyo14. Johnson/Washington15. Sp/nger/Davis16. Peppard/McPherson17. Metelko/Hicinbothem18. Vaughn/'Vaughn19. CulbersorVHoehn20. Wyatt/Ayres21. Holden'Dyer22. Banks/Banks23. DiIVAvon24. Riggs/Martin25. Sander/White26. Dodge27. 0·Neil/Sorrell28. Jardine/Jardine29. Ward/Kofter

PO NTS
3.504.755.7512.0013.0018.0021.0025.0030.0030.00

POINTS
2.256.7511.0021.0022.0023.0023.0023.0023.0024.0026.0029.0034.0035.0038.0039.0041.0041.0046.0048.0049.0051.0055.0062.0063.0064.0066.0067.0068.0070.0072.0086.0089.0091.00106.00114.00114.00114.00

POINTS
3.5011.7512.0013.0016.0016.0018.0019.7526.0027.0027.0029,0029.0033.0033.0037.0037.0046.0050.0054.0064.0064.0066.00

POINTS
5:3
9.715.024.024.7

27.028.029.031.032.032.035.038.041.043.046.047.049.051.052.053.054.060.066.076.080.083.0

POINTS 30. Clark/Crowder
2.25 31. Shannon/Shannon4.75 32. Herber/Herber7.00 33. White/Harris10.00 34. Shaw/White35. Herber/Ratliff

POINTS 36. Baihs/Baihs37. King/Stark2.25 38. Woodward/Frhard
39. Nelson/MarchPOINTS

7.00 HOBIE 14A
775 1. Bob Shwartz9.75

10.75 HOBIE 14T12.7515.00 1. Dick Fruland15.00 2. Paul Beddow
20.0020.0024.00
31.00 WORLDS32.0034.0040.00
40.00 HOBIE 18 WORLDS

GAETA, ITALY• JUNE 26-JULY 7, 1991
NAME COUNTRY POINTS

1. Kennedy/Kennedy AUS 19.72. A.led'Nard USA 24.73. Owen/Wood AUS 31.04. Maltagliati,Silenzi ITA 31.75. Luxton/Butter AUS 34.56. Marcolini/Canepa A• • 36.0
7. Bates/Gait 45.08. RossI/Rossi ITA 45.79. Marshack'Marshack USA 58.010. Posani/Giannessi ITA 59.011. Dart/HoUy AUS 59.012. Egusa/Thomas l• • A 61.713. Ferrone/Ferrone 64.514. Kappelmann/Possberg GER 66.715. VanDemlaalIZeilmaker HOL 71.716. Branch/kiliendienst AUS 72.017. Orserv.lensen DEN 73.018. Simone/Simeone • • 75.0

19. Gancia/Garofani 78.020. Reid/Hewitt ENG 79.021. DeToro/Morani ITA 83.022. BesucheVBesuchet Sul 88.023. Slater/McCambridge USA 89.024. Sieger/Sieger GER 90.025. Boone/Boone USA 92.026. Braccini• Corsini ITA 95.027. Petraglia/Aprea ITA 98.028. Whitworth/Hales AUS 98.029. MarassVGrassi ITA 104.030. Black/Riley AUS 104.031. Zimmerman/QuakemackGER 105.032. Assante/Fiorenzo ITA 109.033. Borghi/Fornasaro ITA 113.034. Norris/Gamer AUS 121.035. Clemente/Pecorini ITA 122.036. Orsini/Della Longa ITA 124.0_

POINTS
2.25

POINTS
3.503.50

97.00109.00117.00117.00117.00117.00117.00117.00117.00117.00
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NORTH
AMERICAN
REGION NEWS

WHERE HAVE ALL
THE HOBIES GONE?

The attendance at regattas has
ebbed and flowed over the last few years
and throughout different sections of the
country. Right now, our Division 10 is in
an ebb cycle. My own fleet (276) was in
danger of folding this year, but thanks to
our energetic commodore, Linda Merlo,
we're on for at least another season.

Remember 300-boat regattas? 50-
boat "A" fleet starts? Where did the "0"D
and "C" fleets go? What's happened
over the last ten years?

lIT
IVe lion't
need huge

fleets and

pegattas to

have a good

time.

Perhaps the novelty has worn off.
Maybe the hard-core racers have
intimidated the beginners, so they don't
come back again. Some sailors have
moved on to other classes, both
monohull and catamaran. Part of the
problem certainly is due to the general
decline in the sport.

I don't know about you, but I'm tired of
hearing people whine about this. Why
don't they do something about it, rather
than just complain? When Hobie Catting
was first taking off, in the early-to-mid
seventies, regatta and fleet sizes were
comparable to what they are now, and
yet the atmosphere was positive and
infectious. We don't need huge fleets
and regattas to have a good time.

TIME FOR A REVIVAL
We need to "jump start" the class to

get it back to the way it was at the
beginning. Those of you who already
attend regattas on a regular basis should
reflect on how you got started in the sport.
In all likelihood, a friend introduced you to
it. Now, it's time for you to spread the
positive experience to others.

... In Division 10, we're using a slogan
this year - "Bring a Friend to a Regatta"-
to help boost our attendance. Take a
friend sailing. Have him or her crew for
you in a fleet regatta. So what if your
friend is a first-time sailor and you're way
above minimum weight- you're not there
to win, you're there to have a good time!
Introduce the HOTLINE and your fleet
newsletter to your friends, colleagues and
neighbors. Get them lazzed on the sport
as you were when you first discovered
Hobie Catting.

Many of us have old boats sitting in
storage - sell them! It doesn't matter if
you get top dollar for them - they're not
appreciating in value just sitting there.
Support the people who buy your old
boat. Get them involved in your fleet. Go
sailing with them. Teach them the ins and
outs of the boat. Buy them a subscription
to the HOTLINE. Talk your fleet into giving
them a free membership.

For those of you who have dropped
out of the regatta program - why? We'd
really like to know. If we can do something
to get you to come back, let us know and
we'll try to accommodate you. Having kids
is no excuse. Division 10 has babysitting
at many regattas now. Kids make perfect
crews for the thirtysomething skipper
who's had a few too many donuts (like
myself). Get back into it again. You're
missing a really good time.

THE MILES ARE WORTH THE SMILES
I know the vast majority of HOTLINE

subscribers don't attend regattas. Why?
As someone who started to travel to
regattas as soon as I could convince
mom and dad to let me have the car, 1
can't understand why anyone wouldn't at
least try racing a couple times. Even after
15 years of traveling, I'm not tired of it.

Each regatta is a quest for fun, and the
farther away from home, the greater the
adventure. When my wife Laurie and I
drove down to Midwinters East this year, a
1200-mile iaunt, we had car problems,
hotel problems, sunburn problems and
homecoming problems (see
"Regattaholics - On The Road Again" in
this issue). But we still had a great time
while we were there! I caught up with old
friends, made some new ones, and didn't
do too badly in the regatta. The trip did
nothing to abate my zeal for regatta travel.
In fact, this year I plan to put over 15,000
miles on the trailer, traveling to 15 major
regattas between March and October.

The point is, no matter what goes right
or wrong, regattas are there for the life
experience, not just the racing. I will
always remember my trip to Florida and
Midwinters as one of my significant life
experiences.

TRY A REGATTA
If you participate in other sports, such

as snow skiing, golf or other activities
that require large amounts of real estate,
you must travel to different mountains or
golf courses to play. Think of regattas
this way. You get to sail in a place which
may not normally be open to beach
catamarans. Sailing costs less than lift
tickets and ski rentals. And you have a
lot better chance of not destroying the
ligaments in your knees!

Just what will it take to get your boat
out of the backyard, out on the road, and
into the water at a regatta? All I can tell
you is, you're missing one hell of a good
time!

A pegatta is

fun, cheall and

an adventure

not easily

forgotten.

Why do people travel long distances
to regattas? The real question is, why
don't more people do it? It's fun, it's
cheap, and it's an adventure not easily
forgotten. So, take a friend to a regatta
- make new friends (all of whom share a
common interest) - see the country -
have a great time - get in some sailing
time at a place you've never been before
... that's what it's all about!

By the way - there's a name for this
experience. It's called the "Hoble Way of
Life!"

»,1»
Matt Bounds
NAHCA Secretary/Treasurer
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FLEET COMMODORE
ALABAMA

76 Chance Gastor

ARIZONA
66 Tim Matengo

514 Brian Dolan

ARKANSAS
145 Susan Langston

CALIFORNIA
2 Ramone Stark
3 John 0. Hauser
4 Frank Mardel

15 Timothy German
16 Philip Hamilton
17 Kit Wiegman
20 Robert Eustace
21 Steven Kieffer
29 Thomas Grimaldi
30 Jan Nichols
62 Chris Miller

167 Dave Bethell
180 Theo Overdevest
194 Jim Saidak
205 Michael Coutches
222 Bud Robinson
240 Bill Boaz
252 Bill Timms
259 Brett Dingemon
281 Dee Doyle
537 Derrick Hunt

COLORADO
50 Craig Simpson
61 Bill Gerblick

201 Jeff Ranks

CONNECTICUT
31 Jim Bird
56 Colin Walklet

DELAWARE
106 William Moulnier
271 Richard Raphael

FLORIDA
5 Christopher Cooper

11 Mark Chaffee
36 Henry Rodriguez
39 Lisa Pryor
42 Tom O'Neal
43 Joe Sisson
44 Glenn Gelatt
45 Richard Merritt
71 Lenny Carey
80 Dan Heyse

111 Cindi Muhlbauer
112 Ron Waida
116 Joe Beai
120 Robert Sell
127 John Russell
153 Kim Coffee

GEORGIA
12 Tammy Duran

154 Bruce Miles
294 Don Thiedt

HAWAII
6 Diane Ackerman

IDAHO
105 John Gabiola

LOCATION

Mobile

Phoenix
Tucson

Ft Sm th

Grass Valley
Long Beach
San D ego
Oxnard
B g Bear Lake
Sacramento
San Jose
Modesto
Merced
Riverside
Fresno
Bakersf eld
San Fernando
Ben cia
Clear Lake
Monterey
Santa Cruz
Quincy
San Lu s Ob spo
Santa Rosa
Redd ng

R Coll ns
Denver
Colorado Spgs

Brookl eld
Westport

Dewey Beach
Newark

Clearwater
Orlando
M ami
Bradenton
Tampa
Tallahassee
Pompano Beach
Space Coast
Key West
Daytona Beach
Jacksonville
Sarasota
Lakeland
Panama City
Ft P erce
Ga nesv lie

Atlanta
Macon
Savannah

Honolulu

PHONE

904/234-0023

602/345 1125
602/325 3825

918/775 4522

916/273 4150
714/536 4312
619/277 5152
805/985 9463
714/585 3467
916/338 4678
415/967 2921
209/239 5416
209/384 3439
714/658 4437
209/673 7314
805/322 9178
818/885 8121
707/429 2959
415/797 2066
408/449 6682
408/423 3771
916/283 0979
805/541 6249
707/887 2508
916/244 7857

303M93 4694
303/798 3484
71W599 5231

203/790 9525
203/454 0241

302/998 4218
302/475 1708

813/535 8242
407/275 7029
305/558 8585
813/953 6792
813/985 4401
904/576 8482
407/482 5740
407/633 0980
305/294 0326
904/673 1944
904/396 8403
813/351 8962
813/299 3355
904/763 7539
90U465 8608
904/377 8462

404/531 0397
912/923 6721
912/897 5312

808/941 5857

208/384 1846

DIVISION

15

ILLINOIS
115
199
419

Bob Findlay
Scott Burch
Timothy Duiyea

IMMANA
26 John Cook
89 M chael Griffee

126 J m Kartz
216 Gary Gotsch
476 Jim Hearn

IOWA
84 Chr s/Jell Mumma

475 Ph I Redenbaugh

KANSAS
27 Debb e H 11

297 Joe M chaels
510 Denn s Patterson

KENTUCKY
114 Ke th Moore
142 W Iliam Rupe
219 David Nelson

LOUISIANA
9 Glenn R chard

41 Steve Lewis
55 Dav d Koons

528 Taylor Keough

MAINE
231 Dwight Hawk ns

MARYLAND
54 Dan Flantgan

MASSACHUSETTS
28 Stephen Latham

197 Robert Reed

MICHIGAN
18 R chard Hutch ns
40 Jack Wallner
58 Ted Pawela

108 R chard Devon
117 Alan Bourdo
171 Mark Medos
276 James Rusnack
519 Stephen Chapman

MINNESOTA
52 Charles H Idebrandt

246 Wayne Thorson
515 Charles Leekley

MISSISSIPPI
70 George Zom

235 Stephen Ess g
533 Michael Benlield

MISSOURI
59 Carl Votaw

123 Dav d Stahl
149 B 11 Cummings
273 Call F scher

NEBRASKA
192 Denn s Wheeler

NEVADA
51 Robert Campbell

203 Russell Brown

Wchita
Empor a
Leon

Wilmette
Carbondale
Peoria

Indianapol s
South Bend
Gary
Culver
Leesburg

Des Mo nes
Storm Lake

Morehead
Lou sv lie
Paducah

Lake Charles
New Orleans
Baton Rouge
Lake Charles

Greater Portland

Baltimore

Bedford
Rod(port

Pontiac
Richland
Jackson
Muskegon
Gun Lake
Yps lant
Mt Clemens
Pottage

Rosev lie
Grand Rap ds
Wayzata

Ocean Spr ngs
Jackson
Long Beach

Spnngl eld
St Lou s
Kansas C ty
St Lou s

Omaha/L ncoln

Las Vegas
Reno

317/589 8566
616/445 2792
219/844 8496
219/749 8100
219/453 3764

504/923 0320
504/340 9909
504/473 0123
318M78 5916

207/933 2991 12

301 /433 4042 11

508/993 0867 12
617/631 7031 12

517093 9386
616/671 5212
517/787 8600
616M53 7529
616/673 5696
313M85 2254
313/792 7503
616/327 8519

417/865 4230
618/236 2343
913/842 0518
314/521 2974

402M98 2921 7
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708/835-8490 10
618/549-7821 10
309/243-5506 10

2
2 1 10

1 10
1 10

1 14 10
10

3
2 1 1 515/964-7807 7
2 1 712/732-3986 7
2

1 2
3 11 1 316/722-3203 14
3 1 1 316/343-5833 7
3 1 316/745-3705 14
3
2
3 1 606/784-9823 101 2
2 1 11 502/267-4017 10

3 502/443-7408 10

3
3
3 1 6
3 15

1 151 1 3
3 6
3

1
1 5

5
5

1 12
12

11 1 10
11 10

10
1 10

8 10
8 11 10

101 8
8 10
8

15
8 1 1 612M29-2653 7
8 1 218/326-3318 1
8 612M73-8448 1
8
8
8 1 601/863-2826 15
8 1 601/856-2769 15

15 904/932-5520 15
8

1 1 8
1 7

1 1 7
9 7
9 1 1 7
9

1 1
1

702/739-6970 2
Boise 4 702/883-0538 3



OHIO
47
68
85

218
283
300
400
445
501

NEW HAMPSHIRE
209 Tom Sullivan
496 Lisa Hanselman

NEW JERSEY
24 Wally Myers
65 Read Hayward
73 Bill Hiller

137 Edward Matey
234 Julius Kahn
250 Martin Ferry
267 Thomas Kimmel
443 Douglas Acluoyd
452 Dave West

NEW MEXICO
48 Paul Neis

NEW YORK
86 Tom Doud

109 Theo Novak
119 Dave Slattery
124 Bob Piechnik
143 Nancy Ratner
204 Thomas Kiefer
238 Michael Hands
256 Sharon Chamberlin
295 Paul Sullivan
404 David Block

NORTH CAROLINA
92 John Gergel
97 Rusty Williams

101 Jack Welles
191 Dan Morton

NORTH DAKOTA
532 Stephen Hoetzer

George Fecher
Thomas Bodde
Michael Teets
Jerry Williamson
Ann Galluzzo
Robert Flucke
John Yerman
Betty Bliss
Douglas Wilkins

OKLAHOMA
25 Donna Mcintosh
63 Guy Lawyer

131 John Cu• tis
145 Susan Langston
432 Shirley Parma
468 Boyd Bass

OREGON
19
72
94

193

John Lefler
Jim Williams
Jerry Putnam
John Stahr

PENNSYLVANIA
416 Richard McVeigh
466 Tim Nixon

PUERTO RICO
133 Julie Reguero

RHODEISLAND
448 Christopher Brosco, Sr.

SOUTH CAROLINA
53 Mike Groshon

141 Pat O'Cain

Gillord
Seabrook

Ocean C ty
N, Bamegot Bay
Pleasantv lie
Lake Hopatcong
Millville
Atlantic Hghlds
Long Bch Island
Town Bank
Warelown

Albuquerque

Elmira/lthaca
Roslyn
Angola
Bayport
Brentwood
Syracuse
Albany
Grand Island
Rochester
Hamburg

Charlotte
Raleigh
Wrightsville Bch
Greensboro

Bismarck

Ashland
Portland
Bend
Eugene

Cincinnal
Lorain
Columbus
Mentor
Springf eld
Columbus
Toledo
Cleveland
St. Marys

Tulsa
Norman
Oklahoma C ty
Sallisaw
Ponca C ty
McAlester

Quakertown
Pittsburgh

San Juan

E. Prov dence

Charleston
Columba

HOBIE :Vir01 1 • [er

609/390 8182
201/577 9537
609/641 9083
201/540 1005
609/327 4346
201/775 2075
215/644 8138
609/861 5674
609/971 3603

505/292 4752 5

6071737 1140
516/757 4750
716/693 8291
516/563 7025
516/435 0679
315/474 1711
518/664 8030
716/773 3369
716/342 7425
716/549 3626

704/847 7408
919/977 1852
919/256 4930
919/282 4622

701/258 5926 7

513/825 4684
216/967 8649
614/666 1110
216/975 1462
513/399 6089
614/927 0456
419/475 4540
216/562 3428
419/586 6114

918/224 6573
405/275 6462
405/348 4501
918/775 4522
405/762 3535
918/426 4745

503/482 1717
503/357 8861
503/388 2186
503/344 5585

164
174
520
536

TEXAS
8

23
64
91
99

102
128
146
162
407
435
457
486
526

Lee Moses
Leigh Talmadge
Buzz Moore
Marv n George

SOUTH DAKOTA
198 Randy Bohne
227 Noel Ch co ne
291 Larry Nelson

TENNESSEE
134 Charl e M Iler
249 Gary Lambom

John Mayo
Tom Slettebo
M ke 0 Neal
Jean M ghI
Brad Foster
Mike Hardy
Stephen Acquart
Sk p Barmore
Ray Murray
Debb e Hennessey
Steven Fang o
Scott Beach
Jon Jul en
Walter Campbell

UTAH
67 Steve Ph pps

VIRGINIA
32 Steve Howse

196 Chi s Bolton
221 Russell D xon
516 Thomas Yorty

WASHINGTON
14 Paul Ul barr
37 Angelo Zopolos
95 Jeff Janders

195 Tony McKarns

WISCONSIN
472 David Repyak

WYOMING
156 Stuart H 11

EUROPEAN
315 Helmut Jakobow tz
335 Fr edi ch Sdi ebel
336 Er ch Minar k
376 M ro ZomIJa
381 Harry M chel Peter
393 01 v er Verbustel
394 Franc s Maes
397 Beno t Th effry
801 Jean Werf e
817 Xav er Wynen
386 Barry Jenk ns
333 Er k Olsen
385 Mogens Holgaard
396 N Is Dulum
815 Thomas Poulsen
369 He kk Loukasmak
303 Bruno Delaha e
309 Christian Peres
311 J Francois Bockell
312 Gerard Fulgoni
313 Stan Sobczyk
320 Jean Pierre Bla se
321 Guy Delmas
324 Et enne Moutte
328 Pierre Sarabous

Clemson
Myttle Beach
Hartsv lie
N Augusta

Rap d City
Pierre
Yankton

Memphs
Nashv lie

Galveston
Dallas
Aust n
R Worth
Corpus Christi
So Padre Island
San Anton o
W ch ta Falls
Waco
N Houston
Amarillo
Brownwood
Ab lene
Odessa

Salt Lake C ty

Virg nia Beach
Alexandria
R chmond
N Virg n a

Seattle
Bell ngham
Seattle
Tri C ty Area

Cambr dge

Casper

Vienna AUSTRIA
Vienna AUSTRIA
Graz AUSTRIA
Vienna AUSTRIA
Knokke Heist BELGIUM
Auderghem BELGIUM
Ostende BELGIUM
Coxyde BELGIUM
Burxel les BELGIUM
Ostende BELGIUM
Jersey CHANNEL ISLANDS
M ddelfarl DENMARK
Arhus DENMARK
Rungsted Kyst DENMARK
Charlottenlund DENMARK
Helsink FINLAND
Rennes FRANCE
Toulon FRANCE
La Baule FRANCE
Hyeres FRANCE
Le Hare FRANCE
Ludres FRANCE
St Medard FRANCE
Marse lie FRANCE
Btarr tz FRANCE

803/877 8782
803/237 3430
803/332 6103
803/279 5750

605/341 5568 7
605/224 9294 7
605/624 4262 7

713/952 4558
214/394 1339
512/331 1611
817/581 6222
512/949 7350
512/630 1267
512/342 6329
817/767 7847
817/754 8831
713/443 4564
806/355 3984
915/784 7004
915/691 1115
915/367 5075

801/451 5728 5

804/583 7709
703/550 0398
804/264 9417
703M76 6853

206/364 9938
206/773 3291
206M33 6969
509/943 8391

Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
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9
603/293-8151 12 9
603/772-5428 12 1 9

1 9

1 11
11

1 11 11
11
11
11
11 1 1 901/744-7552 15
11 1 615/859-3167 15
11

6
14

1 6
1 14

16 6
12 6
16 1 6
12 1 14
12 14
16 1 6
16 1 14
16 6
16 1 14
16 6

9 1
9
9
9 1 9

1 11
1 9

11 11

1 10 1 4
10 1 4
10 4
10 1 4
10
10
10 1 608/423-3494 7
10
10

1 307235-0692 5

14
14 11 14
14 11
14 1 1
14 1

1
11

1
4 1 1
4 1
4 1
4 1

1 1

201/469-4770 11 1
412/457-6448 16

11 1 1,

13

401/434-2164 12
1

803/792-6866 9 1 1
803/957-6306 9 1



338
339
340
344
347
354
355
357
363
379
392
805
809
813
818
301
317
318
319
327
334
342
349
348
350
351
352
356
360
361
362
366
373
374
377
388
395
398
513
803
323
346
364
370
372
804
806
807
816
816
304
305
306
307
308
316
325
343
353
378
380
382
390
391
302
331
332
337
345
358
359
375
383
384
389
800
802
808
810
811

Alain Blum
Guy Revert)el
Bruno Sollier
Jacques Serviere
Bernard Lion
Marcon Louis
Robert Rives
Raymond Descatoires
Francois Sanglardi
Jacques Simon
Pierre Liard
J. Jacques De Keyser
Laurent Bonnet
Domique Paris
Laurent Larrouturou
Dangel Manfred
Detlef Mohr
Bernd Beillub
Mathias Stender
Andreas Szameitat
Peter Jannack
Gunther Konig
Klaus Zuchel
Woll Ossner
Rainer Kellerman
K. Kuhlich
Michael Schwindl
Peter Bezold
Fritz Von Domick
Jandeck Hartmunt
Stefan Griesmeyer
Dirk Pmetorius
Peter Mueller
Wolf Petrovicki
Thomas Stange
Folker Zinke
Dieter Brandt
Fiete Noack
Frieder Nlederquell
Fiegfried Tietz
Brian George
David Collett
Gordon Edwards
Barry Tieman
Phil Taphouse
Thursby Nell
Graham Sawyer
Roy Forlitt
Simon Morgan
Simon Morgan
Rob Van Deursen
Bram Lussenburg
Nol Eitens
Jan Van Spellen
Jan Wiiker
Martin Schuitema
Wim Bongets
Bram Van Straalen
Hans Kersseboom
Nico Olthof
Kees Snijders
Ernest Zwikker
Robert Heilbron
Milko Berben
Paolo Orsini
Eduardo Colosetti
Giuseppe Rotunno
Paolo Span
Glanpaolo Serm
Maurizio Juris
Maurizio De Rossi
Andrea Dorigoni
Antonio Nocca
Claudio Colbertaldo
Paolo Sciaccaluga
Michael Wohl
Piero Di Nucci
Marino Sandro
Roberto Peragallo
Oscar Calzati
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Cap D'Agde. FRANCE
Palavas. FRANCE
Beaufort En Vallee. FRANCE
Mandelieu. FRANCE
Ajaccio, FRANCE
Martigues. FRANCE
Toulouse, FRANCE
Bondues, FRANCE
Paris, FRANCE
La Valette, FRANCE
La Motte, FRANCE
Halluin, FRANCE
La Rochelle, FRANCE
Locmariaquer, FRANCE
St Maring, FRANCE
Woltrathshaussen, GERMANY
Hamburg, GERMANY
Ritterhude, GERMANY
Aachen, GERMANY
Eutingen, GERMANY
Hamburg, GERMANY
Morun/Sylt, GERMANY
Lechenich, GERMANY
Muenchen. GERMANY
Velbert, GERMANY
Herdecke, GERMANY
Huenstetten. GERMANY
Bamberg, GERMANY
Kalkar, GERMANY
Bergkamen, GERMANY
Feldafing, GERMANY
Hemmingen, GERMANY
Mendig, GERMANY
Globusch, GERMANY
Bremen, GERMANY
BorklillI, GERMANY
Dusseldorl, GERMANY
Berlin, GERMANY
Korbach, GERMANY
Friedrichshafen, GERMANY
Cornwall, GREAT BRITAIN
Houghton Cambs, GREAT BRITAIN
Surrey. GREAT BRITAIN
Poole Dorset, GREAT BRITAIN
Somemet, GREAT BRITAIN
Tynes & Wear, GREAT BRITAIN
Stapleford Notts, GREAT BRITAIN
Wiltshire, GREAT BRITAIN
London. GREAT BRITAIN
Vassiliki Lenkas. GREECE
Le Heemstede, HOLLAND
Hoekvan, HOLLAND
Katy,ijk Zee, HOLLAND
Den Haag, HOLLAND
Egmond A/Zee, HOLLAND
Wassenaar, HOLLAND
Noordwik, HOLLAND
Gravezande, HOLLAND
Naarclen, HOLlAND
Glutrech Hemelingen, HOLLAND
Velserbroek, HOLLAND
Assen (Drenthe), HOLLAND
Wassenaar, HOLLAND
Rotterclam, HOLLAND
Ladispoli, ITALY
Varedo, ITALY
Pisa, ITALY
Aurisiana, ITALY
Quartu S.Elena CA, ITALY
Venezia Lido, ITALY
Roma Lido, ITALY
Torento, ITALY
Gaeta, ITALY
Palermo, ITALY
Genova, ITALY
Meran, ITALY
Formia, ITALY
Pescara, ITALY
Della Pescara, ITALY
Latina, ITALY

Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur'
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur
Eur

314
367
310
322
329
341
326
368
371
387
812
814

Jacques Frel
Cato Knem
Dominique Ardin
Thomas Muhlethaler
Walter Steiner
Werner Wittwer
Per Ahlberg
Thomas Niclason
Ove Hull
Roll HaradIsson
Lars Persson
C.S.B.F.G. Lefebvre

INTERNATIONAL
79 Bill Hyman

506 Craig Findley
702 Robert Jensen
704 John Vaughn
707 George Groves
710 Dick Sherwell
438 Age de Vries
487 J. De Groot
122 Walter 0. Cabral
38 Paul Harvey
74 Paul Yatwood
90 Bruce Peto
98 Lamont George

129 Glenn Withenshaw
172 Nick Elliot
183 Stuart Crabbe
185 Marcus Lamb
214 Steve Jung
237 Craig Burwell
247 David MacHardy
263 Ron Rubadeau
293 Dave Chick
298 Dave Milne
299 Bill Cabel
417 Grant McDonald
441 Chris Walker
446 Edgar Frank
497 George Wand
517 Brian Hughes
527 Robert Laurendeau
289 Octavio Jorde
252 Noel Kliner
189 Tony Stearns
138 Juan Maegli
493 F. Peter Hatwood
179 Gordon Leilson
518 Max Westwater
132 Neil Carter
365 Didier Constant
498 Masahiko Ozeki
499 Mariyasu Murase
501 Aliro Hirayama
507 Masami Kozuge
233 Miguel Salas-Vega
469 Poncho Umon
405 Shaun Burgess
46 Murray Davidson

471 Nicky Guy
512 Gavin Harlord
531 Brendon Whitley
402 Charlie Cronhel
274 Peter Capotosto
420 Juan de Orbaneja
421 Ricardo Rovira
422 Adrian Viudes
423 Jose Rodriguez
424 Joan Torroella
425 Felipe Bellini
426 Ramon Pilio
428 Pedro Garcia
429 Antonio Oriol
430 Antonio Munoz
431 Rodolfo Ortiz
411 Dick Wilsinson
511 Brian Withers
490 Ubaldo Tacconelli

Noumea, NEW CALEDONIA
Oslo, NORWAY
Geneva, SWITZERLAND
Zurich, SWITZERLAND
Altenrhein, SWITZERLAND
Denges, SWITZERLAND
Vellinge, SWEDEN
Sollentuna, SWEDEN
Vastra Frolunda, SWEDEN
Salen, SWEDEN
Skovde, SWEDEN
Gosier, Guadeloupe, WI

Pago Pago, AM. SAMOA
Caringbah, AUSTRALIA
Sydney. AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA
Monoma, BAHRAIN
Seria, BORNEO
Fortalexca, BRAZIL
Nova Scolia, CANADA
Whitby, Ont, CANADA
Winnepeg, Man, CANADA
Clear Lake, Man, CANADA
Thunder Bay, Ont, CANADA
Kingston, Ont, CANADA
Toronto, Ont, CANADA
London, Ont, CANADA
Vancouver, BC, CANADA
Samia, Ont, CANADA
Chatham, Ont CANADA
Kelowna, BC, CANADA
Balhurst, NB, CANADA
Ottawa. Ont, CANADA
Pickerington, NB, CANADA
Nova Scotia, CANADA
Burlington, Ont, CANADA
Calgary, AB, CANADA
Trenton, Ont, CANADA
Turkey PL Ont., CANADA
St. Romuald. Que. CANADA
Santo Dom., DOMINICAN REP.
Tami, FIJI
Saipan, GUAM
Guatemala Cty, GUATEMALA
Muscal. GULF OMAN
HONG KONG
Cheung Chau, HONG KONG
Tiemure, INDONESIA
Abldjan, IVORY COAST
Kanagawaken, JAPAN
Saitama-ken, JAPAN
Tokyo, JAPAN
Kanagawa. JAPAN
Mazatlan, MEXICO
San Felipe, MEXICO
Boroko Papua, NEW GUINEA
Auckland, NEW ZEALAND
Christchurch, NEW ZEALAND
Wellington, NEW ZEALAND
Tavranga, NEW ZEALAND
Lagos, NIGERIA
Manila, PHILIPPINES
Mijas, SPAIN
Calafell, SPAIN
La Manga, SPAIN
Castelldefels, SPAIN
Roses, SPAIN
Mallorca, SPAIN
Puebla de Farnals, SPAIN
Sanlucar de Bmda, SPAIN
Madrid, SPAIN
Sotogrande, SPAIN
Zaragoza, SPAIN
Dubai, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Abu Dhabi, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Edo Nueva Esp. VENEZUELA
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Attention Fleet Offiers!
In an effort to better serve

all Heels. the HOTLINE asks
that reporting officers follow
the guidelines included here.
These guidelines will help
HOTLINE report on events in a
more timely and accurate
manner. When submitting
race stories, results and pho-
tos, please keep the following
deadlines in mind.

Race stories should be a
maximum of 300 words. They
must be typewritten, double
spaced and should have the
name of the regatta, the fleet
number, the division number,
the location, the date and the
writer's name at the top of the
story. Please be sure the names
used in the stories are spelled
correctly.

Regatta Dates Due Dates Issues
9/1 to 11/3 are due 11/8 will appear in Jan/Feb
11/4 to 1/5 are due 1/10 will appear in March/April
1/6 to 3/1 are due 3/6 will appear in May/June
3/2 to 5/3 are due 5/11 will appear in July/August
5/4 to 7/5 are due 7/13 will appear in Sept/Oct
7/8 to 8/31 are due 9/6 will appear in Nov/Dec

Please note that this schedule is subject to change.

Do not submit results on
scoresheets. Results should
be typed lor printed by com-
puterl by class, position. and
total points. Place the name
of the regatta, the fleet
number. the division number,
the location, the date and
the name of the person sub-
mitting the scores at the top
of each page of results.

Photos should be 5x7 or 8x10
black and white prints. Please
write a short caption identifying
the people in the photo, and/or
the regatta on a separate sheet
and tape the caption to the back
of the print. Photos cannot be
returned so please send a dupli-
cate print.

Submit all material directly
to HOTLINE, P.O. Box 1008,
Oceanside, CA 92051

We'll do our best to be sure
every fleet's regatta is
included in the race section,
but stories will be printed on
a space available basis. The
HOTLINE also reserves the
right to edit stories for length
considerations.

REGATTA MATERIALS REQUEST FORM
Send completed form and payment to:

DATE MATERIAL
REQUIRED

EARL*

86110000 l S
86120000 1 S
86130010
86130020
86130100
86180000 1 S
86180100
86180200
86180300
86180400
86180500
86200000 1 S
89408940
89418941
89428942
8939

gUAND/I RESCRIEIION

HOTLINE Publications
Attn: Regatta Material
4925 E. Oceanside Blvd.
Oceanside, CA 92056

Course Chart Decals..........................................
Flag Decals ..
Biannual Officers Report Form...........................
Biannual Members Address Form.......,.....,,,.,,,• -
Minimum Fleet Bylaws
Hobie Class Assoc. Racing Rules....
Order of Finish Form
Protest Form
Regatta Checklist (pre-race arrangements) .......
Scorecards
Regatta Material Request Form..........,...............
W.H.C.A. Decals (outside window) .....................
Hobie Card Applications (pkg. of 100)...............
1-year HOTLINE Subscription (6 issues) ............
2-year HOTLINE Subscription ( 12 issues) .,........
HOTLINE Subscription Envelopes (pkg. of 50)...

EBillt.EAQI!

...............50
1.00

.........FREE
.... FREE

FREE
2.00

FREE
FREE

....FREE
FREE

....FREE
......1.00
....FREE
....14.97
....27.97
....FREE

FLEET #

ADDRESS

STATE

TELEPHONE NUMBER
CHECK# AMOUNT ENCLOSED

AU ITEMS MUST BE PAID FOR IN ADVANCE!!
CA RESIDENTS ADD 81/4% SALES TAX.

HOBIEHOTLINE SEPTEMBER 042OCTOBER1991/55

NAME

CITY
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Continued kom page 25

ROAD TO RECOVERY

In His0,"wn
Words

. When my airway was opened and
cleared, I began to breathe and was fully
conscious and aware of what was going
on around me. Communication was
difficult at first, due to the compensated
airway.

I went through the one-minute sizeup
I myself always use on patients. I could
feel my left arm. The burning pain was
intense as was the smell of burnt flesh. 1
could·move my right arm; I thought I
could feel my hips; I could not feel my
legs; but I thought I was moving my feet.

Ignorance is bliss, but knowledge can
be painful. My 10 years of teaching in the
fire science and emergency medical EMT/
Paramedic programs for the Daytona
Community College as well as my 20 years
of work experience led me to realize
precisely what was happening. I was
stripped of clothing, examined and
"packaged for transport." My spine was
immobilized and physically bound to a
spine board, oxygen administered and
assistance given to keep my airway open.

The handful of friends around me,
people I have worked with for up to 17
years, displayed their emotions freely. 1
saw people crying that I had never seen
cry before. I heard the shouting and
swearing of men heretofore quiet and
mild. As I fought for my life, all spoke to
me with words of encouragement; the
love of their fellow man was keen.

Initial Care Swift And Sure
In emergency medical services there

is a saying: "Good news doesn't travel
by helicopter." When I felt the rotor wash
of Air One landing with my teammates
assuring me it would be only moments
until I was loaded, I knew I was in what is
called "the golden hour," in which multi-
trauma patients have the only chance of
being saved. How well I heard the ticking
of the clock.

In the trauma room, I remained alert to
what was going on around me. I became
concerned when some co-workers did
not recognize me, due to the extensive
injuries.

56/SEPTEMBER 042OCTOBER1991

I endured a painfully thorough
inspection. Medical personnel went over
me from head to toe, starting IVs, taking
blood, stitching up the larger abrasions
and testing for internal damage. A
battery of X-rays was next.

A discovery was found! ! Great news
- no internal organs were cut or torn in
the abdomen. Emotions were displayed
again ... joy. As for me, amidst the
abounding good news, the pain and lack
of motion and feeling in my left arm and
the continual reminder of the burns never
left me.

As the orthopedic and trauma
surgeons prepared me for surgery and
discussed my left arm, I tried to stay
upbeat. I told them, "I have some good
news and some bad news."

The good news: "1 race catamarans
and am just starting to win some races."

The bad news: "1'm left handed."

fy! i• 44 % -I.,4
.:. .t-=i., f#.fil

.....

F..Ak,6 ...i·• i.'36·.ZZ.·
2 6. 19'M ' r./·sic'"<.--"--- -  0426Gpith:*i'• -4,-.l.4-:4..,i.---,4:11• "• ·....3='1_ismisd/#Stur/:FE'*44/*.../- I . ...B -, . - 61
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TED SCHADOW

I knew I was in • the

golden hour," in

which multi-trauma
patients have the

only chance of being

saved.

Please, No Billion Dollar Man
I asked that when they fixed my arm

that I would have no outside metal pins;
that pulleys with those rubber band
deals would be used. I wanted to make
sure when I looked over to see my arm, it
would be my own flesh and blood only.
No visible foreign parts.

I was advised they "might have to

amputate my arm." I pleaded that
amputation would be the last of all
possible alternatives.

The surgery consisted of 14 hours of
delicate, tense, agonizing work by a
team of truly gifted people. Using the
largest metal plates available, along with
a bone graft from my left hip and 26
screws, my arm was saved.

The Worst Is Behind
After the initial life-saving trauma

surgery was performed, a fractured leg
was found in the secondary survey the
next day. I was stabilized for five days
until another dozen hours were spent
reconstructing my legs. Due to the
swelling and the priority of care given to
the burns and fracture of the arm, the
defining of the fractured hand was only
completed five weeks after the accident.

I received not only the finest of
medical attention, but also the best of
Hobie care from the beginning. My
mother, co-workers, clergy and members
of Fleet 80 stood by faithfully at the
trauma center giving their support.

During my recovery, I was told 1 wou ld
have to re-learn how to walk and how to
use my hand again. My initial optimism
- no big deal - soon was tempered by
reality. After a heart-to-heart talk with my
physicians, I had to own up to the fact
that the road ahead was going to be
long and tough, with disappointing
detours.

Helping me to get better was the
entire community. Every fleet in Florida
made its presence known through visits,
cards and phone calls. Local school
children sent hand-drawn pictures to
cheer me on my way. The true
brotherhood of the fire service was
shown when an old friend from the
Toronto fire department traveled from
Canada to spend a day with me.

After six weeks in a nursing home,
where I was transported to physical
therapy via ambulance, the casts came
off and my first steps, somewhat shaky,
were taken. As time went on, the medical
community was truly surprised with my
progress. We all were gratified to see the
fruits of their hard work being reaped in
my rapid recovery.

The Best Is Yet To Come
The struggle continues. I have

learned to submit to the pain of the
physical therapist (terrorist) breaking up
the congealed muscle tissue limiting the
rat'• ge of motion in my left arm and hand
and in both legs. Knowing that friends
and even people whom I never have met
are still caring is what keeps me going.

Having both legs and one arm in
casts for eight weeks and being unable
to take care of myself made me realize
all the more that no man is an island. The
best in medical care saved my body.
The love of mankind saved my life. Al

HOBIEHOTLINE
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BY AAIKE STALEY
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HOBIEit.A Sl• Bil.Lin,R:U!• ES WOODYS

SUPPORT YOUR CLASS ASSOCIATION

* ALL PROFITS GO TO THE INTERNATIONAL
HOBIE CLASS ASSOCIATION AND 15 % TO
YOUR REGION.

* 100% COTTON HEAVY PULLOVER WITH
EMBROIDERED HOBIE LOGO FLEECE
LINED, DOUBLE STICHED.

* 100% COTTON QUALITY T-SHIRT WITH
SCREENED HOBIE LOGO FRONT AND
BACK.

* SPECIAL ORDERS: GET YOUR FLEET OR
COUNTRY EMBROIDERED ON PULLOVER.
CALL US FOR DETAILS.

* FOREIGN DELIVERY PLEASE CALL FOR

INFORMATION.

01......1......rm....-m........4•
/ TO ORDER : SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO
 042IHCA GEAR P.O. BOX # 2855 CAPISTRANO BEACH CA.
 042U.S.A. 92624 TEL- (714) 496-7394 FAX (714)361-8732
m PULLOVER (STATE SIZE AND QUANTITY)
• S_ M _ L XL @US. $49.00 EACH =$
, DISCOUNT PRICE ON QTY ORDERS OF
. 12 OR MORE PULLOVERS U.S. $ 46.00 EACH = S
. T-SHIRT (STATE SIZE AND QUANTITY)
 042S_ M L XL @ U.S. $12.00 EACH =$
I DISCOUNT PRICE ON QTY ORDERS OF
I 24 OR MORE T-SHIRTS: U.S. $ 10.00 EACH = $
• HOBIE SUNGLASSES:
, SPORTSMANS, BRN_ OR BLK _ @$89.00 EACH = 5
. ISLANDERS, BRN OR BLK @$87.00 EACII = S
 042WOODY, BROWN OR BLK @$81.50 EACH = $

i rE,Efri < .Z« ...0 c.--=*,• C, 1 F\-3
WOODY SPORTSSiXITS ISLANDER

 042 I.H.C.A. STICKERS @ $2.00 EACH= S
 042 SUB TOTAL $
" CA. RESIDENTS ADD 8.25% SALES TAX S

SHIPPING AND HANDLING U.S.ONLY $
• IF ORDER TOTALS $ 0 TO 520.00 ADD $ 2.75

$ 20.01 TO 50.00 ADD $ 3.50
$ 50.01 TO $125.00 ADD $ 4.00

$125.01 AND ABOVE 54.50
TOTAL ENCLOSED

• SHIP TO:

I NAME
. ADDRESS
 042CITY STATE ZIP
0 COUNTRY PHONE NO.
u IF APPLICABLE FLEET -DIV.-REGION BOAT

ALLOW 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY
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1991 Hobie 14/147/17 Singlehanded
National Championships Ra80mmln11 9%**K(&_0*EAI

LE I '. (S• ][9 2.Iii) 81• 119 l{\Cedar Mills Marina & Resort, Lake Texoma, TEXAS
October 19th-26th, 1991

.-

1,1,2LS" Resortis set among th,='drs«,nd,;14.ti• -ii"i&,eon'> Oct6ber 19th-2idi. ISat-M8n. 3 davs) 14 Nationals (No Pre-qualilication required)
--- -7- HOBIE 14 -STOCK CHAMPIONSHIP

the sandy shores of Lake Texoma, 12 miles -north of Whildsboro, Texas ofi 11,10ize·• h,6Ho10# 14 <§08k Nation-aIs will be a B.Y.O.B. (Bring Your Own Boat) with some
377. It is located 70 miles north of the DalldE'/ fprt Wo• h metfo'plex) Thfiresort li• s charters avail®le (de'e Charter Boals).The Championship will be for 3 days with
cabins, campsites. R.V. hookups,«• fant6stib restauranO.Kdturi trails fof Biking and no cuts. The awhrd6 ban46et-will be held M6nday night October 21st.

HOBIE 14 TURBO CHAMPIONSHIP "hiking, swimming, fishing and a 500 slip mAR,nK, iG'st to name a few.,Eake'Texoma e I
completed in 1944 by German prisoners of war,'has over 580 miles of sh2eline, it October 23rd-25th IWed.Fri. 3 davs) 14T Nationals (No Pre-qualification required)
also takes claim to the worlds record'blub catlish which was recently caubhi, and The Hobie 14 Stock Nationals will bea B.Y.O.B. (Bring Your Own Boat) with some
weighed in at just over 118 • Ounds'!!3Average temperatures for Octobef are, Highs charters available (see Charter Boats). The Cliampionship will be for 3 days with
in the low 80's, with«Lows in the«• idto upper 60's. Water temps: average in the mid no cuts. The awards banquet will be held Friday night October,25th.
to upper 70's. Winds'15120 • -pp! (example: A couple of Stickney sailors' were heard HOBIE 17 CHAMPIONSHIP
uttering 'ouuhh Wweee !! tlast October zooming along flyitig a hull ) Thid e,)ent Odober 22nd-26!h (Tue-Sat.''5'davs) 17 Nationals (No Pre·qddlification required )
promises to be a Party packed week with things like Live steel Drum b• ands, Rock & The format of the Hoble 17 NatiBbal Championships will be setup to guarantee all
Roll at its best andJhe Stickney Family Reunion (A legeAdair lamily of Hoble- in attendance 5 days of racing.! The plan is as follows: _
Sailors) juht think 98'Aould be a long lost cousin. So juqp in that rig"br hop on ihat The Championship Se'rids,for the 17's willbe"It'dld Tuesday thru Tliursday. With
plane and come to.• The TEXOMA One On One: · - -t, ra Cut made Thursdai ni• htfThose not makIng tfie cut will sail in'a 'Silver Fleet' on

Al . ' ·. Friday and Saturda• ,1• idphies will be awar'ddd for the top individuals in this fleet.
0 ACCOMMODATIONS: ,' \Of course the 'Ggld Fleet' will be mad• :up ol those makiAg the. cut after
Cedar Mills-Malina & Resort has Cabins• (remodeled (spring 91') and has set Op' I Thursdays races.,Th'ese individuals will race for the Championship on Friday and
Yachts.for Di9/Wdt Charters. Camping incl, Bestrooms/Showers,acid hookups.ford t Saturday. The awards banquetwil! be held Saturday night - October 26th
RV's,'are also available, for reservations prmore info 6011!dct: (903)-523-4200 /'4222 ,, ,2, -' .'. . 4.

'Cabins-$59 per night upto 6 adults- - -'' /9" * RV Hookups• $10 peinight :z9'<EIACE REGISTRATION: ' 1 ,·
*DiyNVel.Charter Yachts 28-38 ft. - $60-$125 per' night. -Camping,Y $5 Per hight 1, Fi116ut the registiation foimf Be sure to give com• lete inforinationi Mail your race

Swissi Villa:Motel is located 15 minutes await in Whitesboro; TX..' • t has clean • tiregistration and«e'ntry',iee before"the,Deadline date of Septeniber 23rd, 1991
mddein rd'd• is with queen size beds; cable TV and PhonS Contact: 903-864-5662: Registration includes' ( minimum): i Lundlies each' day of event,• Welcome and
spicidl rates are: $31.00-double / $38.00-quad. ' ,• i .I '(Awal,85• iquet ihiluditig dinner, * Races,"·Trophies , '1 T-Shi• "'abd * Product

"., ./ 1 -5 1 ·''' ·, . giveaways.
AIRLINE AND 41RPORT TRANSFER • DFW airport in Dallas is only 65 miles. It is a·' ' 1 5 t,14 ' ·
maj8r hulilor-American & DeHA Airlities. We will be-broviding Airp6it • tiansfer if al all' O ENTRY FEES: + - Before
po• sibl,e. Contact one of the informAtion numtifs below. . /. r ..' ' 6 ./ Class Sept 23rd After#
0 • RACES: - +. 14 Stock - $100 $1504 I 14 Turbo - $100 - $150
Each 'ol, these events will be a (B.Y.0.13) Bring • Your Own Boat regatta. The #. 17 Stock - $175 - ,$225
schedttle has been setup so that. an iddividual can compete in both the 14 Nationals t...:-,1 4 14& 17 package $250 - - $300
&17 Nationals or"14 & 14T;Ndtionals. * I.Y.R.U., U.S:Y.R.U and North Ameridah I 2. , ., 14 & 14T package $175 -"$225.
Hobie Class rules apply. Thdre will be a skippers'meeting each morning at 10:00.4.. c. 1
COMPT/p=RULEAPPL'/Es . • ·7.1'• i- -----TT--• - -1-ADDITIONALT-SHIRTS:

• • ' ' 1.' ,: . ' : z -- - ---' 3 1 ,/,9ile high quality T-Sh• il, is included with your entry fee.• :Additional shirts may be
CHARTER BOATS:. -, 5 -111- • : I pu• chased for $10.00 each. Please specily quantity and sizesof shirts ordered on
We will be working tq,secure charter boats forrent, Cha• • stwill be availabtfnl,f3:-eur registration form. Pdyment for additional shirt,rnust:66 iAcllided with your
first come first semp basis. The followind are tho rates: --«31'-.-. -- =-• ..._.,f-4- -gotry.fee_ • .
Hobie 17 - $300.00.including use of new sail,4 DahG• ldeposit. NOPERSONAL CHEC• LL BEACCEPTEDON SITE FOR ENTRY FEES!
Hobie 14 - $100 4Dkmagedeposit . - . 254Hobiel,14T-$f00-+Damagedeposit.------ -- -__- ------ -----= .2..9. f .....
For more inlormatioA'orleservations Cintact: i I 2 /. Information Contact: Pete Pattullo (214)-422-00259(214)-301-7185U--
Dexter Ploss - 6809 R• in• e,Blvd.,Fiower Mound; TX.75028 - (817) 491-4660 Jane Sherrod (817)-295-5167

..............".... 036=.""¤ 036"..¤=.¤¤.=="......=".¤"¤=".¤¤m"...¤¤¤".¤¤¤=¤¤"..¤N.m"...=.¤"C '4, . # I »....a '3...HOBIE 14/14T/17 NATIONAL iCHAMPIONSHIPS
, IE*Sal:,=fell:41.Idit[§1111*21Aild « 4 1 -2., r.

,». ... ", A .// 4 =
This form must be postmarked by September 23rd, 1991 16 avoid late registration fees WJ *.:I - ... . i .., * e'll ./.•'...,,, -... • »t»A·.· ,«

Name ...... .......:ts. U .\ i ......#.t N 01-- -
*-.-1« · - ' ·• . --·• -

Address - City ...

State Zip Phone (H) (W)

Please enter me in: E114 Stock E117's E114 Turbo • 14 & 17 • 14 & 14T

T-shirts(s): Medium Large X-Large

0 l have enclosed a check made out to "Hobie Singlehanded Nationals" in U.S. funds for $

0 Charge $ to my • 1 Mastercard El Visa

Card # Exp. Date

'.

S» -=
-« . «Mail to:
/

Singlehanded Nationals
4421 E. Coffee Crk Rd.

Edmond, OK. 73034

Phone (405)-348-4501
Fax (405)-272-0341

Cardholder's Signature



MLoil' 9[DglW• INTRODUCES
U UULrd Big.Foot i

1 THE NEW »-
4 .Ar'

1 SUPER--21 12, *F
OBLAV ITI• E• LBAY ----• -i=.,

1 • THESE REMARKABLE - -• )I-«.1 - .1

; Big-Foot TIRES PUT- 5 -
,

MORE TREAD AREA ON
THE SAND -MAKE HEAVY• >• - $38900 --
CATAMARANS ROLL LIKE A BREEZE! -• + FRT. s. .

- 4/44. i /6- f i
9, 1 - 1 i

*--
I .'ll- 1 1

t
,- /*/1-

- -,3'*lize/6
------_11.• • I-*• * NEVER BEFORE HAS SOFT BEACH LAUNCHING BEEN SO EASY/* -,-

Big-Foot comes with all the original %819 T[• ]• features. -,----
1 , --..

./.4
1 / -

..
THE ORIGINAL

00LOF ITIBLA• XK -cs..

'21"x12" Tires I •
- 2-Ply Rated I •
- Tubeless I 2
- Smooth Tread

- -I../ I., I.'\.

.-L----/1
2 5 . . III»-= ,

.... /-1 1-I, ...

-• -"---------

Most popular beach dolly since 1977 <, 3 -- i
- Big chevron ATV 2-ply tires .,. L---1
- 20 Delrin roller bearings per wheel -I <-- "$37900 s
- Anodized aluminum axle and wheels- + FRT.

' - Padded end stops - Dacron tie-downropes -

i

1

1

1

i
1/

1
I

1

1

;

1
1

t
1
t. l

*--
,- 7.- '--- HIGH PERFORMANCE AT A LOW PRICE! -

h
L----/' -I , 1 -VOIBIEGB ITIBLAYAK, 4-

-I-- :--• -' '. '. j- - Tough blue polyethylene wheels

11»»»«. - .:. • i,LE :1:';11:=:enddd• r• :1:=;:tts
--$28900, FR• . .•

- Same roller bearings as • ST 'i• Mt
- Easy rolling on firm beaches.

HOB/E 21 OBLAV FIBLARY
Now with Big-Foot Slick Tires! THESE NEW TIRES ARE TERRIFIC!
- CAT CRADLES INCLUDED* -

- IT'S 50% EASIER TO ROLL*CT--\
1 ../ .... , .1\ $49800 + FRT. l

r-'1
*-· A HOBIE 21 IN SOFT SAND

4• • • lJv
t

1--r"-... WITH Big-Foot SLICKS.

- *Form Fitting Fiberglass-Pad led to Protect Hulls • --·/' YOU'LL BE AMAZED! ! !

See your local Catamaran Dealer for FLORIDA SAILCRAFT Products or contact us:

FLORIDA SAILCRAFT, INC. CALL FOR INFORMATION OR TO ORDER

1601 N.E. 18th AVENUE
WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD

FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33305
1-(800) 292-9777 OR (305) 561-9777
6% FREIGHT - IN FLORIDA ADD 6% TAX
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LOCATION:
San Diego Fleet Four is proud to host the
1991 Hobie16 National and Women's 16 & 18
Worlds Championships at the Silver Strand State
Beach which is just south of the beautiful seaside
community of Coronado. The Silver Strand is a
narrowstripof sandybeachseparating San Diego
Bay from the ocean. Racing will be on the bay
wheretheonshorebreezeassuresgoodwindand
the Silver Strand assures flat water.

Local attractions include:
 042Camping on the ocean right at the race site
 042The magnificent Coronado Bay Bridge linking

San Diego and Coronado
 042A short ferry ride to all the action of downtown

San Diego
 042A few minutes from the world famous San

Diego Zoo, Sea World, and Tijuana, Mexico
 042San Diegoisthehostcityforthe1992America's

Cup

ACCOMMODATIONS:
Race headquarters isat SilverStrand State Beach,
5 miles south of Coronado on Highway 75. Daily
park use fees are included in your registration.
 042Camping is available for fully self-contained

vehicles in an ocean front lot in the park. The
rate is $14 per night payable in cash at the
park. No hookups available. No reservations
are required. Tent camping is also available
on the bay side beach in the park at the same
rate.

 042The host hotel is the Glorietta Bay Inn, 1630
Glorietta Blvd., Coronado, CA 92118. Phone
(619) 435-3101 or (800) 283-9383. This con-
temporary inn built around an historic 1908
mansion features heated pool, rental bicycles,
and golf and tennis within 1 mile. Itisfourmiles
from race headquarters. Rates forthe garden
rooms are $73 per night double occupancy,
suites for upto four persons are $99 pernight.
ReservationsmustbemadebeforeAugust25.

 042An alternate hotel is the Crown City Inn, 520
Orange Ave., Coronado, CA 92118. Phone
(619) 435-3116 or (800) 422-1173. This inti-
mate inn within the community of Coronado
has an outdoor pool. It is five miles from the
race site. All rooms are $39 per night and
reservations must be made before August 25.

 042For airline reservations, call Kim at Century
Travel, (800) 243-0484. Reservations made
through Century support this event.
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RACES:
All racing will be BYOB (bring your own boat)
although a limited number of rental boats will be
available by contacting Wind & Sea Sports, (619)
276-1244.

Hobie 16 Open National Championship:
 042Qualifying races Sunday and Monday
 042Championship series Tuesday thru Thursday
 042Final series Friday and Saturday
 042All skippers guaranteed five days of racing
 042Daily skippers meeting at loam
 042COMPTIP  442rule applies

Hobie 16&18 Women's Worlds Championships:
 042Registration Wednesday morning 8-10am
 042Practice races Wednesday afternoon
 042Championship series Thursdaythru Saturday
 042COMPTIP  442rule applies

RACE REGISTRATION:
All sailors, whether pre-qualified or not, must pre-
register by completing the registration form and
mailing it along with the appropriate fee by the
August 25 deadline.

Cut out entry form and send with fee to:
Fleet Four
12834 Stone Canyon Road
Poway, CA 92064.

FEES:
Hobie 16 Open National Championship
 042Pre-registered $250
 042After August 25th $300

Hobie 16 & 18 Women's Worlds Championships
 042Pre-registered $125
 042After August 25th . $150

Additional Party Packets for non-racers:
 042T-shirt and duffel bag with giveaways
 042Tickets for the Welcome, Cut, and Final

Awards Parties
 042Daily lunches on the beach
 042Available for $100 per person.

Sorry, no credit cards or personal checks will be
accepted at the race site.
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SAN DIEGO,

CALIFORNIA

16 OPEN NATIONAL

SEPT 29 - OCT 5, 1991

16 & 18 WOMEN'S

WORLDS
SEPT 25 - SEPT 28, 1991

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
SCOTT DIXON (619) 673-9588

PRESENTED

BY

FLEET FOUR

RACE REGISTRATION FORM
Entry Must Be Postmarked By August 25,1991 To Avoid Late Fees

SKIPPER

ADDRESS

CITY / STATE / ZIP

PHONE NUMBER (CHECK BOX IF YOU WILL BE CAMPING ) •

CREW
16 OPEN NATIONAL • 16 WOMEN'S WORLDS El 18 WOMEN'S WORLDS •

Wpioh, Sail No

T-Shin Sizes Small CIJ Medium • Large • X-Large • XX-Large •

Additional Party Packets • 0 $100 each Total Amount Enclosed $
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All the words listed below are items which you'd

probably find most Hobie sailors would take with them for
a day of sailing and fun at the beach or lake.

See how many words you can find in the Hobie Word
search puzzle. Good luck!

BEER
BUNS
BARBEQUE
HAMBURGER
COOLER
TOWEL
BLANKET
SWIMSUIT
JIB
WATCH

PUZ

PFD
GEAR
COMPTIP
BEACH
DRYSUIT
HARNESS
COMPASS
COLESLAW
MAINSAIL
KNIFE

RADIO PICKLES
WIND CHIPS
TOYS CATSUP
DESSERT MUSTARD
CHARCOAL GLOVES
TRAILER BOOTIES
TELLTALES ICE
REFRESHMENTS SPINNAKER
CREW STRAPS
LOTION PLIERS

ZLE

K C PRE

W WIN

P SMC

NRAH

CGLQ

RCBE

AUJDK

NQLN

M S KET

PMEB

HAFT

UKSC

C E SHS

D F PMP

OOTI

HCTA

MAHH

LAO

SLA

IAS

LI

D M

P K

K S

SL

A S

T N

0 U

Y B

S W

R G

JA

A K

M T

E S

W C

Y S

C R

W K

NI

ART

DRO

EBV

PFA

TEE

ECF

GSI

LEN

OLK

VAU

ETH

SLI

BLR

AEY

STM

AUF

DBP

AHC

WWB

AMH

The 30 seconds it took us to pull the trailer
and boat to its new location were very
nearly the last 30 seconds of our lives.

The massive jolt that rushed through
arms, torsos, legs, feet and into the ground
knocked me down and left my partner
wandering dazed a short distance away.

Friends rushed to our assistance, at
once seeing what I had so foolishly done.
When I looked up to see the COMPTIP 442of
mymastpressedagainsttheupperhotline
of the 7200-volt power lines, and the metal
portion of the mast pressed against the
lowerneutral line, I almostcould not believe
that we were telling our friends that we
were all right.

We saw the main halyard had burned
into three pieces and was dangling in the
breeze. Apparently what the halyard and
whatever surface current the COMPTIP
couldconducthadbeen thevoltagewhich
had traveled through the mast. From there,
the power had traveled across the front
crossbar, through the pylons, through the
fiberglasshulls, throughrubberrollers, and
only then into the trailer frame. I am certain
had a metal mast been in contact with the
upper wire instead of a COMPTIP I would
not be writing this letter.

In a few minutes the magnitude of my
mistake began to hit me. Tears filled my
eyes as I realized the dangertowhich I had
just exposed my inexperienced crew. My
God, I know better! I have been doing this
for six years. Every time I step my mast I
look for wires. I warn my friends of wires
that I have seen, just in case they haven't.
1 frequently launch at aspotthathas power
lines near the ramp. I know of people who
have been killed and people who have
been injured by power lines. I have read all
the articles and warnings. I am experi-
enced. I had even seen and noted these
same power lines at a regatta two years
before!

While waiting for the Puget Power and
Light Companyto arrive and shut down the
power so the boat could be removed,
numerous friends came over to give us
hugs and express their relief we were OK.
Aficionados of few sports share the
closeness Hobie Catters have for each
other. It is for them and all the Hobie Family
that I write this letter as a testimony of how
susceptible to complacency we all can
become. To all of you: PLEASE get a
COMPTIP. PLEASE look up.

Ron White/Jennifer Paine
Gig Harbor, WA

Send your letter, with your name, ad-
dress and daytime phone number, to:
Letters, HOTLINE, P.O. Box 1008,
Oceanside, CA 92051 or fax to (619) 758-
1841. Letters may be edited for space or
clarity requirements. XL
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11 IlE'S HOW what does that tell you about the rest of the boat? Tough. Very

When you can lift the entire boat and engine by the bow rail,

tough. Sure, you should be able to lift any small boat by a cleat or

WE TEST OUR Our hand laid-up, fully cored hulls and decks utilize the latest

structural member, but a bow mil, Forget it. Except on a Hobie

super strength materials like Kevlar, carbon fiber, and titanium.
The Hobie Power Skiff is the toughest boat of its size. Period.

BOW RAILS.
Which means you'll have added safetj lower maintenance,
higher resale, and confidence in the backcountry or blue water.

PICTURE A FORMULA 1 CAR THAT CAN BE
o DRIVEN ACROSS WATER.

Here's the way boating editors
describe the Power Skiff after
a test run: 'Accelerates like a
Ferrari"... "Handling reminis-
cent of a race car"... "Smooth
and dry!" Born in California's
big surf, a Power Skiff with only
7" of draft will take you almost
anywhere: the Florida flats, Colorado River or Cuttyhunk.
Fishing, skiing, diving, knee boarding, wave jumpmg, or just
"cruisin' & lookin' good." You'll have more fun in a Hobie.

THE HOBIE POWER SKIFE PROOF THAT
AN "UNSINKABLE" BOAT CAN HAVE A
COMFORTABLE RIDE AND GREAT LOOKS!

1  036 "-:. . · 1 ·,.. Wefeelaboatshoulddomore than not sink. So, our unsink-
,#. .·.• -4, ableboatwas also designed to ride well. Its modified deep V hull

/ I. : .'• 9.,1.: delivers a comfortable, secure ride, with excellent stabilitj even at
, -: ,,tpt. --: rest. Ergonomics was a major consideration when the Power

t' 1.• ,4.4, Skiff was created... you'll feel comfortable all day, riding, or just
i AL . : I sitting in a Hobie.

/$ · r .

SERIOUS ABOUT A 1247' BOAT? SEA TRIAL
A 110BIE. YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELE

1 .. The only real way to gauge the quality and hi-performance of a
Hobie is to sea trial one. There are four 1345' models - two

4 utilities, a fisherman and a racy center cockpit - waiting for you
at your nearest Hobie Power dealer, all precisionfactory rigged
with Yamahas. Compare a Hobie with any other boat you've
been considering. You'll be the winner.

See your Hobie dealer or call us (619-758-9100) for the dealer
nearest you.

4925 East Oceanside Boulevard, Oceanside, California 92056.
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